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The international Comparison pro-
gram (iCp) is a global statistical ini-
tiative aimed at estimating purchas-

ing power parities (ppps) that are used to 
convert gross domestic product (gdp) and 
its components from national currency de-
nominations into common international 
currency units at equal price level.  prior 
to the iCp, official exchange rates were 
generally used to convert gdp to a com-
mon currency, but exchange rates do not 
reflect international price level differences 
and are subject to short-term fluctuations. 
however for some purposes, such as com-
paring international debt positions and for-
eign trade, the use of exchange rate will be 
more appropriate. for comparisons of real 
domestic volumes of product and relative 
price levels, the purchasing power of cur-
rencies must be taken into account.  ppp-
based economic data inform users about 
the relative sizes of markets, the size and 
relative shares of key components of gdp, 
and the purchasing power of currencies. 

the regional comparison in western 
asia was carried out within the general 
framework of the iCp 2005 project and 
represents an effective partnership that has 
brought together national statistical offices 
from 11 countries, as well as regional agen-
cies and international organizations. this 
report marks the culmination of the joint 
and concerted efforts that have brought 
the latest round of the iCp in western asia 
to a successful completion. the program’s 
successful completion would not have 
been possible without the joint partner-
ship and the financial support of the gov-
ernments of the participating countries, 
the arab fund for Economic and social de-
velopment (afEsd), the islamic develop-
ment Bank (isdB) and the iCp global trust 
fund. 

this report presents the results of the 
2005 round of the iCp in western asia re-
gion, including total and per capita ‘real’ 
gdp and its key components, such as 
household consumption, collective gov-

ernment spending, gross fixed capital for-
mation, net foreign balance and a number 
of other aggregates. 

the results contained in the report of-
fer a wealth of information, opening up 
new research opportunities and yielding 
insights and substantial dividends for poli-
cy and business decision-making.  Compar-
isons on key development indicators will 
become more significant with the availabil-
ity of more robust ppps at various levels of 
disaggregation. more importantly, the use 
of ppp data in poverty analysis, particularly 
for estimating poverty incidence based on 
internationally comparable poverty lines, 
will be pivotal in estimating and assessing 
poverty in the region.  

apart from generating ppp-related eco-
nomic data,  the iCp serves as a catalyst in 
statistical capacity-building.  it also encour-
ages regional and global data harmoniza-
tion by demonstrating rigorous compliance 
with international standards for statistical 
classifications, data collection, processing 
and reporting.  as a result, each of the 11 
member countries has shown great inter-
est, investing heavily in the program.  

un-EsCwa, in its effort to build a 
sound and sustainable knowledge base, 
is unequivocally committed to working 
with partners and building on the current 
momentum.  it is my sincere hope that 
the current report will prove to be an-
other stepping stone on the path to build-
ing a stronger and better knowledge base 
in the future. it is, therefore, essential to 
build on and strengthen the current part-
nership while nurturing new partnership 
to expand the program’s support base.

Bader omar al dafa
under-secretary-general

Executive secretary

Preface 
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PPPs can be viewed as an inter-
spatial analogy to constant 
price time series in national 
accounts. Just as constant 
price time series equalize prices 
across time and allow users to 
look at temporal changes in real 
GDP, PPPs establish price parity 
across space and permit com-
parison of economic volumes 
free of price and exchange rate 
distortions.

9

Rapid globalization has under-
scored the urgent need for rel-
evant, reliable and timely statis-

tics. that, in turn, has brought to sharp 
focus the long-standing international 
data comparability and harmonization 
issues. from a national policy-making 
perspective, an increasingly integrated 
world requires national governments to 
have a clear picture of their economic 
structure as well as their current posi-
tions and future prospects in regional 
and global markets. when seen in a re-
gional or global perspective, a country’s 
data reveal valuable and policy-relevant 
insights in respect of its price relatives, 
economic structure and real volume of 
outputs. 

the international Comparison pro-
gram (iCp) represents a global effort to 
establish a method for comparing per 
capita and total gross domestic product 
(gdp) or its sub-aggregates in real terms 
across countries to help understand, 
among other things, inter-country dif-
ferences in standards of living, levels of 
investment, size of government outlays 
and the purchasing power of curren-
cies. the program develops an alterna-
tive rate of exchange called purchasing 
power parity (ppp) that corrects the dif-

ferences in price levels and thus enables 
comparison of economic aggregates and 
size of markets based on real volumes of 
output. 

the ppp for, say, the saudi arabian 
rial against the united states dollar (us 
dollar), is defined by the number of rials 
needed to buy in saudi arabia the same 
amount of goods and services as one us 
dollar would buy in the united states 
of america. ppps can be viewed as an 
inter-spatial analogy to constant price 
time series in national accounts, which 
present quantities of different years val-
ued at base year prices. Just as constant 
price time series equalize prices across 
time and allow users to look at temporal 
changes in real gdp, ppps establish price 
parity across space and permit compari-
son of economic volumes free of price 
and exchange rate distortions. 

the united nations system of nation-
al accounts 1993 (1993 sna) provides 
international standards for the compila-
tion and reporting of gdp and its com-
ponents. the challenge in international 
economic comparisons lies in convert-
ing national currency-denominated val-
ues into a common international cur-
rency unit. for example, a comparison 
between the economic well-being of an 

Introduction
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average saudi arabian citizen and that of 
an average omani, malaysian or Briton 
can be measured by comparing their per 
capita actual final household consump-
tion (afhC), after their national curren-
cy-denominated per capita estimates are 
converted into a common international 
unit of currency at the same price lev-
el. similarly, for example, the average of 
investment in capital goods in the syr-
ian arab republic can be meaningfully 
compared with the average investment 
in capital goods by its neighbors or with 
that average at the global level. it can be 
done only after all the relevant expen-
diture estimates are converted into an 
international currency and inter-country 
price differences have been adjusted for.

the national accounts identity, which 
provides the basis for compiling eco-
nomic data, is commonly represented by 
a simple equation, E = Q*p, i.e., expen-
diture (E) on gdp or its components 
equals volume of final output or quan-
tity (Q) multiplied by the corresponding 
price (p). since price levels vary between 
countries, the most important challenge 
in cross-country comparison is to deter-
mine how much of the difference in each 
country’s reported national accounts ex-
penditure estimates is accounted for by 
price levels and how much is due to the 
difference in the volume of goods and 
services (quantity) embodied in their 
gdp estimates. in order to compare real 
volumes of output across countries, it is 
necessary to account for price level dif-
ferences between them. put differently, it 
is necessary to establish equivalence in 
the price levels and thus in the purchas-
ing power of currencies to meaningfully 
compare levels of expenditure values 
across countries. 

Exchange rate ratios as conventional 
factors of national currency-denomi-
nated expenditure values are fraught 
with shortcomings. first, they do not 
account for differences in price levels 
and are often quite far apart from the 
actual purchasing power of the respec-
tive currencies’ unit ratios. second, they 

are subject to short-term fluctuations, 
which are driven by factors that have 
very little or nothing to do with the level 
or movements of prices underlying the 
volumes of goods and services produced 
and consumed in each country. thus, ex-
change rates are not useful for economic 
policy decisions, which should be based 
on volumes of outputs free of price and 
exchange rate distortions. 

tourists encounter that phenomenon 
on a daily basis.  a Jordanian would need 
to carry more money for a trip to kuwait 
than for a similar trip to Egypt, because 
at market exchange rates, prices are gen-
erally higher in kuwait than in Egypt.  
the problem is encountered on a broad-
er scale by international organizations, 
which must estimate relative levels of 
economic outputs of member countries 
in real terms in order to provide them 
with policy advice on growth and pov-
erty alleviation and to channel aid to the 
most deserving countries. similarly, mul-
tilateral corporations are increasingly 
finding iCp data critical in determining 
the relative size of markets and compar-
ing the cost of doing business in differ-
ent countries. 

a quick look at the 2005 iCp global re-
port makes that point clear. for example, 
the iCp preliminary global report pub-
lished in december 2007 indicates that 
the 11 western asian countries that took 
part in the 2005 round represent 2.9 per 
cent of the world population and 2.5 per 
cent of the world gdp when ppp con-
version factors are used. in contrast, if 
exchange rate-based estimates are used, 
the region accounts for only 1.6 per cent 
of the world gdp. in terms of real per 
capita gdp, the report places Qatar and 
kuwait second and fifth in the world, 
respectively. when per capita gdp fig-
ures are converted by exchange rate, 
Qatar becomes fifth and kuwait’s rank-
ing drops to 20th out of 146 countries 
that had taken part in the 2005 round. 
the two economies with the lowest per 
capita gdp in the region, iraq and Ye-
men, rank 97th and 103rd, respectively 

Since price levels vary be-
tween countries, the most 
important challenge in cross-
country comparison is to deter-
mine how much of the differ-
ence in each country’s reported 
national accounts expenditure 
estimates is accounted for by 
price levels and how much is 
due to the difference in the 
volume of goods and services 
(quantity) embodied in their 
GDP estimates. It is necessary 
to account for price level dif-
ferences between them. 



In terms of per capita GDP, Qatar 
and Kuwait rank second and fifth 
in the world, respectively. When 
per capita GDP figures are con-
verted by exchange rate, Qatar 
remains in the top five, but Ku-
wait’s ranking drops to 20th out of 
146 countries. The two economies 
with the lowest per capita GDP in 
the region, Iraq and Yemen, rank 
98th and 105th, respectively in the 
world in PPP terms.

11InTroDUCTIon

in ppp terms. 
over four decades of its existence, 

the iCp has expanded its country cover-
age and refined its institutional, organi-
zational, operational and methodologi-
cal principles and practices in order to 
improve the quality of ppp data. in the 
2005 round of surveys, iCp covered 
146 countries in six regions - includ-
ing 11 in western asia - making it the 
largest international statistical endeavor 
ever undertaken.  the first international 
comparison in 1970 involved only ten 
countries, in which none from western 
asia participated. 

this report presents the results of 
the 2005 western asia regional compar-
ison, which was conducted under the 
general framework of the iCp. Eleven 
countries participated in iCp-western 
asia: Bahrain, Egypt, iraq, Jordan, kuwait, 
Lebanon, oman, Qatar, saudi arabia, the 
syrian arab republic and Yemen.

the report is divided into six chap-
ters. Chapter 1 constitutes the main re-
port. it begins with a bird’s eye view of 
the rationale for such a massive under-
taking,  presents the program’s concep-
tual underpinnings and highlights the 
uses and limitations of the data. Chapter 
2 presents the results of the 2005 west-
ern asia regional comparison, including 
highlights of the main findings and anal-
ysis of the data in brief. Chapter 3 fo-
cuses on technical issues, including the 
program’s methodological framework 
and procedural practices. it provides a 
brief description of how ppp estimates 
are calculated. Chapter 4 presents re-
lated explanations of special treatments 
for difficult-to-compare components of 
gdp.  Chapter 5 outlines the benefits of 
participating in the iCp.  Chapter 6 pro-
vides a brief overview of the iCp past 
and present. tables containing detailed 
results of the comparison are annexed 
at the end of the document. the annex 
section also includes detailed descrip-
tion of the method used in calculating 
ppp estimates and technicalities used in 
other areas. 

Western Asia’s Population as a 
percentage of World Population

Western Asia GDP share as a 
percentage of the World GDP in 
PPP terms

Western Asia
Region

Rest of 
the World

Western Asia GDP share as a 
percentage of the World GDP in 
exchange rate terms
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1.1 Why PPPs And nOT ExChAngE rATEs
Exchange rate conversions underestimate the total 
expenditure on GDP of developing countries – Be-
cause exchange rates do not take into account the 
relatively low price levels in developing countries, 
they underestimate the gdp of developing countries. 
when compared with exchange rate-based estimates, 
ppp measures that are based on standardized price 
levels, result in higher gdp estimates for countries 
with relatively low price levels. figures 1 and 2 show 
that the relative economic sizes of countries such as 
China and india increase significantly when ppps rath-
er than exchange rates are applied. figure 1, which 
is exchange rate-based shows China as the fifth larg-
est economy in the world, behind the united states, 
Japan, germany and the united kingdom of great 
Britain and northern ireland. when ppp conversion 
factors are used, as in figure 2, China becomes the 
second largest economy surpassing Japan, germany 
and the united kingdom. Canada and spain drop out 
of the top 10 when estimates are ppp-based. india, 
which is not in the top 10 in exchange rate terms, be-
comes the fifth largest economy when ppp estimates 
are used. 

Market exchange rates exaggerate the gap be-
tween developed and developing countries’ per 
capita incomes - for example, exchange rate-based 
estimates suggest that in 1980 the average american 
was about 46 times richer than the average indian; on 
a ppp basis, the average american is 19 times richer. 

13

Figure 1. GDP in exchange rates (billions of US dollars)
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Looking at 2005, ppp figures indicate 
that india has narrowed the gap signifi-
cantly, with the american citizen being 
less than 12 times richer than the indian. 
in contrast, the exchange rate-based fig-
ure for 2005 shows that the american is 
57 times richer, despite the fact that in-
dia recorded a significantly higher rate 
of economic growth than the united 
states over the last two decades. 

Exchange rates are subject to fre-
quent and erratic fluctuations - an-
other problem is the observed frequent 
fluctuations in exchange rates that are 
driven by factors other than changes 
in relative prices, such as government 
interventions and currency specula-
tions. for example, in the aftermath of 
the 1997 East asia economic crisis, ex-
change rate-based gdp estimates of the 
affected countries were greatly distort-
ed by the sharp depreciations of their 
currencies. Between 1997 and 1998, 
indonesia’s exchange rate-based gdp 
per capita “declined” by 67 per cent 
from $1,607 in 1997 to $529 in 1998, 
although, in reality, the volume of goods 
and services produced and consumed 
in indonesia had scarcely changed. simi-
larly, russia’s exchange rate-based gdp 
per capita declined from $2749 in 1997 
to $1844 in 1998. 

Because exchange rates do not re-
flect relative price levels or move in 
tandem with them over time, their es-
timates (even when three-year average 
is used to smooth observed annual fluc-
tuation) may indicate relative levels of 
income and shifts in relative positions 
over time. those levels are inconsistent 
with actual levels and movements of 
what constitutes real income: actual vol-
umes of goods and services embodied in 
gdp.  for instance, in 1985, according to 
the atlas exchange rate-based estimates, 
Japan’s per capita income was 64 per 
cent of that of the united states, but by 
1995 it had shot up to 152 per cent (see 
figure 3). that was not because of a sig-
nificantly superior performance of the 
Japanese economy but of a nearly 240 
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Figure 4. India per capita GDP (US=100)
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Figure 3. Japan per capita GDP (US=100)
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per cent appreciation of the Japanese 
yen. Between 1995 and 2004, Japan lost 
ground; its per capita gdp dropped to 
80 per cent of that of the united states.  
that was triggered by depreciation of 
the Japanese Yen. 

Comparison of the united states and 
india over the same period -- 1985 to 
2005 – reveals a similar paradox (see 
figure 4). india’s per capita income was 
less than 2 per cent of the united states 
per capita income in 1985 and still re-
mains the same in 2005 despite the fact 
that, over the same period, per capita 
real income in india grew significantly 
faster than in the united states.

structural economic analysis can 
be done on the basis of indicators in 
national currencies or equivalently in 
exchange rate-based estimates because 
relative indicators (shares, percentag-
es) are formally comparable. however, 
in many cases it is desirable to use the 
structural analysis based on ppp esti-
mates because price levels are not the 
same over different kinds of goods. 
in the case of developing countries, 
for example, capital goods tend to be 
relatively more expensive than con-
sumer goods. such behavioral features 
of growth can hardly be expected to 
be revealed by exchange rates, which 
implicitly assume a uniform relation of 
ppp to exchange rates for all kinds of 
goods and services.

1.2 COnCEPTUAl UndErPInnIngs Of ICP
at its most basic level – that of individu-
al products - the iCp uses principles and 
techniques similar to The Economist’s 
Big mac index. the magazine has been 
publishing the index for over 20 years. 
mcdonald sells Big mac hamburger in 
120 nations, which provides a crude 
way to compare price levels across 
countries, holding quantity, quality, ser-
vice delivery and outlet type constant. 
the practice, known as Burgernomics 
is based on the theory of ppp. 

assume a world consisting of two 
countries (a and B) and only one prod-

uct (Big mac). assume also per capita 
gdp as measured by per capita Big 
mac consumption in monetary terms 
in country a is 120 per cent of that of 
country B, but the price of Big mac in 
country a is 20 per cent higher than 
that in country B.  in monetary terms, 
before accounting for price level differ-
ences, an average citizen living in coun-
try a would appear better off compared 
to an average citizen in country B. how-
ever, in terms of real volume of Big mac 
consumed, the economic welfare of citi-
zens in the two countries will be simi-
lar. that is because although the average 
citizen in country a seems to consume 
20 per cent more Big mac in nominal 
(monetary) terms, he/she faces 20 per 
cent higher prices at the counter that 
offsets the 20 per cent premium in his/
her nominal Big mac consumption. it 
is only when price levels are equalized 
(or parity is established between their 
currencies) that comparison of real per 
capita Big mac consumption between 
the two countries can be done. that is 
the essence of the ppp concept under-
lying The Economist’s Big mac index, 
which represents the microcosm of the 
basic principles of iCp.

unlike the Big mac index, the iCp-
generated ppp rates are based on price 
comparisons for 155 basic expenditure 
categories covering a comprehensive 
nationwide sample of goods and servic-
es. in that, all expenditure components 
of gdp, including household consump-
tion, purchases of capital goods and 
outlays by government are represented. 
prices are usually collected for several 
specifications of goods and/or services 
in each of the 155 categories.  the num-
ber of products priced for that purpose 
may vary from 1000 to 5000, depending 
on the regional comparison.  the calcu-
lation of purchasing power equivalents 
for various countries is carried out by 
collecting prices of comparable and 
representative items in different coun-
tries and aggregating price ratios of 
those items by their respective gdp ex-

At its most basic level – that 
of individual products - the ICP 
uses principles and techniques 
similar to The Economist’s Big 
Mac index. The Magazine has 
been publishing the index for 
over 20 years. McDonald sells 
Big Mac hamburger in 120 na-
tions, which provides a crude 
way to compare price levels 
across countries, holding quan-
tity, quality, service delivery and 
outlet type constant. The prac-
tice, known as Burgernomics is 
based on the theory of PPP. 
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penditure weights.

1.3 UsEs Of PPP dATA
data generated by iCp and their exten-
sions over time and space have increas-
ingly become a crucial tool of economic 
research and policy advice to national 
governments, as well as international or-
ganizations. the iCp provides the basis 
for the core research and policy areas 
of the development community, as the 
ppp concept offers a premier source 
of information to classify countries by 
level of economic development. more-
over, ppp data crucially underpin the 
millennium development goals and all 
attempts to measure progress toward a 
world free of poverty.

to name just a few applications 
by international and regional agen-
cies, ppp data are fundamental to the 
widely-used “dollar a day” international 
poverty threshold.  they are also used 
to: construct both the human develop-
ment index and gender Empowerment 
measure (undp); measure the rela-
tive sizes of economies and compute 
weighted averages of regional growth 
rates (imf); compare health expendi-
ture per capita and undertake health 
inequality assessments (who); and de-
sign effective aid programs (European 
union (Eu), usaid). in addition, mul-
tinational companies are increasingly 
using ppp data to determine market 
size, evaluate foreign investment costs 
and assess project viability. with rapid 
globalization and the increasing inte-
gration of international markets, the 
demand for ppp data in that area is ex-
pected to increase.  at the same time, 
their use in development research has 
also grown significantly in recent years.  
for example, those data are commonly 
used in development and international 
trade research to explain long-run con-
vergence, comparative growth rates, 
international competitiveness and pat-
terns of specialization among indus-
tries. 

furthermore, exchange rate-based 

comparisons not only obscure the true 
quantity relationships among countries 
for gdp as a whole, they also distort 
structural relationships in real terms 
among its major components (e.g., pri-
vate final consumption and gross fixed 
capital formation (gfCf). such distor-
tions arise because the deviation of 
purchasing powers of currencies from 
official exchange rates is not the same 
for different kinds of goods.  in the case 
of developing countries, for example, 
capital goods tend to be relatively more 
expensive than consumer goods, while 
in developed countries services are ob-
served to be more expensive relative to 
goods. Exchange rate-based estimates 
that implicitly assume a uniform relation 
between exchange rates and purchas-
ing power of currencies for all goods 
and services yield distorted results. 

Various aggregates of gdp provided 
by iCp can also be used for comparing 
macroeconomic variables, such as ex-
penditure shares on food, health care 
and transportation between regions. 
often when price differences across 
regions are taken into consideration, 
the comparisons produce surprising 
results. the iCp data are particularly 
useful for assessing the comparative 
advantage of a country. for example, a 
number of countries have used the data 
for assessing competitiveness in world 
trade of selected manufactures and for 
evaluating taxes and subsidies. knowl-
edge about price structure and where 
price increases or decreases are occur-
ring and how they are interrelated with 
price movements in other sectors of the 
economy is critical to an understanding 
of the effect of structural adjustment 
policies.

ppp-based estimates can also be 
used in many different situations. for 
example, assume an expatriate worker 
earning 3,360 Bahraini dinars (Bd) in 
Bahrain gets an offer to relocate to Qa-
tar with a salary of 38,500 Qatari riyals. 
using exchange rate conversion, the 
worker’s salary in Bahrain is less than 

PPP-based estimates can be 
used in different situations. For 
example, assume an expatriate 
worker earning 3,360 Bahraini 
dinars in Bahrain gets an offer 
to relocate to Qatar with a 
salary of 38,500 Qatari riyals. 
Using exchange rate conversion, 
the worker’s salary in Bahrain 
is less than $9,000. The offer 
in Qatar, on the other hand, ex-
ceeds $10,500.  Using PPP con-
version rates, the salary offered 
in Qatar would be equivalent to 
BD 3,342, which is essentially 
the same as what the worker is 
making in Bahrain.
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$9,000. the offer in Qatar, on the other 
hand, exceeds $10,500.  using ppp con-
version rates, the salary offered in Qa-
tar would be equivalent to Bd 3,342, 
which is essentially the same as what 
the worker is making in Bahrain.

1.4 lImITATIOn Of PPP dATA
the limitation of the iCp data should be 
seen from two perspectives.  the first 
involves recognizing that there are ar-
eas where ppp data should not be used.  
the second relates to understanding 
the weak areas of the data in terms of 
data quality, country coverage and time-
liness and taking appropriate precau-
tion when using the data. 

Areas where PPP data should not be used
a first caution concerns the theoreti-
cal concept of “equilibrium exchange 
rates”.  they are defined as rates of ex-
change that would balance each coun-
try’s imports and exports of goods and 
services – either in each and every year 
or taking an average of three or four 
years together. Equilibrium exchange 
rates have been interpreted by some as 
the “correct” or “natural” exchange rates, 
which would prevail in the absence of 
government intervention and toward 
which actual exchange rates tend to 
converge. the notion that equilibrium 
exchange rates could be approximated 
by ppps originated with the swedish 
economist gustav Cassel. however, the 
ppps generated by the iCp do not only 
measure the relative prices of tradable 
goods, they also reflect the prices of 
buildings and civil engineering works 
as well as the costs of producing gov-
ernment services. none of those prices 
enter into international trade and so 
does not directly affect exchange rates. 
more generally, exchange rates are de-
termined by the supply of, and the de-
mand for, different currencies and both 
may be heavily influenced by specula-
tive capital flows motivated by expecta-
tions about rates of inflation and inter-
est rates. in short, ppps cannot be used 

to determine what the exchange rate 
should be.

a second point to note is that ppps 
reflect what money can buy in the do-
mestic market of each country.  as a re-
sult, they are not appropriate for con-
verting international trade in goods and 
services into a common currency.  inter-
national trade statistics published by the 
united nations and other international 
organizations are therefore converted 
into a common currency (usually the 
us dollar) using exchange rates.  that 
is the correct procedure since exports 
and imports are transacted at exchange 
rates, and not at ppp rates.

the same consideration applies to 
data on international capital flows and 
international debt. Comparative statis-
tics on official development aid, foreign 
direct investment and other capital 
movements between countries should 
be converted into a common currency 
using exchange rates. foreign debt is of-
ten measured as a percentage of gdp 
with both aggregates valued in domes-
tic currencies, but if the absolute levels 
of debt are being compared between 
countries, exchange rates are again the 
appropriate currency converters.

there is some controversy about cal-
culating contributions to international 
organizations such as the united na-
tions and its specialized agencies, which 
are determined according to the gdp 
or gni of member countries. should 
the gdp/gni used for that purpose be 
based on ppps or exchange rates? on 
one hand, it can be argued that rates 
of contribution should be assessed in 
line with the real volumes of goods 
and services underlying each member 
country’s gdp; that is an argument for 
using ppps. on the other, contributions 
are made in a common currency such 
as the us dollar, and countries have to 
purchase the dollar at exchange rates; 
that can be seen as an argument in favor 
of using exchange rates. Currently, the 
European union levies some contribu-
tions on its member states in line with 

The limitation of the ICP data 
should be seen from two 
perspectives.  The first involves 
recognizing that there are areas 
where PPP data should not be 
used.  The second relates to 
understanding the weak areas 
of the data in terms of data 
quality, country coverage and 
timeliness and taking appropri-
ate precaution when using the 
data. 
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ppp-converted gdp, but contributions to 
the united nations and its agencies are 
based on exchange rate-converted gdp 
and there are no plans to change that in 
the immediate future. 

sampling and non-sampling errors
ppps are statistical constructs and as 
such the quality of iCp data depends 
heavily on individual item prices and 
the associated basic heading expendi-
ture estimates that are used as weights. 
the data are subject to both sampling 
and non-sampling errors. the sampling 
error associated with ppp estimation is 
a function of the sample size, in terms 
of the number of quotations, number of 
products selected for pricing in the sur-
vey and the outlets covered.

whenever a sample is drawn, by defi-
nition, only the part of the population 
that is captured in the survey frame is 
taken into consideration, and is consid-
ered as representative of the entire pop-
ulation. the larger the sample size, the 
higher is the accuracy of the estimates. 
Conversely, the smaller the number of 
products and outlets covered, the larger 
is the sampling error. Cost and practi-
cal considerations limit the number of 
products selected for pricing, as well as 
the outlets visited.  the quality of the 
iCp results is, therefore, subject to sam-
pling errors.

survey estimates are in general affect-
ed by a variety of non-sampling errors. 
in that context, the most significant non-
sampling or measurement errors may 
also originate from problems in match-
ing product quality and processing data.  
problem in the results of the comparison 
could also arise from differences in the 
treatment of certain problem categories, 
often referred to as “comparison resis-
tant” items (see section iV). naturally, 
both the sampling and non-sampling er-
rors vary across different components 
of gdp. despite all the efforts, data may 
yield implausible results in some areas.  
for example, it is generally recognized 
that comparisons of services are more 

prone to error than comparisons of 
products.  users should recognize that 
comparisons for housing, health and 
education sectors have wider margins 
of error than the comparisons, for ex-
ample, for food products. 

another source of non-sampling er-
rors relates to the problem of estimat-
ing national annual average prices when 
those may have been collected in only 
a few cities or regions, and when prices 
may have been observed in only one or 
two periods in a year.  users need to real-
ize that some degree of incomparability 
cannot be avoided in some areas.  aside 
from problems associated with price 
data, there are other sources of non-sam-
pling errors stemming from differences 
in the compilation of national accounts 
expenditure weights.

1.5 A brIEf hIsTOrICAl OvErvIEW
in 1968, the un statistical Commission 
approved the international Comparison 
program as a research project aimed at 
finding better ways of comparing na-
tional accounting aggregates other than 
the existing exchange rate conversion 
method. Located at the university of 
pennsylvania under the direction of late 
professor irving B. kravis, the program 
was funded by the united nations, the 
ford foundation and the world Bank.  
ten countries took part in its first round 
of comparison in 1970. rounds ii and iii 
of iCp took place in 1972 and 1975 cov-
ering 16 and 34 countries respectively.  
the number of participating countries 
rose to 60 in 1980 and to 64 in 1985.

although the number of participants 
kept growing from one round to the 
next, the increase was not smooth. some 
participants from developing regions 
dropped out because of several factors, 
notably financial constraints. data qual-
ity fell as funding proved difficult to mo-
bilize.  as a result, the 1990 coverage of 
the program shrank to only 30 countries 
from Europe and oECd. 

in the meantime, demand for ppp data 
grew, especially in analytical research, 

The quality of ICP data depends 
heavily on individual item prices 
and the associated basic head-
ing expenditure estimates that 
are used as weights. The data 
are subject to both sampling 
and non-sampling errors.
......

The sampling error associated 
with PPP estimation is a func-
tion of the sample size, in terms 
of the number of quotations, 
number of products selected 
for pricing in the survey and the 
outlets covered.
......

The most significant non-
sampling or measurement errors 
may also originate from prob-
lems in matching product quality 
and processing data.  
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aided by publications of the world Bank 
and the university of pennsylvania relat-
ing to ppp-based time-series estimates of 
gdp data for virtually all the countries 
of the world. the estimates were based 
on benchmark survey data extrapolated 
to non-benchmark countries and years 
employing various econometric meth-
ods. while the data were gaining in 
popularity, the extrapolations started to 
become increasingly weak as the cover-
age, continuity and timeliness of surveys 
began to falter. 

in 1993, an attempt to jump-start the 
program ended with mixed results. the 
number of participating countries rose 
significantly -- to 118, covering all re-
gions of the world, including eight from 
western asia (Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, 
Lebanon, oman, Qatar, the syrian arab 
republic and Yemen). But some regions 
took an unusually long time to process 
their data and the quality of the result-
ing global ppp estimates failed to meet 
the required standards.  the results 
were published only at the most aggre-
gate levels, household consumption and 
gdp. the very survival of the program 
was at stake.

an independent evaluation, commis-
sioned jointly by the world Bank, imf 
and the un to assess the viability of the 
program, was undertaken in 1999. the 
ryten report, named after its author, Ja-
cob ryten, concluded that the program 
had been poorly managed, under- fund-
ed and fraught with unacceptable data 
quality, lack of timeliness, transparency 
and soundness in its methods and op-
erations.

however, the same report also 
stressed that the iCp is much too impor-
tant to the development community to 
be discarded altogether.  highlighting 
its positive aspects, the report said the 
program provides critical insight into 
the comparative structure of the world 
economy and serves as a crucial infor-
mation base for major global initiatives, 
such as the millennium development 
goals.

the positive note spurred a global 
effort to embark on a new beginning. 
Learning from the experience of past 
iCp rounds and building on the recom-
mendations offered in the ryten report, 
a new strategic framework was devel-
oped by a consortium of international 
institutions led by the world Bank. to-
gether with examining the conceptual 
and technical principles, the sponsors 
recalibrated the program aligning it 
more with national statistical work.

widely endorsed by the develop-
ment community, the new framework 
set out concerted remedial action to 
be undertaken by international and 
regional agencies in conjunction with 
national statistical offices. furthermore, 
the framework called for close scrutiny 
of the data collection and validation 
protocols, compilation and aggrega-
tion methods, as well as operations and 
management of the program. the 2005 
round thus marks a watershed in the 
program’s history, which saw the partic-
ipation of a record 146 countries from 
six regions.  an important distinction of 
the current round is the widely shared 
recognition that the program has wit-
nessed significant improvements. the 
results are, therefore, considered to be 
far better than the previous rounds.

1.6 nEW ICP gOvErnAnCE And mAnAgE-
mEnT sTrUCTUrE 
the iCp is essentially a global under-
taking, and hence the new framework 
provides for effective global manage-
ment under the auspices of a consor-
tium of national, regional and interna-
tional organizations.  a new governance 
structure was put in place, including 
an international secretariat based at 
the world Bank headquarters, to man-
age the day-to-day coordination of the 
global program along with regional iCp 
secretariats mandated to implement the 
program in their respective regions.  na-
tional iCp coordinators were appointed 
to plan, manage and undertake price 
surveys.  an Executive Board -- consist-
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ing of distinguished statistical managers 
with sufficient representation from all 
regions of the world -- was formed to set 
strategic priorities and oversee the pro-
gram’s implementation.

regional executive or advisory 
boards were established to oversee im-
plementation of programs incorporat-
ing regional objectives and priorities. a 
group of distinguished scholars and ex-
perts provide guidance and valuable ad-
vice to tackle methodological problems 
(see iCp organizational Chart above). 

the Eurostat-oECd Comparison 
project covers all countries that belong 
to the European union or to the oECd, 
plus eight other countries that belong 
to neither – albania, Bosnia-herzegovina, 
Croatia, israel, montenegro, macedonia, 
russia and serbia.  the project is often 
referred to as the European Compari-
son program (ECp), although it includes 
seven non-European countries that are 
members of the oECd – australia, Cana-
da, Japan, the republic of korea, mexico, 
new Zealand, and the united states.

the Eurostat-oECd Comparison proj-
ect has its own governance structure but 
works closely with the iCp global of-
fice.  the results for the Commonwealth 
of independent states (Cis) were linked 
to global data through russia working as 
a bridge country, connecting the Cis to 
the ECp.

1.7 PrOgrAm ImPlEmEnTATIOn
up until the 1980 iCp round, the pro-
gram was managed under a single sys-
tem where all participating countries 
collected prices for the same list of 
specifications and global ppps were cal-
culated based on world average prices.  
as the number of countries increased, 
the complexity of comparing countries 
at various levels of development neces-
sitated a different management and co-
ordination modality.  as the number of 
participating countries kept growing, no 
single international organization was in 
a position to take on the task of a direct 
world comparison of all countries. for 
the 2005 iCp, the world was divided into 

Region Number of participants Regional coordinator

1 Africa 48 African Development Bank

2 Asia and Pacific 23 Asian Development Bank

3 CIS 10 Russian Statistical Agency and 
Commonwealth of Independent States

4 Western Asia 11 UN Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia

5 South America 10 UN Economic Commission for Latin America and 
Statistics Canada

6 OECD/EU 46 OECD and Eurostat

146*

* The total for all regions is 148 but Egypt and Russia each participated in two regional 
comparisons.
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several regions or economic groups 
(e.g., asia, africa, etc) and regional agen-
cies, such as development banks and 
un agencies assumed increased role 
in managing the program within their 
respective areas of responsibilities.  the 
regular Eurostat-oECd comparison 
formed also part of the iCp 2005, al-
though it has some organizational and 
methodological differences.  apart from 
overcoming the coordination and man-
agement problem, the great advantage 
of regionalizing the iCp is that the aver-
age prices better reflect the price struc-
ture and the expenditure patterns of 
the region than those generated from 
world average prices from a common 
global basket of goods and services.

as discussed above, regionalization 
means that the ppps had to be gener-
ated in two steps. first, sets of regional 
ppps are calculated from regional com-
parisons, each based on its own average 
prices of goods and services reflecting 
its expenditure patterns. the regional 
ppps are expressed either in the nation-
al currency of one of the countries in 
the region (euros, hong kong dollars, 
argentinean peso, etc) or in an artificial 

regional currency obtained as a weight-
ed average of all currencies in the re-
gion. the second step involves linking 
the regional ppps to generate globally 
consistent ppps in a common currency, 
often the us dollar. the method of link-
ing is described in detail in annex ii.

Coordination of iCp and ECp is 
achieved through harmonization of 
work plans and schedules, as well as 
standardization of survey procedures 
and data processing practices. regular 
meetings are conducted between man-
agers of the iCp global and regional of-
fices and managers of the ECp and Cis 
to ensure effective coordination. such 
meetings are often attended by mem-
bers of the technical advisory group 
aimed at addressing methodological 
and technical issues.
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This chapter presents the most recent esti-
mates of incomes and price levels for west-
ern asia countries. the results are based 

on detailed price and expenditure comparisons, 
with 2005 as the reference year. an important 
distinction of the current round is the widely 
shared recognition that the program has wit-
nessed significant improvements in coordination 
and management, as well as in data collection, 
validation and processing methods. the results 
are, therefore, considered far better than previous 
estimates generated by the program. it is, how-
ever, acknowledged that ppp data are statistical 
constructs and as such, the quality of the results 
depends on the underlying price and national ac-
counts input data submitted by the participating 
countries, with varying degrees of quality.  the ro-
bustness of the data will no doubt continue to im-
prove in future rounds as participating countries 
build their capacities.

only highlights of the regional comparison, 
covering higher-level aggregates are presented.  
the selection of data for presentation is guided by 
two factors. first, only aggregates that are deemed 
to be robust in terms of quality are presented.  
as noted in section 3.5, the expenditure data at 
lower aggregate levels are less reliable than those 
at higher levels of aggregation, stemming from  
a problem with national accounts information.  
the second consideration is the importance of 
the data to inform policy.  for example, although 

the results of comparison for housing, health and 
education may not be as robust as estimates for 
food and clothing items, they are shown because 
of their importance for research and policy-mak-
ing. they are presented with a caveat that users 
should appreciate their limitations. 

in addition to what is published here, more de-
tailed information is available upon request. such 
data may include basic heading expenditures and 
ppps for a total of 100-plus lines.  the detailed 
information provides much insight into the price 
relatives of different expenditure categories for 
research purposes, but its use should be restrict-
ed to research and even then with appropriate 
precaution and caveats. request for regional data 
may be directed to un-EsCwa. request for global 
estimates covering more than one region should 
be directed to the iCp global office 

the results of the western asia regional com-
parison are presented in a series of tables that 
will follow. it may be mentioned that the iCp for 
the western asia region delivers a set of ppps for 
gdp and its various subcomponents for all the 11 
countries participating in the exercise. the ppps 
are then used to convert local currency values 
to a common regional currency.  the results are 
called “real” values. when national currency gdp 
is converted by ppps, the result is referred to as 
real gdp or real output.  in contrast, exchange 
rate-based estimates are referred to as nominal.  
the practice is in line with the convention of 

23
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calling constant price series real and 
current price series nominal in national 
accounts data time-series presentation. 
in iCp lexicon, the term “real” is used in 
reference to ppp-based estimates. 

2.1 WEsTErn AsIA CUrrEnCy (WAC)
once transitive ppps to a base country 
are calculated, then the national and 
regional gdps in real terms can be ex-
pressed in any currency, so long as the 
ratios of national-to-regional ppps and 
real expenditures are preserved. in oth-
er words, a common currency to ex-
press expenditures can come from one 
of the participating countries or from a 
country outside the region itself.

in western asia, it was decided to 
express real gdp figures in a neutral 
currency unrelated to any particular 
currency in the region.  similar proce-
dures were used for the asia pacific, Lat-
in america and africa regions. for that 
purpose, an artificial western asia cur-
rency (waC) unit was created.  it must 
be noted that the procedure is base 
country-invariant, which means the 
choice of the base country (or in that 
case regional currency) will not alter 
the relative positions of the countries. if 
for example, country a is 200 per cent 
richer than country B, their relative po-
sition would remain the same whether 
the results are expressed in waC, Egyp-
tian pound, omani rial or any other cur-
rency from the other nine participating 
countries.

waC was constructed in such a way 
that the sum of the real national gdps 
expressed in waC equals the sum of 
those gdps when they are converted 
from local currencies into us dollars us-
ing the official exchange rates.  the ppps 
for the region were first computed in 
terms of the currency of the base coun-
try– oman.  those ppps were used to 
express real gdps of the 11 countries in 
terms of the omani rial.  the real gdps 
of those countries were summed up to 
obtain the gdp for the region using the 
omani rial.  that was divided into the 

sum of the gdps of those countries in 
local currencies converted to us dollars 
at market exchange rates.  the result 
was a factor, a scalar, which was used to 
multiply all real values to convert them 
from omani rial to waC, which may be 
characterized as a kind of western asia 
dollar. however, its purchasing power 
is different from that of the us dollar 
because it is based on the expenditure 
weights and price structures of western 
asian countries and not of the united 
states.

the use of waC in that case is equiv-
alent to setting the exchange rate as 1:1 
between the us dollar and the waC at 
the regional aggregate level, but it does 
not imply that the purchasing power 
of 1 waC is the same as the purchasing 
power of 1 dollar in the united states 
in real terms. waC is not a reflection of 
market reality, but a statistical artifact. 
the final parity between the us dollar 
and the waC is established when the 
global comparison, linking all regional 
ppps to establish a globally consistent 
ppp, is finalized.

readers should note that the ppps 
presented here have been computed 
using the Èltetö, köves, and szulc (Eks) 
method.  the main advantage of the Eks 
is that it gives good comparison of one 
country with another within the same 
aggregate with minimal influence from 
third countries. however, its downside 
is that for a country, the numbers in one 
aggregate are not strictly comparable 
to those in another because Eks lacks 
additive consistency, which means the 
real values of components do not add 
up to totals. 

another commonly used method, 
the geary-khamis (gk) method, has 
additive consistency – components 
add up to totals. however, it is subject 
to what is called the “gerschenkron ef-
fect”, which means that the valuation of 
a county’s quantities tends to be higher 
if a price structure is much different 
from its own and is used as the basis 
of the valuation. since the average inter-

In Western Asia, it was decided 
to express real GDP figures in 
a neutral currency unrelated to 
any particular currency in the 
region.  For that purpose, an 
artificial Western Asia currency 
(WAC) unit was created.  
......

The introduction of WAC to 
express the real values of the 
region has made it possible 
to present the results in such 
a way so that the Price Level 
Index (PLI) for GDP for the region 
as a whole becomes equal to 
100.  Each index, therefore, 
measures the extent to which 
it differs from the weighted 
average for all the countries 
participating in the regional 
exercise.  A PLI of 100 indicates 
that price level in the country is 
the same as the average for the 
region.
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national price used by gk is quantity 
weighted, the average tends to reflect 
price structures of larger and richer 
countries in the group, causing the val-
ues of poorer and smaller countries to 
be high. for that reason, gk method 
is not used as official estimates of the 
western asia program. readers who are 
interested in detailed description of the 
gk method may refer to annex ii. 

2.2 sUmmAry Of ThE PrElImInAry fInd-
Ings
table 1 provides key statistics, such as 
population, exchange rates and total 
gdp in local currencies and exchange 
rate terms, as well as summary of ppp 
data including ppp rates, ppp-adjusted 
gdp estimates expressed in waC and 
price level index (pLi), which is defined 
as the ratio of PPP to market rate of 
exchange. the introduction of waC to 
express the real values of the region has 
made it possible to present the results 
in such a way so that the pLi for gdp 
for the region as a whole becomes equal 
to 100.  Each index, therefore, measures 
the extent to which it differs from the 
weighted average for all the countries 
participating in the regional exercise.  a 
pLi of 100 indicates that price level in 
the country is the same as the average 
for the region.

Comparison of real gdP and its major com-
ponents
saudi  arabia and Egypt are the two larg-
est economies in western asia account-
ing for over 60 per cent of the region’s 
total real gdp.  measured in ppp terms, 
saudi arabia accounts for 36 per cent of 
the region’s total output, showing a no-
table drop when compared to the coun-
try’s 45 per cent share in exchange rate 
terms. in contrast, Egypt accounts for 
25 per cent of the region’s total gdp in 
ppp terms compared to a 14 per cent 
share when its local currency-denom-
inated gdp is converted by exchange 
rate. measured in ppp terms, Bahrain and 
Jordan account for less than 2 per cent  

Table 1. Key statistics and summary PPP estimates and related GDP data

Total GDP Total GDP Total GDP

Country
Population 
in millions

National 
Currency 
(Millions)

WAC in 
Purchasing 

Power Parity
Region 
= 100

US dollars 
in exchange 

rates
Region 
= 100

Purchasing 
Power Parity 

per WAC

Exchange 
rate per US 

dollar

Price 
level 
index

Bahrain  0.74  5,031  10,523 1.52  13,380 1.93 0.48 0.38 127

Egypt  70.00  571,129  173,884 25.04  98,832 14.23 3.28 5.78 57

Iraq  27.96  49,990,680  46,557 6.70  33,938 4.89 1073.76 1473.00 73

Jordan  5.47  8,942  12,227 1.76  12,611 1.82 0.73 0.71 103

Kuwait  2.46  23,593  57,468 8.27  80,798 11.63 0.41 0.29 141

Lebanon  3.76  32,499,000  19,952 2.87  21,558 3.10 1628.83 1507.50 108

Oman  2.51  11,856  26,545 3.82  30,834 4.44 0.45 0.39 116

Qatar  0.81  153,290  29,054 4.18  42,113 6.06 5.28 3.64 145

Saudi 
Arabia

 23.12  1,182,514  255,260 36.75  315,337 45.40 4.63 3.75 124

Syria  18.49  1,479,667  39,048 5.62  28,379 4.09 37.89 52.14 73

Yemen  20.25  3,208,501  24,024 3.46  16,762 2.41 133.55 191.42 70

Region  175.604  694,542 100.00  694,542 100.00
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each of the regional output, Lebanon 
for less than 3 per cent, and Yemen and 
oman for less than 4 per cent each. 

Actual final household consump-
tion (AFHC):  when considering afhC, 
a measure of what households actually 
consume both in terms of direct pur-
chases and government services for 
their individual use such as health and 
education, Egypt takes the lion’s share 
of the regional total (see table 2). 

Egypt accounts for 38 per cent, fol-
lowed by saudi arabia (24 per cent), the 
syrian arab republic (8 per cent) and 
iraq (7.7 per cent).  in contrast, when 
exchange rate estimates are used, saudi 
arabia accounts for 35 per cent of the 
regional total, considerably higher than 
that of Egypt, which represents only 23 
per cent. the significant difference be-
tween the relative positions of saudi ara-
bia and Egypt in ppp and exchange rate-
based estimates reflects the underlying 
difference in their price levels. Egypt’s 
price level (the lowest in the region) is 
60 per cent of the regional average. in 
contrast, saudi arabia’s price level is 146 
per cent of the regional average.

Gross fixed capital formation:  gfCf 
measures a country’s investment ex-
penditures, which mostly comprise pur-
chases of equipment and construction 
services.  saudi arabia dominates the 
region’s investment with a 39 per cent 
share, followed by Egypt that accounts 
for 17 per cent (see table 3). Qatar and 
kuwait - each represents slightly less 
than 9 per cent of the region’s total in-
vestment.  the total for Egypt, Qatar and 
kuwait  combined is 35 per cent, slight-
ly less than the share of saudi arabia. in 
general, the picture does not change 
significantly when exchange rate values 
are used. saudi arabia remains the high-
est investor accounting for 42 per cent 
of the regional total.  Egypt’s share of 
13.4 per cent is slightly more than that 
of Qatar, which is 11.4 percent.  Egypt, 
Qatar, and kuwait together account for 
34 per cent of the regional total.  there 
are, however, notable changes for some 

Table 2. Actual final household consumption in PPP and exchange rates

 Total AFHC Total AFHC Total AFHC

Country

 National 
Currency 
(Million) 

WAC in PPP 
(Million)

Region = 
100

US dollars 
(XR) (Million)

Region = 
100

PPP per 
WAC

XR rate per 
US dollar

Price level 
index

(1)  (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Bahrain  2,639 4,598 1.37 7,017 2.09 0.57 0.38  153 

Egypt  439,390 12,6662 37.78 76,035 22.68 3.47 5.78  60 

Iraq  28,168,832 25,787 7.69 19,123 5.70 1,092.37 1,473.00  74 

Jordan  8,692 10,290 3.07 12,260 3.66 0.84 0.71  119 

Kuwait  8,981 17,165 5.12 30,757 9.17 0.52 0.29  179 

Lebanon  29,460,073 15,159 4.52 19,542 5.83 1,943.44 1,507.50  129 

Oman  4,821 9,181 2.74 12,539 3.74 0.53 0.39  137 

Qatar  33,579 5,079 1.51 9,225 2.75 6.61 3.64  182 

Saudi Arabia  435,734 79,790 23.80 116,196 34.65 5.46 3.75  146 

Syria  1,098,132 26,930 8.03 21,061 6.28 40.78 52.14  78 

Yemen  2,210,804 14,663 4.37 11,549 3.44 150.78 191.42  79 

Region 335,305 100.00 335,305 100.00

Table 3. Gross fixed capital formation (GFCF)

Total GFCF Total GFCF Total GFCF

Country

National 
Currency 
(Million) 

WAC in PPP 
(Million) 

Region = 
100 

US dollars 
(XR) (Million) 

Region = 
100 

PPP per 
WAC 

XR rate per 
US dollar 

Price level 
index 

Bahrain 893 2,277 1.83 2,376 1.91 0.39 0.38 104

Egypt 96,226 21,761 17.48 16,652 13.38 4.42 5.78 77

Iraq 4,757,878 3,420 2.75 3,230 2.60 1391.26 1473.00 95

Jordan 2,734 3,808 3.06 3,856 3.10 0.72 0.71 101

Kuwait 3,451 10,681 8.58 11,820 9.50 0.32 0.29 111

Lebanon 7,137,000 5,119 4.11 4,734 3.80 1394.30 1507.50 93

Oman 2,138 5,458 4.39 5,559 4.47 0.39 0.39 102

Qatar 51,560 10,799 8.68 14,165 11.38 4.77 3.64 131

Saudi Arabia 195,632 48,829 39.23 52,169 41.91 4.01 3.75 107

Syria 350,181 7,791 6.26 6,716 5.40 44.94 52.14 86

Yemen 610,198 4,520 3.63 3,188 2.56 135.00 191.42 71

Region 124,464 100.00 124,464 100.00
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countries. for example, in exchange rate 
terms, Qatar’s share is 11.4 per cent, 15 
per cent less than that of Egypt, which 
represents 13.4 per cent of the region’s 
total investment.  in contrast, when mea-
sured in ppp terms, Qatar’s share drops 
to 8.7 per cent, significantly lower than 
that of Egypt, which accounts for 17.5 
per cent of the regional total

Collective government expenditures: 
they consist of expenditures incurred 
by general and local government for 
collective consumption services such 
as defense, justice, general administra-
tion and the protection of the environ-
ment.  when ppp estimates are the basis 
of comparison, saudi arabia represents 
the largest share of the regional total 
in government expenditure as well, ac-
counting for 33.5 per cent; Egypt and 
iraq represent 20 per cent each. the 
differences between exchange rate 
and ppp-based estimates are more sig-
nificant with government expenditure 
than with the other components of 
gdp (see table 4). 

Comparison of real per capita gdP and its ma-
jor components
in terms of real per capita gdp, Qatar 
is the richest country in the region 
with $35,744, which is more than nine 
times the regional average. it is fol-
lowed by kuwait ($23,387), Bahrain 
($14,171), saudi arabia ($11,041) and 
oman ($10,580) (see table 5).  Each 
of those five participating countries, 
which are members of the gulf Coop-
eration Council (gCC) has a per capita 
gdp higher than the regional average. 
Lebanon is the richest among the non-
gCC countries with a per capita gdp 
of $5,313. its per capita exceeds the re-
gional average by 34 per cent.  all the 
other non-gCC countries fall below 
the regional average in terms of per 
capita gdp with Egypt followed by Jor-
dan, the syrian arab republic, iraq and 
Yemen respectively. 

in terms of ranking, there is no sig-
nificant difference between ppp and 

Table 6. Per capita actual household consumption

Per capita 
AFHC Per capita AFHC Per capita AFHC 

Country
National 
Currency 

WAC in 
PPP 

Region = 
100 XR 

Region = 
100 

PPP per 
WAC 

Exchange rate 
per US dollar 

Price level 
index 

Bahrain  3,553 6,192 324.30 9,450 494.93 0.57 0.376  153 

Egypt  6,277 1,809 94.76 1,086 56.89 3.47 5.779  60 

Iraq  1,007,362 922 48.30 684 35.82 1,092.37 1473.000  74 

Jordan  1,588 1,880 98.47 2,240 117.31 0.84 0.709  119 

Kuwait  3,655 6,985 365.84 12,517 655.53 0.52 0.292  179 

Lebanon  7,845,488 4,037 211.42 5,204 272.56 1,943.44 1,507.500  129 

Oman  1,922 3,659 191.65 4,997 261.72 0.53 0.385  137 

Qatar  41,310 6,248 327.23 11,349 594.36 6.61 3.640  182 

Saudi Arabia  18,847 3,451 180.75 5,026 263.22 5.46 3.750  146 

Syria  59,397 1,457 76.29 1,139 59.66 40.78 52.140  78 

Yemen  108,992 723 37.86 569 29.82 150.78 191.420  79 

Region 1,909 1,909

Table 4: Collective government expenditures

Total Col. Gov. Total Col. Gov. Total Col. Gov.

Country
National 
Currency

WAC in 
Purchasing 

Power Parity
Region = 

100

US dollars 
in exchange 

rates
Region = 

100

Purchasing 
Power Parity 

per WAC
Exchange rate 
per US dollar

Price level 
index

Bahrain  327 579 0.76 871 1.14 0.57 0.38 151

Egypt  40,772 15,279 20.06 7,056 9.26 2.67 5.78 46

Iraq  13,689,829 15,044 19.75 9,294 12.20 910.01 1,473.00 62

Jordan  857 1,549 2.03 1,209 1.59 0.55 0.71 78

Kuwait  2,311 4,387 5.76 7,916 10.39 0.53 0.29 180

Lebanon  3,083,927 2,250 2.95 2,046 2.69 1,370.83 1,507.50 91

Oman  1,645 3,595 4.72 4,279 5.62 0.46 0.39 119

Qatar  11,407 1,972 2.59 3,134 4.11 5.78 3.64 159

Saudi Arabia  139,874 2,5520 33.50 37,300 48.96 5.48 3.75 146

Syria  95,182 3,351 4.40 1,826 2.40 28.41 52.14 55

Yemen  240,674 2,661 3.49 1,257 1.65 90.44 191.42 47

Region 76,186 100.00 76,186 100.00

Table 5. Per capita GDP in WAC (PPP) and US dollars (exchange rate-terms)

Per capita GDP Per capita GDP Per capita GDP

Country
National 
Currency

WAC in 
PPP

Region = 
100

US dollars 
in (XR)

Region = 
100

PPP 
per WAC

XR rate 
per US dollar

Price level 
index

Bahrain 6,775 14,171 358.29 18,019 455.59 0.48 0.38 127

Egypt 8,159 2,484 62.81 1,412 35.70 3.28 5.78 57

Iraq 1,787,746 1,665 42.10 1,214 30.69 1,073.76 1,473.00 73

Jordan 1,634 2,234 56.48 2,304 58.26 0.73 0.71 103

Kuwait 9,601 23,387 591.30 32,882 831.36 0.41 0.29 141

Lebanon 8,654,782 5,313 134.34 5,741 145.16 1,628.83 1,507.50 108

Oman 4,725 10,580 267.50 12,289 310.71 0.45 0.39 116

Qatar 188,585 35,744 903.73 51,809 1,309.91 5.28 3.64 145

Saudi Arabia 51,149 11,041 279.16 13,640 344.86 4.63 3.75 124

Syria 80,034 2,112 53.40 1,535 38.81 37.89 52.14 73

Yemen 158,179 1,184 29.95 826 20.89 133.55 191.42 70

Region 3,955 3,955
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exchange rate except for Egypt, Jor-
dan and the syrian arab republic. the 
significant difference is mainly in the 
magnitude of per capita estimates. for 
example, in terms of exchange rate 
estimates, Qatar’s per capita value is 
63 times that of Yemen, the poorest in 
the region. if ppp estimates are used 
instead, Qatar is only 30 times richer. 
it is 4.2 times richer than oman in ex-
change rate terms, but when ppp es-
timates are used for comparison, it’s 
only 3.4 times richer (see figure 5).

when looking at per capita actual 
final household consumption, kuwait 
tops the list, followed by Qatar, Bahrain 
and Lebanon.  the range of differences 
in per capita household consumption 
among the 11 countries is much less 
than that in per capita real gdp.  per 
capita real consumption in kuwait, for 
example, is 10 times greater than that 
in the lowest economy (Yemen), com-
pared with a factor of 20 times when 
per capita real gdp is the base of com-
parison (see table 6).

the rankings of the countries in col-
lective government consumption in real 
terms follow those observed in nominal 
terms, but they are not the same as in 
per capita gdp.  differences in the pro-
portion of gdp devoted to government 
consumption, combined with differ-
ences in pLi make the rankings a little 
different. kuwait, Bahrain and saudi 
arabia have relatively high pLi, driving 
down their relative value of government 
consumption, while Egypt and iraq have 
relatively low pLi, which raise their real 
values (see table 7). 

the significance of gfCf is seen 
less in the change of ranking, which oc-
curs to some extent, but in the fact that 
saudi arabia, Egypt and iraq are losing 
ground, and Jordan, the syrian arab re-
public and Yemen are gaining relative to 
their per capita real gdp.  however, the 
disparity in level of gfCf is staggering. 
Compared with iraq, the country with 
lowest value for gfCf, Qatar is over 
150 times higher in nominal terms and 

108 times higher in real terms. Qatar 
stands out as a country with exception-
ally high value for investment. the next 
country, kuwait, has gfCf of about 36 
times higher than iraq in real terms and 
42 times in nominal terms.  Looking at 
the lower-income countries, their in-
vestment ratios in nominal terms are al-
ready low and combined with relatively 
high pLi, the real investment ratios are 
really low (see table 8). 

Comparison of price level indices
a price level index (pLi) is defined as 
the ratio of ppp to the corresponding 
exchange rate. it is usually presented in 
percentage terms. pLis are used to com-
pare price levels between economies. 
they indicate the price of gdp (or its 
components) in an economy if it were 
“purchased” after acquiring local cur-
rency at the prevailing exchange rate.  
pLis are generally low in the poorest 
economies. But it is also possible to see 
countries at the same level of develop-
ment showing different pLis. 

table 9 shows the relative price 
levels in each country for gdp and a 
selected number of its components – 
actual final household consumption, 
collective government expenditures 
and gfCf. the pLi of 1.27 for gdp of 
Bahrain means that the overall price 
level is 27 per cent higher in Bahrain 
compared with the region as a whole.  
the corresponding number for Egypt 
is 0.57. it means that the overall price 
level in Egypt is 43 per cent lower 
compared with the regional average.  it 
also means that the purchasing power 
of one us dollar in Epypt is equivalent 
to an average of (1.272/0.568) 2.24 us 
dollars in Bahrain. the pLi for each of 
the other aggregates is also expressed 
relative to the regional average, which 
is set equal to 1.0 (table 9).

in terms of gdp, Qatar tops the rank-
ing of pLi, followed by kuwait, Bahrain, 
saudi arabia and oman – all gCC mem-
bers.  among the other six participating 
countries, price levels in Lebanon and 
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Jordan are still higher than the regional 
average. the remaining four countries 
– iraq, the syrian arab republic, Yemen 
and Egypt – have price levels that are 
lower than the regional average, with 
Egypt being the least expensive.

one feature of ppp conversion is 
its ability to distinguish price levels 
for different segments of gdp, down 
to basic headings, as the differences in 
prices are captured by their respective 
ppps. the distinction is not possible in 
exchange rate conversion as the same 
rate is applied regardless of the item of 
expenditure. that pLi ranking in gdp 
more or less holds for individual, as well 
as collective government consump-
tion. in terms of individual consump-
tion, iraq and Yemen, both change two 
places–iraq moving down two ranks 
and Yemen moving up two. for collec-
tive government consumption, kuwait 
and Qatar exchange places – Qatar 
moving down from rank one to two, 
while kuwait moving up from two to 
one (see figure 6).  for gfCf, seven of 
the 11 countries have different ranks 
for gdp.  Lebanon, Bahrain and Yemen 
moved down, while Egypt, iraq, Jordan 
and saudi arabia moved up.

it is apparent that the price dispar-
ity among countries is quite high: at 
the gdp level, the price level in Qatar 
is higher than that of Egypt by a factor 
of over 2.5 (1.450/0.568 = 2.55)  the 
disparity increases at the level of indi-
vidual and collective government con-
sumption. for individual consumption, 
the pLi of the most expensive country 
(Qatar) differs from that of the least ex-
pensive (Egypt) by a factor of over 3 
(1.816/0. 60 = 3.03). for collective gov-
ernment consumption, the disparity is 
even higher.  pLi for kuwait, the most 
expensive country, differs from that 
of Egypt, the least expensive, by a fac-
tor of almost 4 (1.804/0.462 = 3.9). in 
gfCf, the difference between the most 
expensive country (Qatar) and the 
least (Yemen) is somewhat lower, 1.86 
(1.312/0.705 = 1.86). 

Table 7. Per capita government expenditure

Per capita 
Col. Gov. Per capita Col. Gov. Per capita Col. Gov.

Country
National 
Currency 

WAC in 
PPP Region = 100 XR Region = 100 PPP per WAC 

Exchange rate 
per US dollar 

Price level 
index 

Bahrain  441  779 180 1,173 270 0.57 0.38 150

Egypt  582  218 50 101 23 2.67 5.78 46

Iraq  489,570  538 124 332 77 910.01 1,473.00 62

Jordan  157  283 65 221 51 0.55 0.71 78

Kuwait  941  1,785 412 3,221 742 0.53 0.29 180

Lebanon  821,278  599 138 545 126 1,370.83 1,507.50 91

Oman  656  1,433 330 1,706 393 0.46 0.38 119

Qatar  14,034  2,427 559 3,855 889 5.78 3.64 159

Saudi Arabia  6,050  1,104 254 1613 372 5.48 3.75 146

Syria  5,148  181 42 99 23 28.41 52.14 54

Yemen  11,865  131 30 62 14 90.44 191.42 47

Region 434 434

Table 8: Per capita gross fixed capital formation

Country
National 
Currency

WAC in 
Purchasing 

Power Parity Region = 100

US dollars 
in exchange 

rates Region = 100

Purchasing 
Power Parity 

per WAC

Exchange 
rate per US 

dollar

Price 
level 
index

Bahrain 1,203 3,066 432.57 3,199 451.40 0.39 0.38 104

Egypt 1,375 311 43.86 238 33.56 4.42 5.78 77

Iraq 170,149 122 17.25 116 16.30 1,391.26 1,473.00 95

Jordan 499 696 98.17 705 99.40 0.72 0.71 101

Kuwait 1,405 4,347 613.27 4,810 678.67 0.32 0.29 111

Lebanon 1,900,649 1,363 192.32 1,261 1,77.88 1,394.30 1,507.50 93

Oman 852 2,175 306.93 2,216 312.62 0.39 0.39 102

Qatar 63,432 13,286 1,874.50 17,426 2,458.64 4.77 3.64 131

Saudi Arabia 8,462 2,112 297.99 2,257 318.37 4.01 3.75 107

Syria 18,941 421 59.46 363 51.25 44.94 52.14 86

Yemen 30,083 223 31.44 157 22.17 135.00 191.42 71

Region 709 709

Figure 5. Real GDP vs.  Nominal GDP - USD
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the picture of the region painted by 
pLi is hardly surprising. more affluent 
countries have relatively higher price 
levels. detailed data at the basic head-
ing level show that services are general-
ly relatively expensive in more affluent 
countries. since collective government 
consumption consists mostly of wages 
and salaries, the price disparity there is 
more pronounced. in gfCf, the dispar-
ity is more subdued because a large pro-
portion consists of imported items for 
which all importers, regardless of their 
level of income, face similar prices in in-
ternational markets.

Correlation between price level and per cap-
ita gdP
as mentioned before, pLi is positively 
correlated with per capita income as 
shown in table 10. only Jordan and 
Egypt fall out of line with Jordan’s pLi 
being too high and Egypt’s being too 
low relative to their corresponding 
levels of income in the region. that is 
reflected in figure 7. several reasons 
explain Jordan’s relatively high pLi. Jor-
dan is a small country with limited ag-
ricultural, water and energy resources. 
while potash and phosphates are its 
major export items, the country large-
ly depends on imports for its energy 
sources.  the war in iraq disrupted Jor-
dan’s primary oil supply route from its 
eastern neighbor, which under presi-
dent saddam hussein had provided the 
kingdom with highly discounted crude 
oil.  that arrangement ended with the 
overthrow of saddam’s regime, forcing 
the government of Jordan to increase 
fuel subsidies. however, in early 2004, 
the government announced intentions 
to gradually eliminate subsidies over a 
four-year period and in line with a pric-
ing formula that would include taxes.

thus, the increased oil prices and 
reductions in government subsidies 
on oil and oil-products contributed sig-
nificantly to Jordan’s inflationary pres-
sures. moreover, since the war started 
in 2003, the influx of large numbers of 

Table 9: Price level results in WAC region = 1.0

GDP Actual Final House-
hold Consumption

Collective  
Government

Gross Fixed  
Capital Formation

XR PLI Rank PLI Rank PLI Rank PLI Rank

Qatar  3.64 1.45 1 1.82 1 1.59 2  1.31 1

Kuwait  0.29 1.41 2 1.79 2 1.80 1  1.11 2

Bahrain  0.38 1.27 3 1.53 3 1.51 3  1.04 4

Saudi Arabia  3.75 1.24 4 1.46 4 1.46 4  1.07 3

Oman  0.39 1.16 5 1.36 5 1.19 5  1.02 5

Lebanon 1,507.50 1.08 6 1.29 6 0.91 6  0.93 8

Jordan  0.71 1.03 7 1.19 7 0.78 7  1.01 6

Iraq 1,473.00 0.73 8 0.74 10 0.62 8  0.95 7

Syria  52.14 0.73 9 0.78 9 0.55 9  0.86 9

Yemen  191.42 0.70 10 0.79 8 0.47 10  0.71 11

Egypt  5.78 0.57 11 0.60 11 0.46 11  0.77 10

WAC = Western Asia Currency explained in the text; XR = exchange rate of  national currency per US dollar; PLI = price level 
index, (PPP/XR); Rank = rank based on PLI from highest to lowest; actual final household consumption = individual consumption 
expenditure by households plus individual consumption expenditure by government and NPISHs. 

Figure 6. PLI for GDP vs. PLI for actual final household consumption (AFHC)
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iraqi refugees to Jordan has led to the 
injection of excessive amounts of cash 
into the country, driving up prices and 
causing an inflationary price move-
ment, especially on real estate. adding 
to the increased iraqi demand for ex-
ports from Jordan, the country experi-
enced inflationary pressure both in its 
internal and external markets, especial-
ly on clothing and food items, such as 
vegetables and fruits.

Egypt, on the other hand, seems to 
have a relatively low pLi in 2005.  that is 
due mainly to the substantial subsidies 
on Egyptian consumption products. 
since the beginning of 1952, the gov-
ernment initiated a program for control-
ling prices both by indirect taxation and 
subsidies. it currently spends around 
LE100 billions of its annual budget on 
direct and indirect subsidies. millions of 
Egyptians thus enjoy direct subsidies, 
especially on basic food items, and the 
government provides indirect subsidies 
on essential services, such as education, 
healthcare, energy and transportation. 
in industry, public enterprises pay sub-
sidized rates for energy but have to sell 
their products to consumers at fixed, 
low prices. moreover, endowed with oil, 
natural gas and coal, Egypt produces all 
the energy it consumes and also exports. 
the wage rate in Egypt is also very low.  
a fresh graduate from medical school 
makes less than $1000 per annum. a 
schoolteacher with a bachelor degree 
and five years of experience makes less 
than $1000 per annum.  thus, the sig-
nificantly cheap energy coupled with 
low labor costs and wage rates serve to 
keep the Egyptian price level relatively 
low.

Analysis of price similarity indices 
this analysis serves two important pur-
poses. first, it provides valuable insight 
into a country’s dynamics of price struc-
tures at different levels of aggregation. 
second, it can answer questions such 
as where a country’s price is similar 
or dissimilar to those of its neighbors 

Table 10. Price level index for per capita GDP

Log of Per
capita GDP PLI

Yemen 7.08 69.77

Iraq 7.42 72.90

Syria 7.66 72.68

Jordan 7.71 103.15

Egypt 7.82 56.84

Lebanon 8.58 108.05

Oman 9.27 116.16

Saudi Arabia 9.31 123.54

Bahrain 9.56 127.15

Kuwait 10.06 140.60

Qatar 10.48 144.94

  Region 8.28 100.00

Figure 7. PLI for GDP per capita
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or trading partners for gdp or for its 
components such as capital formation, 
consumption goods and government 
outlays. 

one of the most common methods 
of calculating price similarity index is 
the ratio of paasche to Laspeyres index, 
which measures paasche – Laspeyres 
spread (pLs). Countries with similar 
price structure will have a value of 
pLs close to 1, without being greater 
than 1.  a pLs notably higher than 1 in-
dicates either serious distortion in the 
price structure of the countries in ques-
tion or non-comparability of their price 
structures. 

apart from pLs, there are other meth-
ods for calculating price similarity indi-
ces.  the advantage of pLs is that it is 
easy to understand but its disadvantage 
is that it is affected by quantity differ-
ences.  two countries with quite similar 
price structure and significantly differ-
ent expenditure structure can show 
low similarity index and vice versa. 
table 11 shown below is based on the 
coefficient of similarity price structures 
driven from correlation of national 
price ratios.1

Looking at the average coefficient of 
similarity of price structure, Lebanon 
(0.44), Egypt (0.52) and Qatar (0.52) 
show relatively low figures when com-
pared with the rest of the countries in 
the region. the syrian arab republic  
and Yemen have 0.61 and 0.60 similar-
ity coefficient, respectively. the remain-
ing countries show 0.65 or higher with 
oman (0.71) and Jordan (0.69) showing 
the highest similarity with the regional 
average.

obviously, gCC countries on average 
show higher similarity with each other 
than with countries from the non-gCC 

1 S. Sergeev, “Measures of  the similarity of  the 
country’s price structures and their practical applica-
tion”, a paper presented at Conference of  European 
Statisticians, Geneva 12-14 November 2001; and 
S. Sergeev, “Aggregation Methods on the Basis of  
Structural International Prices”, paper presented at a 
Joint World Bank OECD Seminar, 2001.

Table 11. Coefficients of similarity of price structures for GDP: ESCWA ICP 2005 comparison

Bahrain Kuwait Oman Qatar Saudi 
Arabia

Egypt Iraq Jordan Lebanon Syria Yemen

Bahrain 1.00 0.89 0.91 0.80 0.88 0.34 0.59 0.72 0.27 0.60 0.54 

Kuwait 0.89 1.00 0.86 0.71 0.86 0.36 0.54 0.63 0.32 0.49 0.71 

Oman 0.91 0.86 1.00 0.72 0.91 0.49 0.73 0.83 0.47 0.64 0.73 

Qatar 0.80 0.71 0.72 1.00 0.71 0.23 0.46 0.58 0.18 0.42 0.70 

Saudi Arabia 0.88 0.86 0.91 0.71 1.00 0.45 0.67 0.70 0.48 0.50 0.47 

Egypt 0.34 0.36 0.49 0.23 0.45 1.00 0.70 0.60 0.63 0.65 0.47 

Iraq 0.59 0.54 0.73 0.46 0.67 0.70 1.00 0.79 0.54 0.76 0.62 

Jordan 0.72 0.63 0.83 0.58 0.70 0.60 0.79 1.00 0.53 0.78 0.42 

Lebanon 0.27 0.32 0.47 0.18 0.48 0.63 0.54 0.53 1.00 0.47 0.55 

Syria 0.60 0.49 0.64 0.42 0.50 0.65 0.76 0.78 0.47 1.00 0.82 

Yemen 0.54 0.47 0.62 0.42 0.55 0.71 0.73 0.70 0.47 0.82 1.00 

Average - Total 0.65 0.61 0.72 0.52 0.67 0.52 0.65 0.69 0.44 0.61 0.60 

Average Gulf 0.87 0.83 0.85 0.74 0.84 0.37 0.60 0.69 0.34 0.53 0.52 

Average Non-Gulf 0.51 0.47 0.63 0.38 0.56 0.66 0.70 0.68 0.53 0.70 0.69 

Inter-country Max 0.89 0.86 0.91 0.72 0.91 0.71 0.79 0.83 0.63 0.82 0.82 

Inter-country Min 0.27 0.32 0.47 0.18 0.45 0.23 0.46 0.53 0.18 0.42 0.42 
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group. for example, Bahrain’s average 
similarity index of 0.87 with the other 
gCC countries is much higher com-
pared to its average similarity index of 
0.51 with respect to non-gCC countries. 
Bahrain has the highest similarity index 
with oman (0.91) and kuwait (0.89) 
and the lowest with Lebanon (0.27) and 
Egypt (0.34). 

similarly, on average non-gCC coun-
tries exhibit relatively higher coeffi-
cient of similarity with each other than 
they do with their gCC counterparts. 
for example, Egypt’s average similarity 
index of 0.66 with the other non-gCC 
countries is notably higher compared 
to its average similarity index of 0.37 
with respect to the average of its gCC 
neighbors. Egypt has the highest simi-
larity index with Yemen (0.71) and iraq 
(0.70) and the lowest with Qatar (0.23) 
and Bahrain (0.34). 

another interesting finding relates to 
similarity indices of Jordan and oman. 
Both are of interest because they served 
as ring countries. the results confirm 
that the choice of the two countries as 
ring countries representing the region 
was a good decision.  the ring compari-
son described in section 3.8 is a new 
method developed to link regional 
ppps and establish globally consistent 
ppps without changing the relative 
results within a region. interestingly, 
Jordan’s average similarity coefficient 
with respect to gCC countries (0.69) is 
virtually the same as its average similar-
ity index with respect to its non-gCC 
counterparts (0.68). oman’s similarity 
index of 0.63 with the non-gCC coun-
tries as a group is the highest for a gCC 
country. the corresponding figures for 
saudi arabia (0.56), Bahrain (0.51), ku-
wait (0.47) and Qatar (0.38) are notably 
lower.

Lebanon seems to hold a distinctive 
position within the region.  its similarity 
coefficient is the lowest both in the re-
gional and non-gCC comparisons. that 
may be attributed to Lebanon’s unique 
economic structure. Lebanon is a small 

country and mainly relies on its ser-
vices sector, which is concentrated on 
few services: banking, tourism, health 
and education. its tradable sectors, 
such as industry and agriculture, are 
weak.  Lebanon is also characterized by 
a consumption-driven economy with 
very low savings.  it relies on external 
inflows, mainly remittances, to fund its 
high consumption level.

Lebanon has the highest similar-
ity index of 0.63 with Egypt, from the 
non-gCC countries, and the lowest of 
0.18 with Qatar, from the gCC coun-
tries. Lebanon’s economic structure 
is very distinct from Qatar’s, which is 
characterized by high investment level 
and net exports, while it is the closest 
to Egypt’s economy, which also earns 
significant income from tourism and 
remittances. it should be noted that 
Egypt took part in both africa and west-
ern asia comparisons. it also served as a 
ring country for the africa region. 

Comparison of gCC and non-gCC states
one peculiar characteristic of the west-
ern asia region is that it can be divided 
into two distinct subsets of countries 
– the gCC states with high income per 
capita and the rest with middle to low 
per capita income. the six gCC mem-
bers are oil exporters–Bahrain, kuwait, 
oman, Qatar and saudi arabia. (the 
united arab Emirates, a gCC member, 
did not participate in the program.) 
the rest are agro-industrial or service 
oriented economies and most are oil 
importers. they are Egypt, iraq, Jordan, 
Lebanon, the syrian arab republic and 
Yemen. 

the standards of living, consumption 
patterns and price structures of the two 
sets of countries are vastly different and 
comparison of countries in each group 
separately is of interest to data users.  
the gCC countries may find it interest-
ing to see the results of a comparison 
confined to gCC members only. for ex-
ample, the comparison between kuwait 
and oman will be different from that in 

The results confirm that the 
choice of Jordan and Oman as 
ring countries representing the 
region was a good decision.  
Interestingly, Jordan’s average 
similarity coefficient with re-
spect to GCC countries (0.69) is 
virtually the same as its average 
similarity index with respect to 
its non-GCC counterparts (0.68). 
Oman’s similarity index of 0.63 
with the non-GCC countries as 
a group is the highest for a GCC 
country. 
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the entire western asia regional compar-
ison. that is because the comparisons 
are multilateral, in which the number 
and composition of countries will have 
an effect, however small, on the results 
of the comparison of any two countries. 
in general, the Eks method minimizes 
the deviations of the bilateral ppps from 
the multilateral ppps. nevertheless, the 
addition of a country to a region or to 
a regional group changes the ppps for 
all countries because of the additional 
binaries that would enter in the Eks ppp 
calculation.2 

the change would be more pro-
nounced if the new country entering 
the comparison shows significant differ-
ence in its price and expenditure struc-
ture compared to the average price and 
expenditure structure for the group. in 
that sense, the relationship between ku-
wait and oman would be affected more 
if, for example, Yemen was added in the 
gCC comparison than if the united 
arab Emirates was added.

in each group a base country was 
chosen – oman for gCC and Jordan 
for non-gCC countries. Expenditure 
weights, prices and exchange rates, 
and hence the nominal values were the 
same as in the whole group.  the results 
of the two sets of comparisons are pre-
sented separately for gdp and actual 
final household consumption. table 12 
presents pLi and gdp estimates for the 
regional comparison for 11 countries as 
well as for the gCC comparison cover-
ing five gCC countries. the results from 
the non-gCC comparison are shown in 
table 13. the two tables show that the 
2 The EKS method is multilateral and calculates the 
parity between two countries as the geometric mean of  
all the direct and indirect bilateral comparison between 
them. Take, for example, four countries A, B, C and 
D. The direct binaries obtained from direct bilateral 
comparison between A and B represent the geometric 
mean of  price ratios between the two countries (A/B). 
The indirect binaries between A and B are driven 
indirectly through the comparison of  A with C and B 
with C (A/C*C/B) and through a fourth country D 
(A/D*D/B). EKS counts the direct binaries twice 
and each indirect binary once (see Annex II for a 
detailed presentation.)

Table 12. PLI and GDP indices for Western Asia and GCC member countries

All countries in one group Gulf countries separately

PLI GDP PLI GDP

Country Oman = 1.00 Oman = 1.00 Oman = 1.00 Oman = 1.00

Qatar 1.25 3.38 1.20 3.53

Kuwait 1.21 2.21 1.17 2.29

Bahrain 1.09 1.34 1.07 1.37

Saudi Arabia 1.06 1.04 1.06 1.05

Oman 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Table 13. PLI and GDP indices for Western Asia and non-GCC member countries

All countries in one group Non-Gulf countries separately

PLI GDP PLI GDP

Country Jordan = 1.00 Jordan = 1.00 Jordan = 1.00 Jordan = 1.00

Lebanon 1.05 2.38 1.07 2.34

Egypt 0.55 1.11 0.49 1.25

Jordan 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Syria 0.71 0.95 0.64 1.04

Iraq 0.71 0.75 0.64 0.82

Yemen 0.68 0.53 0.61 0.59
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ranking of countries has not been al-
tered neither in terms of gdp values 
nor in terms of pLi (except in one case 
in which Jordan and the syrian arab 
republic switch places.)

table 12 shows that the pLi for Qa-
tar (1.25), kuwait (1.21) and Bahrain 
(1.09) in the regional comparison are 
higher than their corresponding es-
timates in the gCC comparison, 1.20, 
1.17, and 1.07, respectively. the cor-
responding gdp of Qatar, kuwait, and 
Bahrain with respect to oman are 
slightly higher in the gCC comparison 
than in the regional comparison. in 
the regional comparison, Qatar’s gdp 

is 3.38 times that of oman. the corre-
sponding figure in the gCC compari-
son is 3.53.  the relationship between 
saudi arabia and oman remains the 
same in both scenarios. 

in general, the changes are more 
pronounced for non-gCC countries. 
Egypt’s pLi went from 0.55 to 0.49.  Ye-
men went from 0.68 to 0.61.  an impor-
tant point to note is that the effect of 
an ‘outlier’ country will have a larger ef-
fect the smaller the group of countries. 
for example, Lebanon in table 13 has 
more effect on countries such as Egypt 
and Yemen when fewer countries are 
in the comparison than when all coun-

bahrain
Gross domestic product (GDP): Bahrain is the smallest economy in the region 

accounting for 1.52 per cent of the region’s total gdp measured in ppp 
terms. however, it becomes the 2nd smallest economy in the region ac-
counting for 1.93 per cent of the region’s total gdp when measured in 
exchange rate terms.  its price level of 127, which is 27 per cent higher 
than the regional average explains the observed drop from 1.93 to 1.52 
when considering ppp-adjusted gdp.

GDP per capita: Bahrain has the 3rd highest gdp per capita in the region mea-
sured in both ppp and exchange rate terms. 

Actual final household expenditure: Bahrain accounts for 1.37 per cent and 
2.09 per cent of the total actual final household expenditure of the region 
measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, respectively, with price level of 
153 per cent of the regional average.

Collective consumption expenditure by government: Bahrain accounts for 0.76 
per cent and 1.14 per cent of the total collective government expenditure 
of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, respectively, with 
price level of 150 per cent of the regional average.

Gross fixed capital formation: Bahrain accounts for 1.83 per cent and 1.91 per 
cent of the total gross fixed capital formation of the region measured in 
ppp and exchange rate terms, respectively, with price level of 104 per cent 
of the regional average.

Some highlights: 
Bahrain has the highest real per capita gdp in the following categories in 
the region:  

Clothing and footwear ■
health by household ■
net purchases from abroad ■

2.3 COUnTry PrOfIlE
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Egypt
Gross domestic product (GDP): Egypt is the 2nd largest economy in the region accounting for 

25.04 per cent of the region’s total gdp measured in ppp terms and 14.23 per cent in ex-
change rate terms. its price level of 57, which is 43 per cent lower than the regional average 
explains the observed increase from 14.23 to 25.04 when considering ppp-adjusted gdp.

GDP per capita: Egypt has the 7th highest gdp per capita measured in ppp and the 9th highest 
measured in exchange rate terms. 

Actual final household expenditure: Egypt accounts for 37.78 per cent and 22.68 per cent of the 
total actual final household expenditure of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate 
terms, respectively, with price level of 60 per cent of the regional average.

Collective consumption expenditure by government: Egypt accounts for 20.06 per cent and 9.26 
per cent of the total collective government expenditure of the region measured in ppp and 
exchange rate terms, respectively, with price level of 46 per cent of the regional average.

Gross fixed capital formation: Egypt accounts for 17.48 per cent and 13.38 per cent of the total 
gross fixed capital formation of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, re-
spectively, with price level of 77 per cent of the regional average.

Iraq
Gross domestic product (GDP): iraq is the 4th largest economy in the region accounting for 6.7 

per cent of the region’s total gdp measured in ppp terms. however, it becomes the 5th 
largest economy accounting for 4.89 per cent of the region’s total gdp measured in ex-
change rate terms. its price level of 73, which is 27 per cent lower than the regional aver-
age explains the observed increase from 4.89 to 6.7 when considering ppp-adjusted gdp.

GDP per capita: iraq has the 2nd lowest gdp per capita measured in both ppp and exchange 
rate terms. 

Actual final household expenditure: iraq accounts for 7.69 per cent and 5.70 per cent of the 
total actual final household expenditure of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate 
terms, respectively, with price level of 74 per cent of the regional average.

Collective consumption expenditure by government: iraq accounts for 19.75 per cent and 12.20 
per cent of the total collective government expenditure of the region measured in ppp and 
exchange rate terms, respectively, with price level of 62 per cent of the regional average.

Gross fixed capital formation: iraq accounts for 2.75 per cent and 2.60 per cent of the total 
gross fixed capital formation of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, re-
spectively, with price level of 94 per cent of the regional average.

Some highlights: 
iraq has the lowest real per capita gdp in the following categories:  

Construction ■
Education by household ■
restaurants and hotels  ■
recreation and culture  ■
housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels  ■
Cloth and footwear ■
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Jordan 
Gross domestic product (GDP): Jordan is the 2nd smallest economy in the region account-

ing for 1.76 per cent of the region’s total gdp measured in ppp terms. however, it 
appears to be the smallest economy accounting for 1.82 per cent of the region’s total 
gdp measured in exchange rate terms.  its price level of 103, which is 3 per cent higher 
than the regional average explains the observed drop from 1.82 to 1.76 when consider-
ing ppp-adjusted gdp.

GDP per capita: Jordan has the 8th highest gdp per capita measured in ppp and the 7th high-
est gdp per capita measured in exchange rate terms. 

Actual final household expenditure: Jordan accounts for 3.07 per cent and 3.66 per cent of 
the total actual final household expenditure of the region measured in ppp and exchange 
rate terms, respectively, with price level of 119 per cent of the regional average.

Collective consumption expenditure by government: Jordan accounts for 2.03 per cent and 
1.59 per cent of the total collective government expenditure of the region measured in 
ppp and exchange rate terms, respectively, with price level of 78 per cent of the regional 
average.

Gross fixed capital formation: Jordan accounts for 3.06 per cent and 3.10 per cent of the total 
gross fixed capital formation of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, 
with price level of 101 per cent of the regional average.

kuwait
Gross domestic product (GDP): kuwait is the 3rd largest economy in the region account-

ing for 8.27 per cent of the region’s total gdp measured in ppp terms and 11.63 per 
cent in exchange rate terms.  its price level of 141, which is 41 per cent higher than 
the regional average explains the observed drop from 11.63 to 8.27 when considering 
ppp-adjusted gdp.

GDP per capita: kuwait has the 2nd highest gdp per capita measured in both ppp and ex-
change rate terms. 

Actual final household expenditure: kuwait accounts for 5.12 per cent and 9.17 per cent 
of the total actual final household expenditure of the region measured in ppp and ex-
change rate terms, respectively, with price level of 179 per cent of the regional average.

Collective consumption expenditure by government: kuwait accounts for 5.76 per cent and 
10.39 per cent of the total collective government expenditure of the region measured in 
ppp and exchange rate terms, respectively, with price level of 180 per cent of the regional 
average.

Gross fixed capital formation: kuwait accounts for 8.58 per cent and 9.50 per cent of the to-
tal gross fixed capital formation of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, 
respectively, with price level of 111 per cent of the regional average.

Some highlights: 
kuwait has the highest real per capita gdp in the following categories: 

furnishing, household equipment and routine household maintenance ■
recreation and culture ■
housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels  ■
food and non–alcoholic beverages  ■
restaurants and hotels ■  
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lebanon
Gross domestic product (GDP): Lebanon is the 9th largest economy in the region account-

ing for 2.87 per cent of the region’s total gdp measured in ppp terms. however, it 
becomes the 8th largest economy accounting for 3.1 per cent in exchange rate terms. 
its price level of 108, which is 8 per cent higher than the regional average explains the 
observed drop from 3.1 to 2.87 when considering ppp-adjusted gdp.

GDP per capita: Lebanon has the 6th highest gdp per capita measured in both ppp and ex-
change rate terms. 

Actual final household expenditure: Lebanon accounts for 4.52 per cent and 5.83 per cent 
of the total actual final household expenditure of the region measured in ppp and ex-
change rate terms, respectively, with price level of 129 per cent of the regional average.

Collective consumption expenditure by government: Lebanon accounts for 2.95 per cent and 
2.69 per cent of the total collective government expenditure of the region measured in 
ppp and exchange rate terms, respectively, with price level of 91 per cent of the regional 
average.

Gross fixed capital formation: Lebanon accounts for 4.11 per cent and 3.80 per cent of the 
total gross fixed capital formation of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, 
respectively, with price level of 92 per cent of the regional average.

Some highlights: 
Lebanon has the highest real per capita gdp in the following categories:  

Education by household ■
tobacco ■

Lebanon has the lowest real per capita gdp in net purchases from abroad in the region. 

Oman
Gross domestic product (GDP):  oman is the 7th largest economy in the region accounting for 

3.82 per cent of the region’s total gdp measured in ppp terms. however, it becomes the 
6th largest economy accounting for 4.44 per cent in exchange rate terms.  its price level 
of 116, which is 16 per cent higher than the regional average explains the observed drop 
from 4.44 to 3.82 when considering ppp-adjusted gdp.

GDP per capita: oman has the 5th highest gdp per capita measured in both ppp and exchange 
rate terms. 

Actual final household expenditure: oman accounts for 2.74 per cent and 3.74 per cent of the 
total actual final household expenditure of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate 
terms, respectively, with price level of 137 per cent of the regional average.

Collective consumption expenditure by government: oman accounts for 4.72 per cent and 5.62 
per cent of the total collective government expenditure of the region measured in ppp and 
exchange rate terms, respectively, with price level of 119 per cent of the regional average.

Gross fixed capital formation: oman accounts for 4.39 per cent and 4.47 per cent of the total 
gross fixed capital formation of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, re-
spectively, with price level of 102 per cent of the regional average.

Some highlights: 
oman has the highest real per capita gdp in miscellaneous goods and services in the re-
gion.  
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Qatar
Gross domestic product (GDP):  Qatar is the 6th largest economy in the region accounting for 4.18 

per cent of the region’s total gdp measured in ppp terms. however, it becomes the 4th largest 
economy accounting for 6.06 per cent in exchange rate terms. its price level of 145, which 
is 45 per cent higher than the regional average explains the observed drop from 6.06 to 4.18 
when considering ppp-adjusted gdp.

GDP per capita: Qatar has the highest gdp per capita measured in both ppp and exchange 
rate terms. 

Actual final household expenditure: Qatar accounts for 1.51 per cent and 2.75 per cent of the total 
actual final household expenditure of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, 
respectively, with price level of 182 per  cent of the regional average.

Collective consumption expenditure by government: Qatar accounts for 2.59 per cent and 4.11 
per cent of the total collective government expenditure of the region measured in ppp and 
exchange rate terms, respectively, with price level of 159 per cent of the regional average.

Gross fixed capital formation: Qatar accounts for 8.68 per cent and 11.38 per cent of the total 
gross fixed capital formation of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, respec-
tively, with price level of 131 per cent of the regional average.

Some highlights: 
Qatar has the highest real per capita gdp in the following categories:  

machinery and equipment ■
Changes in inventories and acquisitions less disposals of valuables ■
transport  ■
Communication ■

saudi Arabia
Gross domestic product (GDP):  saudi arabia is the largest economy in the region accounting 

for 36.75 per cent of the region’s total gdp measured in ppp terms and 45.4 per cent in ex-
change rate terms.  its price level of 124, which is 24 per cent higher than the regional average 
explains the observed drop from 45.4 to 36.75 when considering ppp-adjusted gdp.

GDP per capita: saudi arabia has the 4th highest gdp per capita measured in both ppp and ex-
change rate terms.

Actual final household expenditure: saudi arabia accounts for 23.8 per cent and 34.65 per cent of 
the total actual final household expenditure of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate 
terms, respectively, with price level of 146 per cent of the regional average.

Collective consumption expenditure by government: saudi arabia accounts for 33.5 per cent and 
48.96 per cent of the total collective government expenditure of the region measured in ppp 
and exchange rate terms, respectively, with price level of 146 per cent of the regional average.

Gross fixed capital formation: saudi arabia accounts for 39.23 per cent and 41.91 per cent of the 
total gross fixed capital formation of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, 
respectively, with price level of 107 per cent of the regional average.

Some highlights:
saudi arabia has the highest real per capita gdp in the following categories:

food and non-alcoholic beverages ■
transport ■
Communication ■
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yemen 
Gross domestic product (GDP):  Yemen is the 8th largest economy in the region accounting for 3.46 per cent 

of the region’s total gdp measured in ppp terms. however, it becomes the 9th largest economy accounting 
for 2.41 per cent in exchange rate terms. its price level of 70, which is 30 per cent lower than the regional 
average explains the observed increase from 2.41 to 3.46 when considering ppp-adjusted gdp.

GDP per capita: Yemen has the lowest gdp per capita measured in both ppp and exchange rate terms. 
Actual final household expenditure: Yemen accounts for 4.37 per cent and 3.44 per cent of the total actual final 

household expenditure of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, respectively, with price 
level of 70 per cent of the regional average.

Collective consumption expenditure by government: Yemen accounts for 3.49 per cent and 1.65 per cent of the 
total collective government expenditure of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, respec-
tively, with price level of 47 per cent of the regional average.

Gross fixed capital formation: Yemen accounts for 3.63 per cent and 2.56 per cent of the total gross fixed capi-
tal formation of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, respectively, with price level of 71 
per cent of the regional average.

Some highlights:
Yemen has the lowest real per capita gdp in the following categories:  

Communication ■
machinery and equipment ■
transport ■
 health by household ■
 furnishing, household equipment and routine household maintenance ■
 health and education by government ■

The syrian Arab republic 
Gross domestic product (GDP):  syria is the 5th largest economy in the region accounting for 5.62 per cent of 

the region’s total gdp measured in ppp terms. however, it becomes the 7th largest accounting for 4.09 
per cent in exchange rate terms.  its price level of 73, which is 27 per cent lower than the regional average 
explains the observed increase from 4.09 to 5.62 when considering ppp-adjusted gdp.

GDP per capita: syria has the 9th highest gdp per capita measured in ppp and has the 8th highest gdp per 
capita measured in exchange rate terms. 

Actual final household expenditure: syria accounts for 8.03 per cent and 6.28 per cent of the total actual final 
household expenditure of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, respectively, with price 
level of 78 per cent of the regional average.

Collective consumption expenditure by government: syria accounts for 4.4 per cent and 2.40 per cent of the total 
collective government expenditure of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, respectively, 
with price level of 54 per cent of the regional average.

Gross fixed capital formation: syria accounts for 6.26 per cent and 5.40 per cent of the total gross fixed capital 
formation of the region measured in ppp and exchange rate terms, respectively, with price level of 86 per 
cent of the regional average.

Some highlights:
syria has the lowest real per capita gdp in the following categories:  

tobacco ■
Changes in inventories and acquisitions less disposals of valuables ■
miscellaneous goods and services ■
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3.1 frAmEWOrk Of COmPArIsOn 
in principle, gdp estimates can be compiled from 
income, expenditure or production frontiers. the 
iCp approach consists of comparing volume of out-
puts (real values of gdp and its main components) 
by means of expenditure estimates and price level 
comparisons. that is dictated more by operational 
feasibility than by anything else. the production-side 
approach is also operationally possible, albeit more 
difficult than the expenditure approach; it divides 
gdp by industrial origin measured by value-added 
produced by agriculture, mining, manufacturing and 
services, and their sub-components. from policy-
making and analysis perspectives, ppps by indus-
try of origin provide valuable insight into produc-
tivity and growth analysis and are in high demand. 
however, producing ppps by industrial category is 
a difficult undertaking owing to differences in pro-
duction methods and patterns, which are generally 
significantly higher than observed differences in ex-
penditure patterns. moreover, the production side 
approach demands price information both for the 
final product and its intermediate inputs, requiring 
double deflation. as a result, since its inception, the 
iCp has focused on the expenditure-side approach. 

simply put, the iCp calculates ppps as weighted 
averages of inter-country price ratios.  thus, com-
putation of ppps requires two sets of data for all 
participating countries in the region: (1) national 
annual average prices of items selected for each of 
the 155 basic headings; and (2) final expenditure on 

gdp for the basic headings. 
the gdp in iCp is divided into 26 categories, 

which are further split into 61 groups, 126 classes 
and 155 basic expenditure headings (see table 14). 
the categories, groups and classes provide a coher-
ent framework for data organization and presenta-
tion. the framework provides consistent definitions 
and classifications relating to a general conceptual 
understanding of how different activities occurring 
in various parts of the economy are inter-connect-
ed.  as such, they help tailor policy-making accord-
ing to different needs and purposes.  a basic head-
ing (Bh) consists of a group of homogenous and 
well-defined goods or services for which a sample 
of products can be selected that are both represen-
tative of their type and of the volume of purchases 
made in participating countries and are comparable 
between the countries. 

from a national accounts compilation perspec-
tive, a Bh represents the smallest gdp aggregate for 
which expenditure data are available. Bh expendi-
tures are used as weights in the calculation of aggre-
gated ppps in order to reflect expenditure patterns 
of the participating countries. if no Bh breakdowns 
were applied and the ppps of an analytical category 
or group were compiled as an unweighted aver-
age of purchasing power ratios, the resulting ppp 
would be less accurate. for example, the dispersion 
of price ratios within “beef and veal” Bh is expected 
to be smaller than within the broad “meat” category, 
which includes other Bhs such as “lamb, mutton 
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and goat” and “poultry,” among others.  
in some countries, beef and veal are 
more popular while mutton or poultry 
may be preferred in others. given price 
differences in beef, poultry and lamb, 
neglecting the weight at the Bh level 
will yield less accurate ppps.

many countries had difficulties in 
estimating expenditure weights for all 
155 basic headings and the estimated 
weights were not always accurate. 
however, even limited accuracy at the 
Bh level can be useful because the use 
of approximate weights is even better 
than using no weights at all.  the poten-
tial errors associated with Bh weights 
will usually “wash out” at higher aggre-
gation level and hence will have only 
limited effect on the published results 
which, on the whole, will benefit from 
the more detailed classifications.

3.2 hOW PrOdUCTs WErE sElECTEd
Principles of product selection: one of 
the most important factors bearing on 
the quality of the ppp data is the selec-
tion of goods and services to be priced. 
for each category, say household con-
sumption, there are groups such as 
food, clothing, housing, furniture, etc. 
within each group, say food, there are 
further breakdowns such as fruits and 
vegetables, which are further split into 
finer Bh expenditures. 

rice, beef and veal, butter and mar-
garine are examples of Bhs under food.  
going further into the detailed speci-
fications, it becomes clearer that, al-
though countries will have many over-
lapping categories and items, they will 
also have country-specific categories 
and items. in order to obtain compari-
sons for goods that are not consumed in 
all countries, countries participating in 
the iCp must agree to a common set of 
expenditure headings and a set of over-
lapping commodities within each head-
ing that reflects those expenditures. 

the selection of products is gov-
erned by two sometimes conflicting 
criteria: comparability and representa-

Table 14. Number of categories, groups, classes, basic headings and products by main aggregates

Main aggregates categories Categories Groups Classes
Basic 

Headings
West Asia 
Products

11.00  Individual consumption expenditure by households 13 43 90 110 862

- .01  Food and non-alcoholic beverages!  2 11 29 353

- .02  Alcoholic beverages, tobacco and narcotics  3 5 5 21

- .03  Clothing and footwear  2 5 5 162

- .04  Housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels  4 7 7 12

- .05  Furnishings, household equipment and maintenance  6 12 13 83

- .06  Health  3 7 7 68

- .07  Transport  3 13 13 29

- .08  Communication  3 3 3 12

- .09  Recreation and culture  6 13 13 59

- .10  Education  1 1 1 11

- .11  Restaurants and hotels  2 2 2 20

- .12  Miscellaneous goods and services  7 10 10 30

- .13  Net purchases abroad  1 1 2 2

12.00  Individual consumption expenditure by nPIshs 1 1 1 1 1

13.00  Individual consumption expenditure by government 5 7 16 21 25

- .01  Housing  1 1 1 1

- .02  Health  2 7 12 13

- .03  Recreation and culture  1 1 1 5

- .04  Education  2 6 6 5

- .05  Social protection  1 1 1 1

14.00  Collective consumption expenditure by government 1 1 5 5 32

15.00  gross fixed capital formation 3 6 11 12 142

- .01  Machinery and equipment  2 7 8 99

- .02  Construction  3 3 3 34

- .03  Other products  1 1 1 9

16.00  Change in inventories & acquisitions 2 2 2 4 4

-.01  Change of inventories  1 1 2 2

-.02  Acquisitions less disposals of valuables  1 1 2 2

18.00  balance of exports and imports 1 1 1 2 2

GDP 26 61 126 155 1068
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tivity.  in order to avoid comparing prod-
ucts of different quality, size and delivery 
conditions, the products included in the 
list should be as comparable as possible. 
Comparing identical items means that 
there should be no differences in either 
the quantity or quality of the specifica-
tions selected among countries, which 
significantly influence the use of the 
given good or service. it would not be 
appropriate, for instance, to observe the 
price of rice in 1 kg package in one coun-
try while observing it in a 10 kg package 
(and dividing it by 10) in another coun-
try.

moreover, the physical and functional 
properties of a product should be the 
same (e.g., the make and model, as well 
as the capacity, power and functional-
ity). that relates to all such properties 
that may have significant influence on 
the price of a given product.  to the ex-
tent possible, types of outlet and service 
delivery should also be the same when 
matching items across countries. similar-
ly, delivery conditions need to be consis-
tent, including packaging, return policy, 
warranty and transportation cost. 

representativity means the product 
should be typical of the consumption 
pattern of countries under investigation. 
it has expenditure and price dimen-
sions.  from an expenditure perspective, 
if a product is representative, it accounts 
for a noticeable share of overall expen-
diture on the Bh for which it is chosen 
and is widely available in retail outlets.  
from a price perspective, representativ-
ity means that the average price of the 
product reflects the average price level 
for most products within the Bh. in 
short, to be representative, the product 
must account for a noticeable share of 
expenditure on the Bh, and also repre-
sent the average price level for most of 
the products in the Bh.  unfortunately, 
what are comparable across countries 
are not always representative and vice 
versa.  the iCp requires striking a deli-
cate balance between comparability and 
representativity. 

Product selection in practice: iCp 
2005 used a version of the Eurostat-
oECd Expenditure Classification, which 
contains 155 basic headings (see table 
14). selection of products to represent 
the Bh for household consumption ex-
penditure was done in close consulta-
tion with experts at the national statisti-
cal offices of the participating countries. 
the products to be priced for govern-
ment consumption expenditure and 
gfCf were selected by iCp global of-
fice and all countries in all regions were 
required to price a standard set of goods 
and services for those expenditure com-
ponents. 

the classification of individual items 
into Bhs is governed by the objective 
of drawing homogenous products and 
minimize the dispersion of individual 
price ratios within Bhs. that is defined 
as the lowest breakdown of gdp for 
which reasonably robust expenditure 
weight can be compiled.  a typical Bh is 
rice. under that heading, nine varieties 
of rice were included for price collec-
tion in the western asia region. in com-
parison, in the asia-pacific region where 
rice is a main staple in most countries, 
the rice Bh contains 12 varieties of rice.

3.3 sTrUCTUrEd PrOdUCT dEsCrIPTIOn 
(sPd)
the lack of region-specific list of prod-
ucts based on the market realities of 
the respective regions was one of the 
main problems of the past iCp.  that 
happened because the list established 
for ongoing Eurostat-oECd Comparison 
program was modified to serve other re-
gions.  the structured product descrip-
tion (spd) approach was introduced in 
the 2005 iCp round to facilitate the cre-
ation of region-specific lists of products. 
the spd approach provides a general 
framework based on an array of price-
determining characteristics, such as 
package type, model, variety, size, outlet, 
etc.  the objective is to clarify, simplify 
and standardize the process. the spds 
were used to derive a set of product 

The selection of products is 
governed by two sometimes 
conflicting criteria: comparabil-
ity and representativity. 
......

Comparability: in order to avoid 
comparing products of different 
quality, size and delivery condi-
tions, the products included in 
the list should be as comparable 
as possible. The physical and 
functional properties of a prod-
uct should be the same.
......

Representativity means the 
product should be typical of 
the consumption pattern of 
countries under investigation. 
It has expenditure and price 
dimensions.  From an expendi-
ture perspective, if a product is 
representative, it accounts for 
a noticeable share of overall 
expenditure on the BH for 
which it is chosen and is widely 
available in retail outlets.  From 
a price perspective, represen-
tativity means that the average 
price of the product reflects the 
average price level for most 
products within the BH.
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specifications specific to each region 
based on market surveys in a selected 
number of representative countries. a 
compendium of product specifications 
along with corresponding pictures was 
prepared and distributed to the partici-
pating countries. Examples of product 
specifications are shown on the left.

3.4 hOW ThE PrICE sUrvEy frAmEs WErE 
EsTAblIshEd
the western asia region is composed of 
countries with diverse characteristics. 
there are both large and small coun-
tries, very rich and relatively poor, oil-
producers and non-oil producers. in ad-
dition, in many cases their populations 
comprise both local as well as significant 
numbers of migrant workers. when the 
population features are superimposed 
on those physical features, it becomes 
complex to determine, unambiguously, 
the optimum sampling procedure for 
selecting the outlets most frequented 
by shoppers,  identifying the products 
in the iCp list, and choosing the most 
popular, the prices of which should be 
collected. 

in principle, the item prices should 
be collected in many markets and out-
lets stratified by regions, and rural and 
urban areas over a span of a year to ob-
tain national annual averages. in practice, 
however, not all countries in all regions 
find that possible. in some cases, cost 
considerations limit price collection to 
capital cities and/or other major cities. 
in such cases, adjustment factors from 
national Cpi and other price indices are 
utilized to adjust for regional and sea-
sonal variations.

it is neither feasible nor necessary to 
price all products available in different 
markets.  for practical and resource pur-
poses, only a relatively small number of 
them are selected for which prices are 
to be collected.  the number of selected 
products covering gdp may vary from 
1000 to well over 5000, depending on 
the level of economic development and 
the diversification of the markets of the 
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STRUCTURED PRODUCT SPECIFICATION (SPD)

The lack of region-specific list of products based on the market realities of the respective 
regions was one of the main problems of the past ICP. This happened because the list 
established for ongoing Eurostat-OECD comparison program was modified to serve other 
regions. The “Structured Product Description” (SPD) approach was introduced in the 2005 
ICP round to facilitate the creation of region-specific list of products. The SPD approach 
provides a general framework based on an array of price-determining characteristics, such as 
package type, model, variety, size, outlet, etc. The objective is to clarify, simplify, and 
standardize the process. The SPDs were used to derive a set of “Product Specifications” (PS) 
specific to each region based on market surveys in a selected number of representative 
countries. A compendium of PSs along with the corresponding pictures of the product was 
prepared and distributed to the participating countries. Examples of three PSs are shown 
below.

Basic Heading: Maintenance and repair of the dwelling
Product Name: Paint, indoor use - ready-to-use

Product Description
o Preferred Pricing Quantity: 5 Liters
o Range: 5 - 10 Liters
o Package: Plastic container or tin
o Type: Ready-to-use indoor 

washable emulsion
o Colour: White, mat finish
o Fertility: Approximately 7 m2/l
o Brand: Locally well known brand
o Comments: No water to be added
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Basic Heading: Fresh or chilled fruit
Product Name: Strawberry

Product Description
o Preferred Pricing Quantity: 1 

Kilograms
o Packaging: Bulk or Loose
o Type: Strawberries
o Quality: Premium
o Processing: Fresh whole, intact

Basic Heading: Audio-visual, photographic and information processing 
Product Name: Scanner, Flatbed

Product Description
o Brand: Canon or equivalent brands such as HP, 

Epson, Canon, Sony, Brother
o Model: Mid-level model, e.g. Canon LiDE 60
o Type: Flatbed scanner
o Optical Resolution: 1200 x 2400 dpi or Other
o Bit Depth: 48 bit or Other
o Maximum Scanning Size: A4 or 8.5 in x 11.7 in
o USB Interface: Yes
o Power Supply: Via USB
o Exclude: Film adapter unit
o Comments: Specify brand, model and all 

technical specifications on the corresponding 
SPD form

HOW THE PRICE SURVEY FRAMES WERE ESTABLISHED
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HOW THE PRICE SURVEY FRAMES WERE ESTABLISHED
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participating countries. for western asia, 
the number was 1068 for the current 
comparison.  as reflected in table 14, that 
includes 862 items under household con-
sumption, 57 under government outlays 
and 142 for capital formation covering 
both machinery and equipment as well 
as construction projects.

Countries were required to price a 
minimum number of products in each 
of the Bh classifications. the minimum 
depends on the importance and hetero-
geneity of each Bh. for example, more 
products are priced under bread than un-
der tobacco. furthermore, the higher the 
dispersion of prices around the average, 
the greater the number of products to be 
priced. some products such as postage 
stamps and gasoline have regulated pric-
es, and in that case fewer observations 
are needed to obtain robust average.  the 
greater the dispersion of prices around 
the average, for example clothing, the 
greater the number of observations and 
outlets to be covered.

3.5 COmPIlIng ExPEndITUrE WEIghTs
ppps are first computed for the basic head-
ings and then aggregated using expen-
diture weights. therefore, in addition to 
price data, the computation of aggregated 
ppps requires national gdp expenditures 
broken down into 155 expenditure basic 
headings. the gdp expenditure weights 
reflect national preferences showing how 
a nation chooses to spend its resources. 
the ultimate objective of the iCp is to 
show the levels of gdp and related ag-
gregates converted into a common cur-
rency using ppps, which means that the 
weights should reflect the expenditure 
patterns of each country as accurately as 
possible. in addition, the estimated levels 
of gdp in national currencies must also 
be accurately estimated. if the levels are 
wrong, the comparisons of ppp-convert-
ed gdp and related aggregates will also 
be wrong and the whole purpose of the 
iCp will be undermined.

the responsibility for providing the 
expenditure estimates according to the 

desired classification lies with each coun-
try’s national statistical office.  all western 
asia countries estimate their national ac-
counts according to the 1993 sna. more 
specific guidance on estimating the ex-
penditure weights is provided in Chapter 
iii of the iCp handbook. 

the national accounts weights for 
most countries are reasonably accurate at 
the higher levels of aggregation at which 
they are usually published. however, the 
iCp requires a much more detailed break-
down than the one which is normally 
compiled by national statistical organiza-
tions. the accuracy and comprehensive-
ness of the national accounts data also 
varies between countries. in almost all 
countries, Bh expenditure weights had 
to be estimated using secondary sources. 
some measure of approximations and 
imputations could not be avoided at the 
more detailed levels.  as a result, compari-
sons of results at lower aggregate levels 
are not as robust as they are for higher-
level aggregates.

the requirement that expenditure 
data should be available for each Bh 
needs not be interpreted very strictly. 
Even in countries with very developed 
statistics, it cannot be expected that 
expenditure data for all Bhs will be ob-
served or collected on a regular basis 
and based on a primary source of data. 
Estimates based on some benchmark 
information can be used. the expendi-
ture data for Bhs are used as weights, 
and even limited accuracy can be useful 
since the use of estimated weights is bet-
ter than using no weights at all. if some 
errors are committed by separating par-
ticular Bhs from each other, they will 
not directly affect the published results 
that cover only the analytical categories. 
of course, the better the estimations of 
the detailed weights, the more accurate 
the end results will be. But countries 
should not be discouraged from making 
approximate estimations. the potential 
deviations committed will have, in most 
cases, limited effect on the ppp results 
published. 

PPPs are first computed for 
the basic headings and then 
aggregated using expenditure 
weights. Therefore, in addition 
to price data, the computation 
of aggregated PPPs requires na-
tional GDP expenditures broken 
down into 155 expenditure basic 
headings. The GDP expenditure 
weights reflect national prefer-
ences showing how a nation 
chooses to spend its resources. 
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the challenge of compiling Bh na-
tional accounts data in some countries 
was seen more as an opportunity to im-
prove the data rather than an impedi-
ment. Country experts worked together 
to ensure that international standards 
and practices were followed.  a number 
of regional workshops were organized 
and conducted by international experts 
aimed at sharing experiences and best 
practices.

3.6 dATA vAlIdATIOn
an important feature of the 2005 round 
of iCp surveys has been the thorough-
ness with which data were reviewed 
and authenticated. the process was 
aided by new computer tools and 
firm commitments to data quality by 
national, regional and global coordina-
tors. increased resources to fund meet-
ings and travel also helped. data were 
collected using the price collection 
module (pCm) of the iCp tool pack, 
an integrated software developed for 
data collection, editing and processing. 
that put data collection by all western 
asia countries on a common platform 
and enabled easy exchange of data and 
improved communication between na-
tional and regional coordinators. 

Before the data were transmitted to 
un-EsCwa, they had gone through an 
extensive process of editing and valida-
tion. that is an iterative process – the 
countries do the preliminary checking, 
then un-EsCwa conducts further edits 
and validation using the data process-
ing module (dpm) and refers ques-
tionable entries back to countries for 
correction or confirmation. it was nec-
essary to repeat the process a number 
of times. 

although edits are done throughout 
the data processing cycle, there are two 
different editing steps that are taken 
before attempting to compute Bh level 
parities: (i) establish internal consisten-
cy of the data within the country, and 
(ii) establish consistency across coun-
tries.

Establishing internal consistency in-
volves ensuring that the price of an item 
bears an acceptable relationship with 
the prices of other items. for instance, 
a bottle of beer served in a restaurant 
should cost more than a bottle of the 
same beer bought in a grocery store; 
hourly wage rates of plumbers and elec-
tricians should be broadly similar; or the 
price of the same item should not differ 
too much from one market to another 
without proper justification, and so on. 

preliminary checks for internal con-
sistency are done at the country level. 
they consist of checking, among other 
things, that (i) prices match specifica-
tions; (ii) when substitutes are priced, 
they are closely described; (iii) the 
number of observations per item is ad-
equate; (iv) obvious outliers are elimi-
nated; (v) units are correctly reported, 
such as kilograms not pounds, or single 
units rather than dozens; or (vi) the unit 
of observation is close to the reference 
unit. 

as a regional coordinator, un-EsCwa 
performed additional checks for region-
al consistency.  that was checked initial-
ly by comparing the “dollar” prices -- that 
is comparing the prices after they have 
been converted to a reference currency 
by exchange rates.  again, outliers are 
spotted by adopting several measures 
of dispersion. the process has been for-
malized in the dpm of the iCp software, 
in the form of  “Quaranta tables” and 
“dikhanov tables”.  the Quaranta tables 
look at the data product-by-product and 
identify prices that seem to be out of 
line from the regional average at the Bh 
level. the dikhanov tables look at all the 
data -- across countries as well as over 
all Bhs within a country – and provide 
color-coded information on degrees of 
dispersion from the central tendency.  
the findings are communicated to na-
tional coordinators for further check-
ing. 

similar diagnostic tables were pro-
duced for checking and authenticating 
national accounts data. the problem 

An important feature of the 
2005 round of ICP surveys has 
been the thoroughness with 
which data were reviewed and 
authenticated. The process was 
aided by new computer tools 
and firm commitments to data 
quality by national, regional and 
global coordinators. 
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areas identified by the tables were dis-
cussed in round table meetings.  sever-
al such meetings were held before the 
participating countries could sign off 
on the data. despite all the efforts, ppp 
estimates for some countries looked 
counter-intuitive in some areas. when 
no obvious data errors were spotted, in-
ternational experts were dispatched to 
the problem countries to make sure that 
they paid proper attention to matching 
quality.  as a result of the visits, some 
prices were confirmed, others were re-
vised and yet others were dropped from 
the country list.

it can be said with a great deal of 
confidence that the data collected and 
reported in that exercise are as good as 
they can be, given the circumstances 
prevailing in the participating coun-
tries.

3.7 ThE PPP CAlCUlATIOn In OUTlInE
regional ppps are computed in two 
stages: 

for Bhs, individual item price ratios 1. 
are averaged without using weights.
for higher levels of aggregation up 2. 
to gdp,  the Bh - ppps computed in 
stage 1 are averaged using Bh expen-
diture weights. 

in a later stage, all regional results are 
linked to produce a globally consistent 
set of ppps and volume measures. the 
linking method using ring countries is 
described in section 3.8. 

Consider two countries-- saudi ara-
bia, as a base country, whose currency 
is the saudi rial, and Egypt, whose cur-
rency is the Egyptian pound, and a Bh, 
rice. the standard method of computing 
a Bh - ppp involves the following steps. 
the first is computing price ratios (price 
parities) for the various types of rice in-
cluded within the Bh “rice”. the price of 
each type of rice submitted by Egypt is 
divided by the price submitted for the 
same rice product by saudi arabia, the 
base country. the second step is com-
puting the geometric mean of the price 

ratios of Egypt to that of saudi arabia 
(expressed as pound/rial).  the resulting 
ratio is the ppp of rice in Egypt relative 
to that in saudi arabia.

now consider the next aggregation 
level - food - which includes other head-
ings such as bread, meat, fish, dairy prod-
ucts, vegetables, among others, in addi-
tion to rice. the aggregate ppp for food 
is obtained as an average of the price 
parities within the food heading, weight-
ed by their relative importance in each 
country.  similarly, the ppp for total gdp 
is a weighted average of all the price par-
ities. Volume comparisons of gdp can 
then be obtained by dividing gdp in lo-
cal currency units by the ppp.

since iCp compares a number of 
countries in a region, the ppps should 
have two essential characteristics: transi-
tivity and base country-invariance. tran-
sitivity requires that a direct compari-
son between any pair of countries (e.g., 
saudi arabia and Egypt) should be equal 
to an indirect comparison via any third 
country (e.g., Egypt and Lebanon, and 
saudi arabia and Lebanon). Base country 
-invariance means that the relative posi-
tions of countries (inter-country rela-
tions) remain the same regardless of the 
choice of a base country (refer to annex 
ii for more detailed description).

3.8 lInkIng rEgIOnAl rEsUlTs TO glObAl 
COmPArIsOn
the iCp is organized by regions. first, 
regional surveys are conducted on 
the basis of region-specific baskets of 
goods and services, and regional ppps 
are computed from regional average 
prices. regional ppp estimates are usu-
ally expressed in regional numeraire 
currencies, for example, argentine peso 
for Latin america and hong kong dollar 
for asia. regional results are then linked 
to produce a globally consistent set of 
ppps expressed in a common interna-
tional currency, often the us dollar. 

the linking of regions for the last iCp 
round (1993-1996) of world compari-
sons was done on the basis of several 

The ICP is organized by re-
gions. First, regional surveys 
are conducted on the basis of 
region-specific baskets of goods 
and services, and regional PPPs 
are computed from regional 
average prices. Regional PPP es-
timates are usually expressed in 
regional numeraire currencies, 
for example, Argentine peso for 
Latin America and Hong Kong 
dollar for Asia. Regional results 
are then linked to produce a 
globally consistent set of PPPs 
expressed in a common inter-
national currency, often the US 
dollar. 
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binary comparisons. for example, Japan 
participated both in the asia and oECd 
regional comparisons and so was used 
as a bridge to link the results from the 
two regions.  mexico took part in both 
the oECd and Latin america compari-
sons and served as a bridge between 
the two. it is widely recognized that 
the linking of regional results in the last 
rounds had been rather weak. one of 
the major problems had been that the 
results depended on the price and ex-
penditure structures of the country 
serving as a bridge. 

in an effort to improve the global 
results, a new method, called the ring 
approach, was introduced for the cur-
rent round of iCp. that approach in-
volves choosing a subset of representa-
tive countries from each region to price 
a common product list in addition to 
their regional lists. the number of ring 
countries from each region was deter-
mined by the number of countries in 
the region. africa, which has 48 coun-
tries in the regional comparison, is rep-
resented by six ring countries. south 
america and western asia, with 10 and 

11 countries, respectively, in their re-
gional comparisons, are represented by 
two ring countries each. asia and Euro-
stat/oECd are represented by four ring 
countries each (see table 15).  what dis-
tinguishes that approach from the pre-
vious bridge country - based linking is 
that it is basically multilateral.  it seeks 
to link regions by establishing a sepa-
rate list of products to be priced by a 
selected number of ring countries from 
each region. from a global perspective, 
ring countries serve as a small sample 
of countries stratified by regions.

Table 15. Ring countries for 2005 comparison

Africa Asia Eurostat/OECD South America Western Asia

Cameroon Hong Kong Japan Brazil Jordan

Egypt Malaysia Slovenia Chile Oman

Kenya Philippines Estonia   

Senegal Sri Lanka United Kingdom   

South Africa     

Zambia     

* The CIS region was linked using a bridge method. Russia that took part in the CIS and OECD comparison served as a bridge.
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There are special areas where direct compari-
sons are difficult to establish. in some cases, 
finding adequate comparable products is dif-

ficult (e.g., construction projects). in other cases, 
there are no adequate services for which market 
prices can be observed (e.g., health, education and 
other services provided by the government). there 
are still other special areas where quality differences 
across countries are so varied that it is difficult to 
make meaningful comparisons (e.g., housing rent-
als, private clinics and private education).  those 
and other similar areas are collectively referred to as 
“comparison resistant.” there is neither an easy, nor a 
widely accepted solution for them. in the short term, 
the iCp has to settle for less than ideal solutions, 
while concurrently making the necessary efforts to 
overcome the problem. Compromises are dictated 
by practical situations. 

4.1 hEAlTh, EdUCATIOn And
gOvErnmEnT sErvICEs
it may be recalled that total expenditures in health 
and education are the sums of individual consump-
tion expenditures by households and individual 
expenditures by government.  some health and ed-
ucational services are bought by households on a 
private basis and others are provided or paid (fully 
or partly) by the government. thus, some prices 
paid by households are available in the market 
place and others have to be estimated as a sum 

of the household and government payments (“full 
price” concept). 

for private health and education, observed mar-
ket prices are collected and used in the calculation 
of ppps.  Volumes are measured indirectly by divid-
ing expenditure by the relevant prices. when such 
services are provided by public entities, they are 
often provided free of charge or at a nominal cost. 
hence they are called non-market services, which, 
by definition, do not have market prices that can be 
collected and compared.

Computation of ppps for publicly-provided ser-
vices in health, education and other services pres-
ents particular problem, as it is difficult to quantify 
outputs. for instance, the output of a doctor can-
not be measured by the number of patients treat-
ed, or of a teacher by the number of students in 
attendance or by the number of graduates, or of a 
policeman by the number of arrests made. since 
outputs are not directly observable, the practice in 
national accounts compilation is to use input data 
to measure outputs. Comparison across countries, 
therefore, can be made only by comparing the costs 
of inputs. 

public expenditures in health, education and 
collective government services consist of compen-
sation of employees, intermediate consumption, 
consumption of fixed capital, net taxes on produc-
tion, gross operating surplus, and receipts from 
sales (as a negative figure).  in the absence of any 
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real prices for government services, an 
alternative method has to be used to 
calculate ppps.  the method used in na-
tional accounts is to value the services 
at their costs of production. it is also 
used for the iCp.

in general, where available, private 
sector prices of selected items were ap-
plied as proxies or reference price for 
the intermediate consumption and fixed 
capital components of government ex-
penditures. some of the intermediate 
goods, such as drugs and hospital beds 
(or in the case of education, for exam-
ple, textbooks and computers) may be 
subsidized. however, full un-subsidized 
prices need to be collected, otherwise 
subsidized prices divided into total ex-
penditure by households and govern-
ment would give inflated estimates of 
real quantities.

Compensation of employees is the 
largest component.  it is in fact the only 
cost component for which separate 
price collection is needed. the process 
bears a close similarity to the construc-
tion of a list of products for pricing in 
the main list for household. govern-
ment employees of the relevant sec-
tor are matched on the basis of closely 
specified skill levels, including level of 
education, years of experience and de-
tailed job description for the position 
and data on their annual compensation, 
all of which are collected. 

the list of occupations covers health 
(e.g., doctor, nurse, laboratory techni-
cian, community health worker, etc.), 
education (e.g., primary school teacher, 
university lecturer, etc.), defense (e.g., 
army private of infantry, naval able sea-
man, air force ground crewman, etc.) 
and other (prison guard, chauffeur, civil 
engineer, bookkeeping clerk, database 
administrator, cleaner, telephone switch-
board operator, office assistant, etc.).  a 
total of 50 occupations are covered. for 
each occupation, wages are obtained 
on a standardized definition (including 
such items as special allowances, ben-
efits in kind, social contributions) from 

the relevant government ministries (see 
box 1).

obviously, the same quantity of input 
does not produce the same quantity of 
output in every country. for example, a 
teacher’s productivity in one country 
could be vastly different from that of a 
teacher in a different country.  a teacher 
with better facilities, such as computer 
and text books available for himself/
herself and to his/her students is likely 
to have higher productivity level as well 
as better quality output in terms of the 
quality of graduates he or she will pro-
duce. similarly, for example, policemen 
in Yemen and Bahrain may perform at 
different levels not because they nec-
essarily have different levels of educa-
tion or years of experience, but because 
of differences in access to transport, 
communication and other equipment. 
similarly, doctors may have equivalent 
degrees from the same university and 
similar experience but their effective-
ness differs because of differences in 
access to diagnostic and patient care 
facilities. 

Evidently, apart from the level of skill 
as determined by education and experi-
ence, productivity of human capital or 
labor, in general, depends on physical 
capital. therefore, once data on com-
pensation are collected, they need to 
be adjusted for productivity differences 
to adjust for output volume and quality 
differences.  Labor productivity is mea-
sured by output per employee. to make 
productivity adjustment, western asia 
used the framework provided by the 
Cobb-douglas production function in 
which output is expressed as a function 
of labor and capital. if the contribution 
of labor is (α) per cent, then the contri-
bution of capital is assumed to be (1-α) 
per cent. 

Labor is estimated from employment 
data for age group 15 to 64. in govern-
ment, the number of employees is es-
timated as total compensation divided 
by average annual compensation. then 
estimates of capital per labor should be 
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made.  that is calculated by estimating 
current capital stock from a stream of 
investments for about 25 years, appro-
priately discounted for depreciation. 
that operation would be better com-
puted separately for health, education 
and government. however, for lack of 
information, capital per labor is mea-
sured for the entire economy. Because 
it is difficult to obtain estimates of capi-
tal stocks in a common currency, capi-
tal per labor is actually computed as a 
product of output per labor and capital 
to output ratio calculated on national 
basis. to determine the contribution 
of labor and capital, first the labor co-
efficient should be measured. it is also 
measured for the entire economy. La-
bor coefficient is measured by share of 
wages in gdp, which is usually higher 
for high-income countries and lower for 
low-income countries (for a detailed de-
scription, see annex iii).

output per labor in the government 
sector is adjusted by applying the coef-
ficient for capital to the estimate of cap-
ital per labor estimated for the entire 
economy. if capital output ratios and 
capital labor ratios could be comput-
ed for specific sectors, the procedure 
would yield much better results. future 
rounds of iCp will explore those pos-
sibilities.

4.2 COnsTrUCTIOn
the objective is to calculate appropriate 
cross-country price indices with which 
to deflate expenditures on construc-
tion in the national accounts.  the main 
problems in comparing construction 
projects arise from the enormous vari-
ety of projects because no two projects 
are exactly the same. in addition, there 
are many differences between coun-
tries regarding construction standards, 
nature of the terrain, climate conditions, 
labor-equipment mix in the means of 
construction, as well as local construc-
tion means and methods. those differ-
ences cause problems in trying to meet 
the criteria of both representativity and 

box 1.  COdE: 106 - nurse
nurses assist doctors in their tasks, deal with emergencies in their 
absence, and provide professional nursing care for the sick, in-
jured, physically and mentally disabled, and others in need of such 
care, or they deliver or assist in the delivery of babies, provide 
antenatal and postnatal care and instruct parents in baby care.
 nurses must have qualifications that are legally recognized. 
in some countries it is a requirement to have a university degree 
in order to be able to practice as a nurse while in other countries a 
lower-level educational certificate is considered sufficient. in gen-
eral, a nurse should have at least two years of formal training in a 
specialized institution.

Their tasks include:
giving nursing care and treatment to ill, injured or disabled pa-
tients; 
 assisting doctors in their tasks, dealing with emergencies and 
giving first-aid treatment in their absence;
 administering medicine and drugs, applying surgical dress-
ings and giving other forms of treatment prescribed by physi-
cians;
 Checking on general health and progress of expectant moth-
ers during pregnancy, and giving them professional advice and 
care;
 delivering babies in normal births and assisting doctors with 
difficult deliveries.

relevant 1988 IsCO codes:
2230 Nursing and midwifery professionals
3231 Nursing associate professionals
3232 Midwifery associate professionals
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comparability in producing the neces-
sary ppps. Experience has shown that it 
is difficult to find, for example, a typical 
residential building that is widely avail-
able and also comparable across coun-
tries. 

Construction projects are peculiar to 
countries and, as such, are comparison 
resistant. for iCp 2005, the basket of 
construction components (BoCC)  ap-
proach was developed to address some 
peculiarities in the construction sector 
relevant to comparison of international 
costs. those peculiarities are expected 
to have significant impact on the assess-
ment of completed facilities, but much 
less impact on the assessment of actual 
costs associated with several key sys-
tems and components of the facilities. 
the BoCC method relies on breaking 
construction projects into well-defined 
systems, which are in turn broken down 
into well- defined construction compo-
nents. for example, residential building 
is divided into eight systems: site work, 
substructure, superstructure, exterior 
shell, interior partition, interior/exterior 
finishes, mechanical/plumbing and elec-
trical work. the substructure system is 
divided into a number of components, 
such as aggregate base, metal window 
frames and column footings. the ppps 
for construction are based on the costs 
of the components.

a construction component falls be-
tween a construction project (e.g., an 
apartment building or a storage facil-
ity) and a construction input (e.g., a 
bag of cement or a piece of reinforcing 
steel).  the construction component 
can be defined as an aggregation of sev-
eral construction work items, including 
the material actually put in place (e.g., 
concrete, steel or lumber), labor (e.g., 
masons, plumbers or carpenters) and 
equipment (e.g., bulldozers, cranes or 
dump trucks) required to construct a 
well-defined and quantified task. 

the BoCC taxonomy of ‘projects, 
systems and components’ and the iden-
tification of clusters of materials, labor 

and equipment use within the chosen 
components allow countries to build 
up uniform blocks, which can subse-
quently be applied in various quantities 
to obtain the final construction project. 
BoCC underlines the importance of the 
various components comprising differ-
ent sets of labor and materials, as well 
as equipment use.  for all of those ele-
ments, specific prices can be found and, 
therefore, easily combined  (for more 
details, see annex iV).

4.3 hOUsIng
in the 2005 round of iCp, regions used 
one or a combination of two approaches 
to compute ppps for housing rent. the 
first and preferred approach is the di-
rect market rent approach, where rent-
al data for comparable housing types 
(apartment, house and so forth) are used 
to compute the ppp for the dwelling 
Bh. though most preferred  the direct 
market rent approach, it is rarely used 
outside the Eurostat/oECd compari-
son because of absence or weakness 
of required data (in some countries the 
rental market is very small and the data 
unreliable). the second approach is the 
“quantity method”, where physical indi-
cators on the number of units and price 
– determining physical characteristics 
and amenities of dwellings are used to 
produce directly comparable volume 
indices on dwelling. the common iCp 
approach is to calculate volume (real 
quantity) indirectly by dividing expendi-
ture values by the corresponding ppps. 
But when the quantity method is used, 
ppps are obtained indirectly by dividing 
expenditure values by quantity (more 
details are provided in annex V).

4.4 nET ExPOrT
in iCp western asia 2005, export and 
import balances are not entered as sep-
arate headings in the gdp expenditures 
account but are lumped together as net 
exports. since exports and imports are 
actual international transactions at of-
ficial exchange rates, they are regarded 

The BOCC method relies on 
breaking construction projects 
into well-defined systems, 
which are in turn broken down 
into well- defined construction 
components. The substructure 
system is divided into a number 
of components, such as ag-
gregate base, metal window 
frames and column footings. 
The PPPs for construction are 
based on the costs of the com-
ponents.
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as proxies for price relatives and are 
assigned as ppps for net exports. that 
method is, however, not consistent with 
ppps used for other categories of final 
expenditure on gdp, which are calcu-
lated using the relevant price relatives 
weighted by the corresponding expen-
diture estimates. 

the assignment of exchange rates as 
ppps for net exports has been a cause of 
concern for some countries participat-
ing in iCp -western asia program, that 
are characterized by large net exports-- 
positive or negative. that practice can 
potentially give a wrong impression 
about some economies. the distortion 
in the gdp estimation stemming from 
the use of exchange rate for net foreign 
balance as a proxy for ppp depends on 
the dispersion between the exchange 
rate and the ppps for gdp and its major 
components, and on the size and sign of 
the net foreign balance. if, for instance, 
net exports of a country are 20 per cent 
of its gdp in national currency and if 
its pLi for gdp is 2.0, then in real terms 
(ppp-converted values), its external bal-
ance will shoot up to 40 per cent of 
gdp; if the pLi is 0.5, then the external 
balance in real accounts will be slashed 
by 10 per cent. the average pLi for gdp 
will also be very different from the pLi 
for the rest of the economy (without 
net exports).  

iCp experts have struggled to find 
separate price data for exports and im-
ports, which figure very differently in 
domestic expenditure. Exchange rates 
are prices of currencies, not of the un-
derlying goods and services, and when 
net exports are not close to zero, the use 
of exchange rates as prices introduces 
a distorting effect. Yet information on 
comparable items of exports and im-
ports across national boundaries is hard 
to come by. Exports leave the country; 
they do not figure in the prices of any 
specific items. however, their proceeds 
add to the resources available for ex-
penditure. imports, on the other hand, 
add to the stock of goods and services 
that are domestically absorbed – some 
as final consumption, some as capital 
goods and others as intermediate items. 

they all have different impact on over-
all prices.  in an ideal world, it should 
be possible to account for those differ-
ences. 

in the absence of the required infor-
mation, the use of the overall ppp for 
domestic absorption (consumption, 
government, investment and imports) 
as a reference ppp for net exports has 
been suggested as an alternative to the 
use of exchange rate. however, that or 
any other suggestion will have to wait 
for the next iCp round when experts 
from all regions look into the matter 
more closely.

4.5 PPPs fOr nOn-bEnChmArk COUn-
TrIEs 
several countries did not participate in 
iCp 2005. the primary reason was  the 
lack of funding for collecting the na-
tional prices or compiling expenditure 
weights, and the costs of participating 
in regional and global workshops and 
training seminars. ppp estimates for 
non-benchmark countries have been 
estimated by regression equations using 
information from benchmark countries. 
to obtain estimates of ppp-based gdp 
per capita for non-benchmark countries, 
the world Bank uses a regression proce-
dure linking iCp-based gdp per capita 
with atlas gni per capita and secondary 
school enrollment ratios. 

the estimating equation takes the fol-
lowing form:

ln (ICPY) = b1 (AtlasY) + b2 (HSER) + c 

where

ICPY refers to ppp adjusted gross do-
mestic product per capita obtained with-
in the iCp 2005 for 146 countries, 

AtlasY stands for atlas gni per capita 
(those estimates are converted to a com-
mon currency using exchange rates.), 

HSER represents gross second-
ary school enrollment ratio,  
c is an error term. 

the equation is used to predict ppp-

ICP experts have struggled to 
find separate price data for ex-
ports and imports, which figure 
very differently in domestic 
expenditure. Exchange rates 
are prices of currencies, not 
of the underlying goods and 
services, and when net exports 
are not close to zero, the use 
of exchange rates as prices 
introduces a distorting effect. 
Yet information on comparable 
items of exports and imports 
across national boundaries is 
hard to come by. 
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based gdp for non-benchmark coun-
tries.

secondary school enrollment ratios 
are used as proxies for inter-country 
productivity differentials for unskilled 
and skilled human capital. the rationale 
here is that ICPY and AtlasY differ main-
ly because of wage differentials among 
nations due to constraints on the inter-
national mobility of labor.

4.6 PPPs fOr nOn-bEnChmArk yEArs
once the ppp estimates are obtained 
for a given benchmark or base year, for 
example 2005, the ppps and associated 
ppp-adjusted gdp per capita estimates 
are extrapolated back and forth to gen-
erate time series. ppp-based estimate of 
one year is extrapolated to another year 
in two equivalent ways: (1) adjust base 
year ppp by relative rates of inflation in 
the country vis-à-vis the base country 
and use it to deflate current year nation-
al currency value to obtain current year 
real value, or (2) move real value of the 
base year to current year by constant 
price growth rate and apply base coun-
try inflation rate to obtain real value for 
the current year expressed in  base cur-
rency. 

readers are advised to note that ppp-
based estimates of say 1993 base year 
when extrapolated to 2005 will not nec-
essarily be consistent with the estimates 
obtained from 2005 benchmark year.  
that is the main benefit and objective 
of running successive rounds of iCp and 
regularly updating ppp data, and the dif-
ferences stem mainly from the follow-
ing factors:

(1) the methodology of the treat-
ment of problematic areas like housing, 
non-market services etc., may be differ-
ent in successive iCp rounds. (in gen-
eral, better methods are introduced in 
each successive round.) 

(2) the product baskets in succes-
sive rounds of iCp may be different and 
iCp baskets will also be different from 
national baskets used in calculating na-
tional rates of inflation. 

(3) the magnitude of sampling and 
non-sampling errors in the two surveys 
may be different.  

(4) the two benchmark surveys may 
use different aggregation formulas.

(5) the number of countries partici-
pating in iCp rounds may be different. 
for example, if the 1993 iCp western 
asia had 11 participants (as in 2005) 
instead of 8, then the relationship be-
tween Jordan and oman would be dif-
ferent because those are multilateral 
comparisons and third parties will have 
influence, however small, on the com-
parison of any two countries. 

Even if the general methodologies, 
aggregation procedures and the group 
of countries in the two surveys were 
the same, the extrapolated values will 
not necessarily equal new benchmark 
values. that is because iCp surveys work 
with current year estimates so that suc-
cessive benchmark estimates reflect 
changes from one year to another not 
only in quantities but also in prices. Ex-
trapolating one benchmark year value 
to another by relative rates of inflation 
will yield changes in quantity only and 
will fail to capture any changes in the 
composition of the quantity, which may 
result from changes in relative prices 
and interplay of supply and demand of 
complementary and substitute prod-
ucts.
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5.1 InfOrmIng POlICy dECIsIOns 
from a country point of view, participating in iCp 
surveys produces detailed and timely data useful for 
policy-making. Economic policy is formulated on the 
basis of a performance appraisal of the economy in 
question. the appraisal usually involves comparing 
the situation of the economy in the most recent pe-
riod of time with its situation in the previous period 
or periods. price and volume measures are obviously 
needed in order to distinguish real from nominal 
changes and to measure rates of inflation and real 
growth. however, an appraisal of economic perfor-
mance does not only require comparisons with past 
periods but also with other countries, especially 
neighboring or economically similar countries. giv-
en internationally comparable product, income and 
expenditure data, countries will find it easier to draw 
on the experience of other countries to better an-
ticipate their resource requirements and the likely 
change in overall demand and its composition. 

Because ppp-based gdp measures volumes, it is 
used in comparing key ratios between countries 
where the numerator or denominator is also ex-
pressed in volume terms. Examples include:

Co ■ ² emissions per unit of gdp 
Energy consumption per unit of gdp  ■
gdp per employee  ■
gdp per hour worked  ■

those key ratios are used by national governments 
as well as international organizations for analytical 

purposes. for example, the millennium development 
goals use the first two ratios in defining targets for 
environmental goals. Comparative statistics on gdp 
per worker and gdp per hour of work are of great 
interest to policy makers,  media and general public. 

governments, media and general public like to 
compare their country within “regional groups”, 
which might be geographical – western asia, Latin 
america,  africa – or political – opEC,  asEan, oECd, 
mErCosur. to assess the economic size of those 
groups and the size of individual member countries, 
gdp must be converted to a common currency us-
ing ppps.

from a national perspective, policy makers in the 
area of economic and financial management should 
ask a number of questions, the answers to which can 
only be found if the economic accounts were de-
flated with ppps.  for example, policy makers should 
be interested in knowing how their country’s price 
level compare with those it does business with.  it 
is not sufficient to know a country’s general price 
level in its domestic market. it is also necessary to 
know the price levels for different products (food, 
clothing, durable goods, equipment, etc.) and the 
costs of government and other services (health, 
education, construction, transportation, etc.).  such 
information is critical to assess tax, subsidy and gen-
eral price policies.

there are two examples of comparison that are 
deemed to be of great importance for national, social 
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box 2.  
lebanon: ICP & Tool Pack Offer new vision of data Collection*
dr. maral tutelian, Director General, CAS, Lebanon

the Lebanese Central administration for statistics (Cas) reported 
that iCp provided Lebanon with an opportunity to extend price 
collection of goods and services all over the country. this made 
a huge difference as the Cpi price collection was limited only to 
the capital, Beirut, and its nearby suburbs. at the same time, the 
iCp also provided a platform for Lebanon to refine its method of 
defining specifications of goods and services in the Cpi.  the iCp 
tool pack software was a great help for managing data storage. 
it also offered options for data comparison at several levels and 
provided a speedy tool to manage the field work and to correct 
outliers. 
 the Cas states that the experience that Lebanon has gained 
from the implementation of the iCp will provide a solid back-
ground of comparable data between the Lebanese regions for 
the first time in the country’s history.  this will allow regional 
comparison and analysis of the socioeconomic situation and the 
level of poverty.  the iCp is now an important tool to facilitate 
the smooth implementation of Cpi extension covering the whole 
country. 
 in summary, the iCp and tool pack have offered the Leba-
nese Cas a new vision of organizing data collection and manag-
ing regional databases, as well as an experience in harmonizing 
specifications and price collection practices across regions.

* ICP Newsletter February, 2006

and economic policies. one concerns 
the relationship between average prices 
of consumption goods compared with 
investment goods and what should be 
the normal progression of that relation-
ship as a function of economic growth. 
the other concerns the free delivery of 
health and education services where 
the experience of other countries in 
the same region may have a beneficial 
effect. in either case, there are no pos-
sible meaningful comparisons in the ab-
sence of ppp-adjusted expenditures. 

the iCp can give policy makers in-
formation not only on whether prices 
in general are really higher or lower in 
other countries, but also on goods and 
services relatively cheap or expensive 
in their own country compared to other 
countries.  iCp data are thus particularly 
useful for assessing the comparative ad-
vantage of a country. some countries 
such as india are expanding the horizon 
of the program by using the iCp meth-
odology to compare cost of living differ-
ences and economic disparities across 
different provinces within the country. 

5.2 CAPACITy-bUIldIng 
one of the stated objectives of the cur-
rent iCp round surveys was to build 
statistical capacity at the national, re-
gional and global levels so as to make 
the program sustainable. that would, 
consequently, enable the countries to 
improve quality and delivery of basic 
statistics in a timely manner to their na-
tional and international clients. 

the tools used in the capacity-build-
ing process were: 

handbooks and manuals containing  ■
guidance on best practices
Computer software – iCp tool pack  ■
-- to facilitate collecting and pro-
cessing data
Critical review and identification of  ■
weakness in national accounts sta-
tistics
Easy access to international experts  ■
in times of need. 
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Judged from early indications, it 
seems that tremendous progress has 
been made toward meeting that impor-
tant objective in western asia as well as 
other regions.

one of the major problems for coun-
tries in western asia, as in other regions, 
was to break down final expenditures 
on gdp into 155 Bhs. that is a substan-
tially more detailed breakdown than 
any country in the western asia region 
customarily compiles for its own na-
tional accounts. several methods were 
used to obtain the 155 Bh breakdowns 
including, in particular, the “com-
modity flow” method, which involves 
matching the supply of individual com-
modities from domestic production or 
from imports with the final uses of 
each item between consumption, capi-
tal formation and exports. Commodity 
flow is a powerful technique for ensur-
ing consistency of the production and 
expenditures recorded in the national 
accounts and iCp 2005 can be credited 
with introducing that method to many 
participating countries.

the main objective of the iCp is to 
compare gdp and related aggregates 
across countries. for comparisons to 
be meaningful, it is essential that gdp 
estimates in local currency units are re-
alistic and cover all economic activities 
included within the 1993 sna produc-
tion boundary. iCp 2005 helped focus 
the attention of statisticians in the par-
ticipating countries on the underlying 
quality of their national accounts esti-
mates. iCp 2005 provided an incentive 
for countries in several regions to re-
view their estimation procedures and, 
where necessary, to revise their gdp 
estimates.

price statistics are the main input 
into the iCp.  almost all countries have 
a Cpi of some kind and so they have ex-
perience in collecting and comparing 
prices of consumer goods and services. 
the iCp requires higher standards of 
product comparability than are usually 
specified for Cpis.  the spds developed 

box 3.  
ICP Experience Will Refine Egypt’s CPI*
dr. mohamed f. abulata, Senior Advisor, Central Agency for Public 
Mobilization and Statistics, Arab Republic of Egypt

the Egyptian authorities confirm that the present round of iCp 
has given substantial attention to capacity-building in the nation-
al statistical offices in the fields of price statistics and national 
accounts. Egypt will build upon the experiences gained from the 
iCp to improve its Cpi in several aspects: (1) adopting detailed 
spd to ensure that the reported price is exactly related to the 
same product, which is priced in various data collection centers; 
(2) increasing numbers and types of outlets so that a better price 
average may be attained; (3) devising software with a built-in vali-
dation capacity (tool pack ) in compiling Cpi; and (4) upon satis-
factory testing of the Cpi module of the tool pack and on assur-
ance from the world Bank for its continued support, Egypt would 
like to use the iCp tool pack for Cpi compilation. this would be a 
great benefit to both the Cpi and iCp as it allows greater integra-
tion of the two programs.

* ICP Newsletter February, 2006
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for iCp can be used to enhance the 
comparability, and hence the quality, of 
Cpis.

5.3 hAndbOOk And mAnUAls 
written by a team of international ex-
perts, the iCp handbook provides in-
depth scholarly treatment of the con-
cepts, methods and implementation of 
iCp.  it discusses in great detail how to 
compile quality price and national ac-
counts statistics that not only constitute 
the main ingredients of ppp calculation 
but also form the backbone of national 
statistics. thus, improving those statis-
tics serves both national and iCp needs. 
side by side with the handbook, which 
is technical and can at times be intimi-
dating, iCp manuals provide easy step-
by-step instructions on the various tasks 
involved in data planning, compiling, 
validating and processing. they form, 
together with numerous training mate-
rials produced by international experts, 
a storehouse of reference materials that 
can be tapped at any time, as they are 
available on the internet.

spds were an important innovation 
introduced into iCp 2005.  they provide 
a framework for describing a product in 
terms of its price-forming characteris-
tics.  they encourage country experts 
to think logically about what items to 
choose not only for iCp but also for any 
other price index, such as Cpi, whole-
sale price index and the like. one of the 
most difficult aspects of iCp is to ensure 
quality matching not only across coun-
tries but also among different markets 
and outlets within a country. spds help 
in reducing significantly the incidence 
and severity of quality mismatch.

5.4 ICP TOOl PACk
a potentially far-reaching contribution 
to capacity-building has been the devel-
opment of computer software to cap-
ture, validate and compute ppps. iCp 
tool pack has two main modules:

the price Collection module, or 
pCm, captures data and transmits them 

to regional coordinators. it has been 
designed in such a way that countries 
can use it for their own Cpi, and several 
countries in the western asia region 
have signaled their intention to do so.  

the data processing module, or dpm, 
enables country and regional coordina-
tors to compile the data, detect errors 
and eliminate outliers. it has programs 
that look at individual item prices in 
each basic heading across all countries 
(the Quaranta table) and at all prices 
across basic headings and countries 
(the dikhanov table).  those programs 
greatly facilitate the process of spotting 
errors and validating data, thus making 
the data as robust as can be.  

finally, regional and global coordina-
tors use the module to compute ppps 
quickly to keep track of the results, as 
the data are being edited, revised and 
validated. there are many iterations be-
fore the data and results are finalized, 
and the tool pack makes the process 
quick and easy.

5.5 TrAInIng 
thanks to an intensive training program, 
all participating countries in the region 
now have tool pack installed on their 
computers and trained staff to run them. 
it took a while to perfect the software 
and develop local expertise. the staff 
were also trained in concepts and meth-
ods of iCp and all aspects of planning 
surveys, collecting prices, compiling na-
tional accounts based on 1993 sna and 
validating the data. there were training 
sessions on how to deal with difficult 
areas such as housing, construction, 
health, education and government ser-
vices. when individual countries faced 
difficulties in certain areas, internation-
al experts were dispatched to provide 
help.  often a neighboring country ex-
pert volunteered to help.  since price 
and national accounts are the bread and 
butter of national statistics, the trainings 
have significantly raised the level of ex-
pertise and capacity of local staff to pro-
duce better quality national statistics. 

One of the most difficult aspects 
of ICP is to ensure quality 
matching not only across coun-
tries but also among different 
markets and outlets within a 
country. SPDs help in reducing 
significantly the incidence and 
severity of quality mismatch.
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5.6 CrITICAl rEvIEW Of nATIOnAl sTATIs-
TICs
iCp required every country to follow 
the concepts and practices in compila-
tion of price and national accounts sta-
tistics as outlined in the iCp handbook. 
not every country was up to par in ev-
ery aspect. some countries needed help, 
for instance, in setting up a sampling 
frame for price data, compiling national 
accounts according to the 1993 sna 
and producing a detailed breakdown of 
gdp expenditure at Bh level. not every 
country had the basic data or the exper-
tise to produce the data.  so when data 
were submitted, other participants as 
well as international experts subjected 
them to intense scrutiny, identified ar-
eas of weakness and offered assistance 
to fix them. the scrutiny also identified 
areas where countries could seek tech-
nical assistance from bilateral and multi-
lateral donors. thus, a process has begun 
to bring all country data to international 
standards and make them increasingly 
comparable across countries. 

5.7 ACCEss TO InTErnATIOnAl ExPErTs
the iCp exercise has produced a pool 
of national and international experts 
who worked together. regional and 
global coordinators have been ready to 
dispatch experts wherever they were 
needed.  as a result, many of those ex-
perts are familiar with individual coun-
try problems and are easily accessible to 
countries as well as regional and global 
coordinators.
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the following tables are calculated using 
the Eks method (see annex ii for details).  
Eks is considered to be the most appro-
priate method to compare different aggre-
gates of gdp across economies. it must 
be noted, however, that expenditures by 
aggregate are not additive to higher levels 
of aggregation. 

in addition to what is published here, 
more detailed information is available 
upon request. such data may include Bh 
expenditures and ppps for a total of 100-
plus lines.  the detailed information pro-
vides significant insight into the price rel-
atives of different expenditure categories 
for research purposes, but its use should 
be restricted to research and even then 
with appropriate precaution and cave-
ats. requests for regional data may be di-
rected to un-EsCwa. requests for global 
estimates covering more than one region 
should be directed to the iCp global of-
fice.

Table A1 nominal per capita gdp and se-
lected components in national curren-
cies, 2005

Table A2 purchasing power parity estimates, 
national currency per western asia cur-
rency, 2005

Table A3 real per capita gdp and its com-
ponents in western asia currency con-
verted at regional ppps, 2005

Table A4 indices of real per capita gdp 
(converted at regional ppps), regional 
average = 100, 2005

Table A5 nominal per capita gdp and se-
lected components in us dollar (con-
verted at official exchange rates), 2005

Table A6 indices of nominal per capita gdp 
(converted at official exchange rates), 
regional average = 100, 2005

Table A7 price level indices (ppp/Exchange 
rate), 2005

Table A8 nominal total gdp and selected 
components in millions of national cur-
rencies, 2005

Table A9 real total gdp and its components 
in millions of western asian currency 
(converted at regional ppps), 2005

Table A10 indices of real total gdp (con-
verted at regional ppps), regional aver-
age = 100, 2005

Table A11 nominal total gdp and selected 
components in millions of us dollars 
(converted at official exchange rates), 
2005

Table A12 indices of nominal total gdp 
(converted at official exchange rates), 
regional average = 100, 2005
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Table A1: Nominal per capita GDP and selected components in national currencies, 2005

Category Name Bahrain Egypt Iraq Jordan Kuwait Lebanon Oman Qatar
Saudi 
Arabia Syria Yemen

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 6,775 8,159 1,787,746 1,634 9,601 8,654,782 4,725 188,585 51,149 80,034 158,179

ACTUAL FINAL HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE 3,553 6,277 1,007,362 1,588 3,655 7,845,488 1,922 41,310 18,847 59,397 108,993

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDI-
TURE BY HOUSEHOLDS

3,171 5,968 830,653 1,437 3,159 7,409,016 1,660 33,792 14,619 55,676 101,600

FOOD AND NON ALCOHOLIC BEVER-
AGES

633 2,668 323,792 457 540 2,261,878 417 5,632 3,346 24,780 44,819

TOBACCO 18 175 7,958 48 76 168,520 9 104 66 153 2,219

CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR 228 494 52,428 85 295 489,831 119 2,546 1,157 5,163 9,533

HOUSING, WATER, ELECTRICITY, GAS 
AND OTHER FUELS

607 825 158,565 271 672 815,946 326 7,101 2,678 14,203 17,999

FURNISHINGS, HOUSEHOLD EQUIP-
MENT AND ROUTINE HOUSEHOLD 
MAINTENANCE

311 233 77,244 63 490 510,802 97 2,661 1,586 1,884 4,404

HEALTH 230 282 66,441 68 60 607,871 26 1,369 389 4,257 3,077

TRANSPORT 333 254 93,253 141 451 588,696 230 6,325 1,758 1,956 5,631

COMMUNICATION 75 167 11,701 58 93 110,849 72 1,909 422 184 746

RECREATION AND CULTURE 113 162 10,088 27 150 237,557 41 1,351 631 809 1,377

EDUCATION 146 203 2,310 87 117 1,005,127 35 2,185 485 905 677

RESTAURANTS AND HOTELS 73 198 7,224 45 87 420,974 43 641 720 1,087 2,638

MISCELLANEOUS GOODS AND 
SERVICES

190 436 20,281 81 199 491,138 211 1,970 658 295 8,641

NET PURCHASES FROM ABROAD 216 -129 -631 7 0.0 -300,171 34 0 722 0 -159

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDI-
TURE BY GOVERNMENT

383 310 176,709 152 496 436,471 262 7,518 4,229 3,722 7,393

HEALTH 141 32 86,633 54 145 44,884 76 2,275 1,247 586 1,049

EDUCATION 242 278 90,077 97 351 391,587 186 5,243 2,982 3,136 6,344

COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY GOVERNMENT

441 583 489,570 157 941 821,278 656 14,034 6,050 5,148 11,865

GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION 1,203 1,375 170,149 500 1,405 1,900,649 852 63,432 8,462 18,941 30,083

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 373 637 103,508 197 259 421,417 439 30,086 3,665 9,684 11,209

CONSTRUCTION 827 701 48,126 247 1,145 1,267,384 284 25,738 4,050 9,258 17,741

OTHER PRODUCTS 36 37 18,515 55 0 211,848 129 7,608 748 0 1,133

CHANGES IN INVENTORIES AND ACQUISI-
TIONS LESS DISPOSALS OF VALUABLES 

62 53 10,3175 57 173 -14,913 4 3,633 675 -5,043 -773

BALANCE OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS 1,517 -128 17,490 -668 3,428 -1,897,719 1,292 66,177 17,114 1,590 8,011
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Table A2: Purchasing power parity estimates, national currency per Western Asia currency, 2005 

Category Name Bahrain Egypt Iraq Jordan Kuwait Lebanon Oman Qatar
Saudi 
Arabia Syria Yemen

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 0.48 3.28 1,073.76 0.73 0.41 1,628.83 0.45 5.28 4.63 37.89 133.55

ACTUAL FINAL HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE 0.57 3.47 1,092.37 0.84 0.52 1,943.44 0.53 6.61 5.46 40.78 150.78

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY HOUSEHOLDS

0.58 3.64 1,155.15 0.89 0.50 1,998.69 0.52 6.57 5.24 44.50 164.40

FOOD AND NON–ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 0.47 4.79 1,343.49 0.84 0.37 1,883.00 0.45 4.54 4.94 46.14 187.85

TOBACCO 0.42 5.68 1,449.98 0.81 0.32 1,949.12 0.44 3.96 3.96 43.72 121.90

CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR 0.47 3.97 1,102.72 0.75 0.62 3,342.89 0.45 5.31 4.39 50.41 147.06

HOUSING, WATER, ELECTRICITY, GAS AND 
OTHER FUELS

1.03 2.51 1,383.85 1.26 0.76 1,498.03 0.82 17.37 6.34 47.58 145.72

FURNISHINGS, HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
AND ROUTINE HOUSEHOLD MAINTE-
NANCE

0.43 4.24 832.84 0.88 0.40 2,126.51 0.41 4.25 3.96 44.55 182.73

HEALTH 1.14 3.35 947.47 1.23 1.15 3,175.01 0.88 12.70 8.36 50.52 142.18

TRANSPORT 0.45 3.02 1,115.48 0.74 0.36 1,740.25 0.43 3.70 4.69 50.73 179.33

COMMUNICATION 0.32 5.63 966.03 0.42 0.28 1,597.68 0.34 3.29 5.07 29.73 190.79

RECREATION AND CULTURE 0.43 3.24 1,239.72 0.73 0.43 1,777.28 0.38 4.18 5.43 31.75 164.97

EDUCATION 1.09 1.98 1,194.90 1.31 1.15 2,583.42 1.07 15.95 14.82 37.60 54.26

RESTAURANTS AND HOTELS 0.38 4.03 1,099.50 0.84 0.38 2,781.28 0.37 3.57 4.45 33.23 151.04

MISCELLANEOUS GOODS AND SERVICES 0.50 3.80 1,118.85 0.97 0.56 2,145.53 0.47 4.93 5.20 38.18 186.11

NET PURCHASES FROM ABROAD 0.38 5.78 1,473.00 0.71 0.29 1,507.50 0.38 3.64 3.75 52.14 191.42

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY GOVERNMENT

0.56 2.20 711.58 0.54 0.65 1,546.07 0.58 6.39 6.14 17.75 68.76

HEALTH 0.57 1.45 809.41 0.59 0.46 1,416.25 0.56 4.54 5.26 23.44 76.38

EDUCATION 0.56 2.36 656.36 0.52 0.74 1,575.44 0.59 7.34 6.62 16.30 66.18

COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE BY 
GOVERNMENT

0.57 2.67 910.01 0.55 0.53 1,370.83 0.46 5.78 5.48 28.41 90.44

GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION 0.39 4.42 1,391.26 0.72 0.32 1,394.30 0.39 4.77 4.01 44.94 135.00

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 0.38 6.10 1,305.91 0.68 0.32 1,462.21 0.37 3.86 3.63 55.76 186.89

CONSTRUCTION 0.42 3.63 1,633.26 0.77 0.34 1,537.94 0.44 4.75 4.49 39.10 109.73

OTHER PRODUCTS 0.29 3.00 972.68 0.68 0.19 772.25 0.35 14.78 3.69 36.96 197.31
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Table A3: Real per capita GDP and its components in Western Asia currency converted at regional PPPs, 2005 

Category Name Bahrain Egypt Iraq Jordan Kuwait Lebanon Oman Qatar
Saudi 
Arabia Syria Yemen

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 14,171 2,484 1,665 2,234 23,387 5,314 10,580 35,744 11,041 2,112 1,184

ACTUAL FINAL HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE 6,192 1,810 922 1,880 6,985 4,037 3,659 6,248 3,451 1,457 723

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY HOUSEHOLDS

5,499 1,638 719 1,614 6,275 3,707 3,218 5141 27,890 1,251 618

FOOD AND NON–ALCOHOLIC BEVER-
AGES

1,352 557 241 542 1,459 1,201 924 1,240 677 537 239

TOBACCO 41 31 6 60 23 87 21 26 167 4 18

CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR 480 125 48 114 479 147 266 480 264 102 65

HOUSING, WATER, ELECTRICITY, GAS 
AND OTHER FUELS

591 328 115 215 888 545 399 409 423 299 124

FURNISHINGS, HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
AND ROUTINE HOUSEHOLD MAINTE-
NANCE

724 55 93 71 1,228 240 233 627 401 42 24

HEALTH 202 84 70 55 52 192 30 108 47 84 22

TRANSPORT 744 84 84 192 1,252 338 530 1,710 375 39 31

COMMUNICATION 231 30 12 139 330 69 213 579 83 6 4

RECREATION AND CULTURE 265 50 8 37 344 134 107 323 116 26 8

EDUCATION 133 103 2 67 102 389 33 137 33 24 13

RESTAURANTS AND HOTELS 191 50 7 54 231 151 117 179 162 33 18

MISCELLANEOUS GOODS AND SERVICES 377 115 18 83 353 229 450 400 127 8 46

NET PURCHASES FROM ABROAD 575 -22 0 10 0 -199 87 0 193 0 0

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY GOVERNMENT

682 141 248 279 762 282 453 1,176 689 210 108

HEALTH 249 22 107 92 312 32 134 501 237 25 14

EDUCATION 432 118 137 187 471 249 317 714 450 192 96

COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY GOVERNMENT

779 218 538 283 1,786 599 1,433 2,427 1,104 181 131

GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION 3,066 311 122 696 4,347 1,363 2,176 13,286 2,112 421 223

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 970 104 79 292 806 288 1,173 7,802 1,010 174 60

CONSTRUCTION 1,989 193 30 321 3,359 824 642 5,415 903 237 162

OTHER PRODUCTS 12 12 20 80 0 274 372 515 203 0 6
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Table A4: Indices of real per capita GDP (converted at regional PPPs), regional average = 100, 2005

Category Name Bahrain Egypt Iraq Jordan Kuwait Lebanon Oman Qatar
Saudi 
Arabia Syria Yemen

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 358 63 42 57 591 134 268 904 279 53 30

ACTUAL FINAL HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE 324 95 48 99 366 211 192 327 181 76 38

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY HOUSEHOLDS

334 99 44 98 381 225 195 312 170 76 38

FOOD AND NON–ALCOHOLIC BEVER-
AGES

259 107 46 104 280 230 177 238 130 103 46

TOBACCO 184 137 24 266 104 385 93 117 74 16 81

CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR 365 95 36 87 364 111 202 364 200 78 49

HOUSING, WATER, ELECTRICITY, GAS 
AND OTHER FUELS

203 113 39 74 305 187 137 140 145 103 42

FURNISHINGS, HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
AND ROUTINE HOUSEHOLD MAINTE-
NANCE

555 42 71 55 942 184 178 480 307 32 19

HEALTH 287 119 1000 79 73 272 42 153 66 120 31

TRANSPORT 486 55 55 125 817 221 346 1,117 245 25 21

COMMUNICATION 538 69 28 324 769 162 497 1,349 193 14 9

RECREATION AND CULTURE 500 94 15 69 648 252 202 609 219 48 16

EDUCATION 211 163 3 106 162 618 52 218 52 38 20

RESTAURANTS AND HOTELS 324 83 11 91 392 257 199 305 275 56 30

MISCELLANEOUS GOODS AND SER-
VICES

403 122 19 89 378 244 480 427 135 8 50

NET PURCHASES FROM ABROAD 3,590 -139 -3 59 0 -1242 543 0 1,202 0 -5

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY GOVERNMENT

261 54 95 107 292 108 173 450 264 80 41

HEALTH 334 29 144 123 419 43 181 673 319 34 18

EDUCATION 231 63 74 100 253 133 170 383 241 103 51

COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY GOVERNMENT

180 50 124 65 412 138 330 660 254 42 30

GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION 433 44 17 98 613 192 307 1,875 298 60 31

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 328 35 27 99 272 97 397 2,636 341 59 20

CONSTRUCTION 550 54 8 89 929 228 178 1,498 250 66 45

OTHER PRODUCTS 24 24 37 156 0 534 724 1,001 394 0 11
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Table A5: Nominal per capita GDP and selected components in US dollar (converted at official exchange rate), 2005 

Category Name Bahrain Egypt Iraq Jordan Kuwait Lebanon Oman Qatar
Saudi 
Arabia Syria Yemen

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 18,019 1,412 1,214 2,304 32,882 5,741 12,289 51,809 13,640 1,535 826

ACTUAL FINAL HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE 9,450 1,086 684 2,240 12,517 5,204 4,997 11,349 5,026 1,139 569

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE BY 
HOUSEHOLDS

8,433 1,033 564 2,026 10,818 4,915 4,316 9,284 3,898 1,068 531

FOOD AND NON–ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 1,682 462 220 644 1,849 1,500 1,086 1,547 892 475 234

TOBACCO 47 30 5 68 26 112 24 29 18 3 12

CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR 606 86 36 120 1,010 325 310 700 309 99 50

HOUSING, WATER, ELECTRICITY, GAS AND 
OTHER FUELS

1,614 143 108 382 2,300 541 847 1,951 714 272 94

FURNISHINGS, HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
AND ROUTINE HOUSEHOLD MAINTE-
NANCE

828 40 52 88 1,678 339 251 731 423 36 23

HEALTH 611 49 45 96 204 403 68 376 104 82 16

TRANSPORT 885 44 63 199 1,543 391 599 1,738 469 38 30

COMMUNICATION 200 29 8 82 319 74 188 524 112 4 4

RECREATION AND CULTURE 300 28 7 38 512 158 107 371 168 16 7

EDUCATION 386 35 2 123 400 667 90 600 129 17 4

RESTAURANTS AND HOTELS 194 34 5 64 298 279 111 176 192 21 14

MISCELLANEOUS GOODS AND SERVICES 505 75 14 114 680 326 548 541 175 6 45

NET PURCHASES FROM ABROAD 575 -22 0 10 -199 87 0 193 0 0

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE BY 
GOVERNMENT

1,017 54 120 214 1,699 290 681 2,065 1,128 71 39

HEALTH 375 6 59 77 497 30 197 625 333 11 6

EDUCATION 643 48 61 137 1,202 260 484 1,440 795 60 34

COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE BY 
GOVERNMENT

1,173 101 332 221 3,221 549 1,706 3,856 1,613 99 62

GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION 3,199 238 116 705 4,810 1,261 2,216 17,426 2257 363 157

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 992 110 70 278 888 280 1,142 8,265 977 186 59

CONSTRUCTION 2,198 121 33 349 3,922 841 738 7,071 1,080 178 93

OTHER PRODUCTS 9 6 13 77 0 141 336 2,090 199 0 6

CHANGES IN INVENTORIES AND ACQUISI-
TIONS LESS DISPOSALS OF VALUABLES 

162 9 70 81 593 -10 10 998 180 -97 -4

BALANCE OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS 4,035 -22 12 -942 11,741 -1,259 3,361 18,180 4,564 31 42
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Table A6: Indices of nominal per capita GDP (converted at official exchange rates), regional average = 100, 2005 

Category Name Bahrain Egypt Iraq Jordan Kuwait Lebanon Oman Qatar
Saudi 
Arabia Syria Yemen

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 456 36 31 58 831 145 311 1,310 345 39 21

ACTUAL FINAL HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE 495 57 36 117 656 273 262 594 263 60 30

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY HOUSEHOLDS

512 63 34 13 656 298 262 563 237 65 32

FOOD AND NON–ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 323 89 42 124 355 288 208 297 171 91 45

TOBACCO 207 135 24 304 114 498 107 127 78 13 52

CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR 462 65 27 92 768 247 236 531 234 75 38

HOUSING, WATER, ELECTRICITY, GAS 
AND OTHER FUELS

554 49 37 131 790 186 291 670 245 94 32

FURNISHINGS, HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
AND ROUTINE HOUSEHOLD MAINTE-
NANCE

634 31 40 68 1,286 260 192 560 324 28 18

HEALTH 867 69 64 136 290 573 96 534 147 116 23

TRANSPORT 578 29 41 130 1,008 255 391 1,135 306 25 20

COMMUNICATION 465 67 19 190 744 171 436 1,221 262 8 9

RECREATION AND CULTURE 565 53 123 71 964 297 201 699 317 29 14

EDUCATION 614 56 3 195 636 1,060 143 954 205 28 6

RESTAURANTS AND HOTELS 330 58 8 108 507 475 189 299 326 35 23

MISCELLANEOUS GOODS AND SERVICES 539 81 15 121 726 348 586 578 187 6 48

NET PURCHASES FROM ABROAD 3,590 -139 -3 59 0 -1,242 543 0 1,202 0 -5

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY GOVERNMENT

390 21 46 82 651 111 261 791 432 27 15

HEALTH 503 7 79 103 668 40 265 840 447 15 7

EDUCATION 344 26 33 74 644 139 259 772 426 32 18

COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE BY 
GOVERNMENT

270 23 77 51 743 126 393 889 372 23 14

GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION 451 34 16 99 679 178 313 2,459 318 51 22

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 335 37 24 94 300 95 386 2,793 330 63 20

CONSTRUCTION 608 34 9 97 1,085 233 204 1,956 299 49 26

OTHER PRODUCTS 18 13 25 150 0 273 653 4,065 388 0 12

CHANGES IN INVENTORIES AND ACQUISI-
TIONS LESS DISPOSALS OF VALUABLES 

370 21 160 184 1,349 -23 23 2,272 410 -220 -9

BALANCE OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS 470 -3 1 -110 1,367 -147 391 2,116 531 4 5
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Table A7: Price level indices (PPP/Exchange rate), 2005 

Category Name Bahrain Egypt Iraq Jordan Kuwait Lebanon Oman Qatar
Saudi 
Arabia Syria Yemen

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 1.27 0.57 0.73 1.03 1.41 1.08 1.16 1.45 1.24 0.73 0.70

ACTUAL FINAL HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE 1.53 0.60 0.74 1.19 1.79 1.29 1.37 1.82 1.46 0.78 0.79

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE BY 
HOUSEHOLDS

1.53 0.63 0.78 1.26 1.72 1.33 1.34 1.81 1.40 0.85 0.86

FOOD AND NON–ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 1.24 0.83 0.91 1.19 1.27 1.25 1.17 1.25 1.32 0.88 0.98

TOBACCO 1.13 0.98 0.98 1.14 1.10 1.29 1.15 1.09 1.06 0.84 0.64

CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR 1.26 0.69 0.75 1.06 2.11 2.22 1.17 1.46 1.17 0.97 0.77

HOUSING, WATER, ELECTRICITY, GAS AND 
OTHER FUELS

2.73 0.44 0.94 1.77 2.59 0.99 2.13 4.77 1.69 0.91 0.76

FURNISHINGS, HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT AND 
ROUTINE HOUSEHOLD MAINTENANCE

1.14 0.73 0.57 1.24 1.37 1.41 1.08 1.17 1.06 0.85 0.95

HEALTH 3.02 0.58 0.64 1.73 3.95 2.11 2.28 3.49 2.23 0.97 0.74

TRANSPORT 1.19 0.52 0.76 1.04 1.23 1.15 1.13 1.02 1.25 0.97 0.94

COMMUNICATION 0.86 0.97 0.66 0.59 0.97 1.06 0.88 0.91 1.35 0.57 1.00

RECREATION AND CULTURE 1.13 0.56 0.84 1.03 1.49 1.18 1.00 1.15 1.45 0.61 0.86

EDUCATION 2.91 0.34 0.81 1.85 3.93 1.71 2.78 4.38 3.95 0.72 0.28

RESTAURANTS AND HOTELS 1.02 0.70 0.75 1.19 1.29 1.84 0.95 0.98 1.19 0.64 0.79

MISCELLANEOUS GOODS AND SERVICES 1.34 0.66 0.76 1.37 1.93 1.42 1.22 1.35 1.39 0.73 0.97

NET PURCHASES FROM ABROAD 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE BY 
GOVERNMENT

1.49 0.38 0.48 0.77 2.23 1.03 1.50 1.76 1.64 0.34 0.36

HEALTH 1.51 0.25 0.55 0.83 1.59 0.94 1.47 1.25 1.40 0.45 0.40

EDUCATION 1.49 0.41 0.45 0.74 2.55 1.05 1.53 2.02 1.77 0.31 0.35

COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE BY 
GOVERNMENT

1.50 0.46 0.62 0.78 1.80 0.91 1.19 1.59 1.46 0.54 0.47

GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION 1.04 0.77 0.94 1.01 1.11 0.92 1.02 1.31 1.07 0.86 0.71

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 1.02 1.06 0.89 0.96 1.10 0.97 0.97 1.06 0.97 1.07 0.98

CONSTRUCTION 1.11 0.63 1.11 1.09 1.17 1.02 1.15 1.31 1.20 0.75 0.57

OTHER PRODUCTS 0.78 0.52 0.66 0.96 0.64 0.51 0.90 4.06 0.98 0.71 1.03
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Table A8: Nominal total GDP and selected components in millions of national currencies, 2005

Category Name Bahrain Egypt Iraq Jordan Kuwait Lebanon Oman Qatar
Saudi 
Arabia Syria Yemen

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 503 571,129 49,990,680 8,942 23,593 32,499,000 11,856 153,290 1,182,514 1,479,667 3,208,501

ACTUAL FINAL HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE 2,639 439,390 28,168,832 8,692 8,981 29,460,073 4,821 33,579 435,734 1,098,132 2,210,804

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY HOUSEHOLDS

2,355 417,722 23,227,526 7,862 7,762 27,821,108 4,164 27,468 337,968 1,029,329 2,060,851

FOOD AND NON–ALCOHOLIC BEVER-
AGES

470 186,758 9,054,196 2,499 1,327 8,493,429 1,047 4,578 77,363 458,127 909,108

TOBACCO 13 12,265 222,517 265 18 632,799 23 84 1,524 2,828 45,010

CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR 169 34,589 1,466,047 467 725 1,839,331 299 2,070 26,753 95,456 193,368

HOUSING, WATER, ELECTRICITY, GAS 
AND OTHER FUELS

451 57,743 4,433,942 1,480 1,650 3,063,903 818 5,772 61,918 262,578 365,084

FURNISHINGS, HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
AND ROUTINE HOUSEHOLD MAINTE-
NANCE

231 16,297 2,159,972 342 1,204 1,918,080 242 2,163 36,662 34,824 89,339

HEALTH 171 19,711 1,857,879 372 147 2,282,575 65 1,113 8,998 78,696 62,403

TRANSPORT 247 17,746 2,607,636 773 1,107 2,210,573 578 5,141 40,649 36,169 114,222

COMMUNICATION 56 11,703 327,181 317 229 416,240 181 1,551 9,748 3,405 15,122

RECREATION AND CULTURE 84 11,335 282,093 146 368 892,036 103 1,099 14,592 14,954 27,920

EDUCATION 108 14,240 64,591 477 287 3,774,285 87 1,776 11,206 16,731 13,730

RESTAURANTS AND HOTELS 54 13,844 201,992 247 214 1,580,770 107 521 16,653 20,104 53,500

MISCELLANEOUS GOODS AND SER-
VICES

141 30,497 567,113 441 488 1,844,240 529 1,601 15,208 5,459 175,264

NET PURCHASES FROM ABROAD 161 -9,006 -17,632 37 0 -1,127,154 84 0 16,695 0 -3,218

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY GOVERNMENT

284 21,669 4,941,306 830 1,219 1,638,964 657 6,111 97,766 68,803 149,953

HEALTH 105 2,228 2,422,526 297 35 168,542 190 1,849 28,832 10,826 21,268

EDUCATION 180 19,440 2,518,780 533 862 1,470,423 467 4,262 68,934 57,977 128,686

COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY GOVERNMENT

327 40,773 13,689,829 857 2,311 3,083,928 1,645 11,407 139,874 95,182 240,674

GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION 893 96,226 4,757,878 2,734 3,451 7,137,000 2,138 51,560 195,632 350,181 610,198

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 277 44,559 2,894,403 1,081 637 1,5824,36 1,102 24,455 84,726 179,029 227,365

CONSTRUCTION 614 49,075 1,345,744 1,353 2,814 4,759,069 712 20,921 93,620 171,153 359,863

OTHER PRODUCTS 3 2,592 517,730 300 0 795,495 324 6,184 17,286 0 22,971

CHANGES IN INVENTORIES AND ACQUISI-
TIONS LESS DISPOSALS OF VALUABLES 

45 3,710 2,885,081 314 425 -56,000 10 2,953 15,615 -93,230 -15,675

BALANCE OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS 1,127 -8970 489,060 -3,656 8,424 -7,126,000 3,242 53,791 395,660 29,402 162,500
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Table A9: Real total GDP and its components in millions of Western Asia currency (converted at regional PPPs), 2005 

Category Name Bahrain Egypt Iraq Jordan Kuwait Lebanon Oman Qatar
Saudi 
Arabia Syria Yemen

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 10,523 173,884 46,557 12,227 57,468 19,952 26,545 29,054 25,5260 39,048 24,024

ACTUAL FINAL HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE 4,598 126,662 25,787 10,290 17,165 15,159 9,181 5,079 79,790 26,930 14,663

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY HOUSEHOLDS

4,083 114,671 20,108 8,834 15,419 13,920 8,074 4,179 64,499 23,129 12,536

FOOD AND NON–ALCOHOLIC BEVER-
AGES

1,003 39,013 6,739 2,967 3,586 4,511 2,319 1,008 15,646 9,930 4,840

TOBACCO 31 2,158 154 327 57 325 52 21 385 65 369

CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR 357 8,713 1,330 623 1,178 550 667 390 6,099 1,893 1,315

HOUSING, WATER, ELECTRICITY, GAS 
AND OTHER FUELS

439 22,966 3,204 1,177 2,182 2,045 1000 332 9,769 5,519 2,506

FURNISHINGS, HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
AND ROUTINE HOUSEHOLD MAINTE-
NANCE

538 3,847 2,594 389 3,019 902 584 509 9,261 782 489

HEALTH 150 5,882 1,961 303 127 719 75 88 1,077 1,558 439

TRANSPORT 552 5,876 2,338 1,050 3,075 1,270 1,329 1,390 8,661 713 637

COMMUNICATION 172 2,079 339 762 812 261 535 471 1,921 115 79

RECREATION AND CULTURE 197 3,496 228 200 845 502 269 263 2,686 471 169

EDUCATION 99 7,174 54 364 250 1,461 82 111 756 445 253

RESTAURANTS AND HOTELS 142 3,437 184 293 567 569 293 146 3,746 605 354

MISCELLANEOUS GOODS AND SER-
VICES

280 8,017 507 453 867 860 1,128 325 2,924 143 942

NET PURCHASES FROM ABROAD 427 -1,558 -12 52 0 -748 218 0 4452 0 -17

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY GOVERNMENT

507 9,870 6,944 1,527 1,873 1,060 1,136 956 1,5924 3,877 2,181

HEALTH 185 1,534 2,993 502 767 119 337 407 5486 462 278

EDUCATION 321 8225 3,838 1,021 1,158 933 795 581 1,0412 3,557 1,945

COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY GOVERNMENT

579 15,279 15,044 1,549 4,387 2,250 3,595 1,972 2,5520 3,351 2,661

GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION 2,277 21,762 3,420 3,808 10,681 5,119 5,459 10,800 48,829 7,791 4,520

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 721 7,301 2,216 1,596 1,981 1,082 2,943 6,342 23,361 3,210 1,217

CONSTRUCTION 1,477 13,529 824 1,755 8,253 3,094 1,611 4,402 20,866 4,377 3,280

OTHER PRODUCTS 9 865 532 439 0 1,030 934 418 4,685 0 117
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Table A10: Indices of real total GDP (converted at regional PPPs), regional average = 100, 2005 

Category Name Bahrain Egypt Iraq Jordan Kuwait Lebanon Oman Qatar
Saudi 
Arabia Syria Yemen

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 1.52 25.04 6.70 1.76 8.27 2.87 3.82 4.18 36.75 5.62 3.46

ACTUAL FINAL HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE 1.37 37.78 7.69 3.07 5.12 4.52 2.74 1.51 23.80 8.03 4.37

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE BY 
HOUSEHOLDS

1.41 39.62 6.95 3.05 5.33 4.81 2.79 1.44 22.28 7.99 4.33

FOOD AND NON–ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 1.10 42.61 7.36 3.24 3.92 4.93 2.53 1.10 17.09 10.85 5.29

TOBACCO 0.78 54.72 3.89 8.30 1.45 8.23 1.32 0.54 9.76 1.64 9.36

CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR 1.54 37.69 5.75 2.70 5.10 2.38 2.89 1.69 26.39 8.19 5.69

HOUSING, WATER, ELECTRICITY, GAS AND 
OTHER FUELS

0.86 44.91 6.27 2.30 4.27 4.00 1.96 0.65 19.10 10.79 4.90

FURNISHINGS, HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT AND 
ROUTINE HOUSEHOLD MAINTENANCE

2.35 16.79 11.32 1.70 13.17 3.94 2.55 2.22 40.42 3.41 2.13

HEALTH 1.21 47.52 15.84 2.45 1.03 5.81 0.60 0.71 8.70 12.58 3.55

TRANSPORT 2.05 21.85 8.69 3.91 11.44 4.72 4.94 5.17 32.21 2.65 2.37

COMMUNICATION 2.28 27.56 4.49 10.10 10.76 3.45 7.10 6.24 25.46 1.52 1.05

RECREATION AND CULTURE 2.11 37.49 2.44 2.14 9.06 5.38 2.88 2.82 28.80 5.05 1.81

EDUCATION 0.89 64.93 0.49 3.29 2.26 13.22 0.74 1.01 6.84 4.03 2.29

RESTAURANTS AND HOTELS 1.37 33.26 1.78 2.83 5.48 5.50 2.84 1.41 36.25 5.85 3.43

MISCELLANEOUS GOODS AND SERVICES 1.70 48.75 3.08 2.76 5.27 5.23 6.86 1.98 17.78 0.87 5.73

NET PURCHASES FROM ABROAD 15.18 -55.37 -0.43 1.84 0.00 -26.57 7.76 0.00 158.18 0.00 -0.60

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE BY 
GOVERNMENT

1.11 21.52 15.14 3.33 4.09 2.31 2.48 2.08 34.73 8.45 4.76

HEALTH 1.41 11.73 22.90 3.84 5.87 0.91 2.58 3.11 41.98 3.53 2.13

EDUCATION 0.98 25.09 11.71 3.11 3.53 2.85 2.42 1.77 31.76 10.85 5.93

COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE BY 
GOVERNMENT

0.76 20.06 19.75 2.03 5.76 2.95 4.72 2.59 33.50 4.40 3.49

GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION 1.83 17.48 2.75 3.06 8.58 4.11 4.39 8.68 39.23 6.26 3.63

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 1.39 14.05 4.26 3.07 3.81 2.08 5.66 12.20 44.95 6.18 2.34

CONSTRUCTION 2.33 21.32 1.30 2.77 13.00 4.88 2.54 6.94 32.88 6.90 5.17

OTHER PRODUCTS 0.10 9.58 5.90 4.86 0.00 11.41 10.34 4.63 51.89 0.00 1.29
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Table A11: Nominal total GDP and selected components in millions of US dollars (converted at official exchange rates), 2005 

Category Name Bahrain Egypt Iraq Jordan Kuwait Lebanon Oman Qatar
Saudi 
Arabia Syria Yemen

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 13,380 98,832 33,938 12,612 80,798 21,558 30,833.8 42,113 315,337 28,379 16,762

ACTUAL FINAL HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE 7,018 76,035 19,123 12,260 30,757 19,542 12,538.5 9,225 116,196 21,061 11,550

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDI-
TURE BY HOUSEHOLDS

6,262 72,285 15,769 11,089 26,583 18,455 10,829.4 7,546 90,125 19,742 10,766

FOOD AND NON–ALCOHOLIC BEVER-
AGES

1,249 32,318 6,147 3,524 4,543 5,634 2,723.7 1,258 20,630 8,787 4,749

TOBACCO 35 2,122 151 373 63 420 60.1 23 406 54 235

CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR 450 5,986 995 659 2,483 1,220 778.2 569 7,134 1,831 1,010

HOUSING, WATER, ELECTRICITY, GAS 
AND OTHER FUELS

1,198 9,992 3,010 2,088 5,651 2,032 2,126.2 1,586 16,511 5,036 1,907

FURNISHINGS, HOUSEHOLD EQUIP-
MENT AND ROUTINE HOUSEHOLD 
MAINTENANCE

615 2,820 1,466 482 4,122 1,272 629.8 594 9,777 668 467

HEALTH 454 3,411 1,261 525 502 1,514 170.2 306 2,400 1,509 326

TRANSPORT 657 3,071 1,770 1,090 3791 1,466 1,503.2 1,412 10,840 694 597

COMMUNICATION 148 2,025 222 447 785 276 470.4 426 2,600 65 79

RECREATION AND CULTURE 223 1,961 192 206 1,258 592 268.0 302 3,891 287 146

EDUCATION 287 2,464 44 673 983 2,504 226.3 488 2,988 321 72

RESTAURANTS AND HOTELS 144 2,396 137 348 733 1,049 279.0 143 4,441 386 280

MISCELLANEOUS GOODS AND 
SERVICES

375 5,277 385 622 1,670 1,223 1,375.9 440 4,056 105 916

NET PURCHASES FROM ABROAD 427 -1,558 -12 52 0 -748 218.3 0 4,452 0 -17

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDI-
TURE BY GOVERNMENT

756 3,750 3,355 1,171 4,174 1,087 1,709.1 1,679 26,071 1,320 783

HEALTH 278 386 1,644 419 1,221 112 494.4 508 7,688 208 111

EDUCATION 477 3,364 1,710 752 2,953 975 1,214.7 1,171 18,382 1,112 672

COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
BY GOVERNMENT

871 7,056 9,294 1,209 7,916 2,046 4,279.3 3,134 37,300 1,826 1,257

GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION 2,376 16,652 3,230 3,856 11,820 4,734 5,559.4 14,165 52,169 6,716 3,188

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 736 7,711 1,965 1,524 2,183 1,050 2,866.0 6,719 22,594 3,434 1,188

CONSTRUCTION 1632 8,492 914 1,909 9,637 3,157 1,851.1 5,748 24,965 3,283 1,880

OTHER PRODUCTS 7 449 352 423 0 528 842.3 1,699 4,610 0 120

CHANGES IN INVENTORIES AND ACQUISI-
TIONS LESS DISPOSALS OF VALUABLES 

121 641 1,959 443 1,456 -37 24.9 811 4,164 -1,788 -82

BALANCE OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS 2,996 -1,552 332 -5,156 28,849 -4,727 8431.7 1,4778 105,509 564 849
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Table A12: Indices of nominal total GDP (converted at official exchange rates), regional average = 100, 2005

Category Name Bahrain Egypt Iraq Jordan Kuwait Lebanon Oman Qatar
Saudi 
Arabia Syria Yemen

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 1.93 14.23 4.89 1.82 11.63 3.10 4.44 6.06 45.40 4.09 2.41

ACTUAL FINAL HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE 2.09 22.68 5.70 3.66 9.17 5.83 3.74 2.75 34.65 6.28 3.44

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDI-
TURE BY HOUSEHOLDS

2.16 24.97 5.45 3.83 9.18 6.38 3.74 2.61 31.14 6.82 3.72

FOOD AND NON–ALCOHOLIC BEVER-
AGES

1.36 35.30 6.71 3.85 4.96 6.15 2.97 1.37 22.53 9.60 5.19

TOBACCO 0.88 53.82 3.83 9.47 1.60 10.65 1.53 0.59 10.31 1.38 5.96

CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR 1.95 25.90 4.31 2.85 10.74 5.28 3.37 2.46 30.86 7.92 4.37

HOUSING, WATER, ELECTRICITY, GAS 
AND OTHER FUELS

2.34 19.54 5.89 4.08 11.05 3.97 4.16 3.10 32.29 9.85 3.73

FURNISHINGS, HOUSEHOLD EQUIP-
MENT AND ROUTINE HOUSEHOLD 
MAINTENANCE

2.68 12.31 6.40 2.10 17.99 5.55 2.75 2.59 42.67 2.91 2.04

HEALTH 3.67 27.56 10.19 4.24 4.05 12.23 1.37 2.47 19.39 12.19 2.63

TRANSPORT 2.44 11.42 6.58 4.05 14.10 5.45 5.59 5.25 40.31 2.58 2.22

COMMUNICATION 1.97 26.84 2.94 5.93 10.40 3.66 6.24 5.65 34.46 0.87 1.05

RECREATION AND CULTURE 2.39 21.03 2.05 2.21 13.49 6.35 2.87 3.24 41.73 3.08 1.56

EDUCATION 2.59 22.30 0.40 6.09 8.89 22.66 2.05 4.42 27.04 2.90 0.65

RESTAURANTS AND HOTELS 1.40 23.18 1.33 3.37 7.09 10.15 2.70 1.38 42.97 3.73 2.70

MISCELLANEOUS GOODS AND 
SERVICES

2.28 32.09 2.34 3.78 10.16 7.44 8.37 2.68 24.66 0.64 5.57

NET PURCHASES FROM ABROAD 15.18 -55.37 -0.43 1.84 0.00 -26.57 7.76 0.00 158.18 0.00 -0.60

INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDI-
TURE BY GOVERNMENT

1.65 8.18 7.32 2.55 9.10 2.37 3.73 3.66 56.86 2.88 1.71

HEALTH 2.13 2.95 12.58 3.21 9.34 0.86 3.78 3.89 58.83 1.59 0.85

EDUCATION 1.46 10.26 5.22 2.29 9.01 2.98 3.71 3.57 56.07 3.39 2.05

COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION EXPENDI-
TURE BY GOVERNMENT

1.14 9.26 12.20 1.59 10.39 2.69 5.62 4.11 48.96 2.40 1.65

GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION 1.91 13.38 2.60 3.10 9.50 3.80 4.47 11.38 41.91 5.40 2.56

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 1.42 14.84 3.78 2.93 4.20 2.02 5.51 12.93 43.48 6.61 2.29

CONSTRUCTION 2.57 13.38 1.44 3.01 15.18 4.97 2.92 9.06 39.34 5.17 2.96

OTHER PRODUCTS 0.08 4.97 3.89 4.69 0.00 5.84 9.33 18.82 51.06 0.00 1.33

CHANGES IN INVENTORIES AND ACQUISI-
TIONS LESS DISPOSALS OF VALUABLES 

1.56 8.32 25.39 5.75 18.88 -0.48 0.32 10.52 53.98 -23.18 -1.06

BALANCE OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS 1.99 -1.03 0.22 -3.42 19.12 -3.13 5.59 9.79 69.93 0.37 0.56
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Stage 1: For basic headings, aggregating the individual item price ratios, which do 
not have expenditure weights.

Stage 2: For higher levels of aggregation including GDP, aggregating the basic 
heading PPPs computed in stage 1, weighted by their respective GDP 
expenditures.

Regional PPPs are linked into globally consistent PPPs in terms of a global currency in a 
separate exercise called “Ring” comparison, which is explained in Section 4.

BASIC HEADING LEVEL PPPS

(a) Geometric mean 

The simplest method of computing basic heading level PPP is the geometric mean.  Divide 
all available prices by the respective prices of the base country to obtain item level price 
ratios.  Then compute the geometric mean of all available price ratios.  If there are m price 
ratios, multiply them all and obtain the mth root.
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pij = price of item i in country j; pik, = price of item i in country k.  pppjk = ppp for jth 
country with respect to base country k.

Note that ratios can be formed only for those items that have a match with the base country.

(b) Laspeyres, Paasche and Fisher indices

There  are no expenditure weights for individual products but, to reflect their importance 
within a BH, countries mark their representative items with asterisks (*).  If the PPP is to 
be computed with representative items only, then compute two different sets of prices 
ratios: one for the representative items of the base country (need not be representative in the 
numerator country) and another for the representative items of the numerator country (need 
not be representative in the base country).  Then compute geometric means of the two sets.  
Since there is no clear-cut choice between the two, compute a geometric mean of the two 

gEnErAl COmmEnTs
ppp is weighted average of inter-country price ra-
tios. the prerequisites for ppp calculation for all 
participating countries are as follows: (a) a set of 
authenticated prices of items grouped into basic 
headings (Bhs), and (b) a set of Bh level expendi-
ture on gdp.  the expenditure is used as weights.  
there are many methods for computing ppp, each 
differing from the other in the way ratios are 
formed and weights are applied. 

the following are some desirable characteris-
tics of a formula: 

Transitivity:1.  a comparison between a and B, and 
a and C should yield an indirect comparison be-
tween B and C, which is equal to a direct com-
parison between B and C;
base country-invariance: 2. relationship between any 
two countries should remain the same regard-
less of the base country chosen;
Characteristicity: 3. the results should be character-
istic of the pair of countries being compared.  
the effect of a third country should be minimal;
Additive consistency:4.  ppp–derived real values of 
components should add up to totals.

not all formulas have all the features, and each has 
its strength and weakness. so, a choice has to be 
made.

there are two classes of formulas as follows: 
binary,1.  where countries are compared one pair 
at a time and the existence of a third country 
will not affect the results of the pair;  

multilateral,2.  where all the countries in the group 
are compared simultaneously, so a third country 
will affect comparison between any pair of coun-
tries.  

regional ppps are computed  in two stages as fol-
lows: 

stage 1: for Bhs, aggregating the individual item 
price ratios, which do not have expenditure 
weights;

stage 2: for higher levels of aggregation including 
gdp, aggregating the basic heading ppps com-
puted in stage 1, weighted by their respective 
gdp expenditures.

regional ppps are linked to globally consistent 
ppps in terms of a global currency in a separate 
exercise called “ring” comparison, which is ex-
plained in this annex.

bAsIC hEAdIng lEvEl PPPs
(a) geometric mean 
the simplest method of computing Bh level ppp 
is the geometric mean.  divide all available prices 
by the respective prices of the base country to 
obtain item level price ratios.  then compute the 
geometric mean of all available price ratios.  if 
there are m price ratios, multiply them all and ob-
tain the mth root.

81
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where:
Pij = price of item i in country j
pik = price of item i in country k 
pppjk = ppp for j th country with respect 

to base country k.

note that ratios can be formed only for 
those items that have a match with the 
base country.

(b) laspeyres, Paasche and fisher indices
there  are no expenditure weights for 
individual products but, to reflect their 
importance within a Bh, countries mark 
their representative items with asterisks 
(*). if the ppp is to be computed with 
representative items only,  then compute 
two different sets of price ratios: one 
for the representative items of the base 
country (need not be representative in 
the numerator country) and another for 
the representative items of the numera-
tor country (need not be representative 
in the base country). then compute 
geometric means of the two sets. since 
there is no clear-cut choice between the 
two, compute a geometric mean of the 
two means to obtain what is analogous 
to fisher ideal index.   the formulas for 
computing those ppps are as follows:

where:    p*ik = price of representative 
item i in the base country k
p*ij = price of representative item i in the 

numerator country j
L*jk = Laspeyres (asterisk) price index of 

country j with respect to country k
S*jk = paasche (asterisk) price index for 

country j with respect to country k
F*j k = fisher (asterisk) price index for 

country j with respect to country k
ppp*jk  =  ppp (asterisk) for country j with 

respect to country k.
those indices differ from the classical 

definition of Laspeyres, paasche and 
fisher, which involves weights and will 
be discussed in the paragraph on ppp  
for higher levels of aggregation.  to dis-
tinguish special indices from the classi-
cal ones, they have been marked with 
asterisks (*).

all the above indices are binary, as 
they compare two countries at a time.  
they are not necessarily transitive and, 
in a multilateral sense, are not base coun-
try-invariant (although bilateral fisher 
indices are base country-invariant).

(c) The Eks method
as iCp compares a number of countries 
at a time, it needs indices that are tran-
sitive and base country-invariant.  the 
binary indices can be transformed into 
multilateral, transitive and base country- 
invariant indices by the Eks method. 

an Eks index of a country j, relative 
to country k (within a comparison of 
n countries), is the geometric mean of 
two direct binary indices between j and 
k and all the indirect indices that can 
be computed from the rest of the n-2 
countries.  since it is a multilateral index, 
the existence of a third country will af-
fect the index between pairs of coun-
tries, but the Eks method attempts to 
keep that influence to a minimum  - Eks 
method minimizes the sum of squared 
deviations (in logarithmic terms, the 
original binary indices from their multi-
lateral Eks counterparts).  Equation (5) 
uses fisher binary indices while equa-
tion (6) uses geometric means.  

where:
F*jk = fisher price index for country j 

relative to country k
F*jl = fisher price index for country j 

relative to country l 
F*kl = fisher price index for country k 

relative to country l
EKS* = Eks index when working with 

starred or representative items only.
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As ICP compares a number of countries at a time, it needs indices that are transitive and 
base country invariant.  The binary indices can be transformed into multilateral, transitive 
and base country invariant indices by the EKS method. 

An EKS index of a country j, relative to country k (within a comparison of n countries), is 
the geometric mean of two direct binary indices between j and k and all the indirect indices 
that can be computed from the rest of the n-2 countries.  Since it is a multilateral index, it 
means that the existence of a third country will affect the index between pairs of countries, 
but the EKS attempts to keep that influence to a minimum  - EKS method minimizes the 
sum of square deviations (in logarithmic terms,the original binary indices from their 
multilateral EKS counterparts).  Equation (5) uses Fisher binary indices while equation (6) 
uses geometric means.  
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Where:
F*jk = Fisher price index for country j relative to country k
F*jl = Fisher price index for country j relative to country l 
F*kl = Fisher price index for country k relative to country l
EKS  = EKS index when working with starred or representative items only

When bilateral indices are formed with all items, whether star marked 
(representative) or not, the Fisher indices can be replaced by geometric means of all price 
ratios.

(6) 
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for l ≠ j, k 

Where
GM  = Geometric mean of all available price ratios, star marked or not.
EKS = (Without the star) is EKS from geometric means rather than Fisher indices.

(d) The Country Product Dummy (CPD) method
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when bilateral indices are formed with 
all items, whether star marked (repre-
sentative) or not, the fisher indices can 
be replaced by geometric means of all 
price ratios.

where:
GM = geometric mean of all available 

price ratios, star marked or not
EKS = (without the star) is Eks from geo-

metric means rather than fisher indi-
ces. 

(d) The country product dummy (CPd) meth-
od
the Cpd is a regression method, which 
delivers transitive and base country-
invariant indices. natural price logs are 
expressed as functions of two sets of 
dummy variables, one set for countries 
and another for products.  a country 
dummy takes the value of 1 when the 
country matches otherwise zero.  simi-
larly for a product dummy – it takes the 
value of 1 when the product matches 
otherwise zero.  the base country dum-
my is dropped in a regression equation.  
the exponent of the coefficient of the 
country dummy is its ppp with respect 
to the base country.  the exponent of 
the coefficient of the product dummy 
is its average international price calcu-
lated in base country currency. unlike 
Eks* method, Cpd approach does not 
discard any price as long as it is submit-
ted by at least two countries.

where:
i = 1,2,…..m product; j = 1,2,…..n coun-

try 
α1 = 0, Ci1 are dropped from the equa-

tion because country 1 is the base 
country

Ln pij is the natural logarithm of price 
of product i of country j; Cij is coun-
try dummy and Pij is product dummy, 
which take the value of 1 for the price 

of item i of country j, otherwise zero
εij is an error term
PPPj/1 = Exp(αj) - ppp of country j over 

base country 1 is the exponent of the 
coefficient of the jth country dummy

Exp(βi) - the exponent of the coefficient 
of the ith product dummy is average 
international price calculated in base 
country currency. 

if one country has more observations 
than another, the first country will un-
duly influence the ppp.  to equalize the 
differences in frequency of response, 
one could weight the observations 
by the reciprocal  number of observa-
tions.

another version of the Cpd, which 
introduces a dummy variable for repre-
sentativeness of an item, is called coun-
try product representativity dummy or 
Cprd method.  that extra variable gen-
erally improves the fit of the regression.

where:
Rij is the dummy for representativity of 

items and takes the value of 1 when 
the item i in country j is representa-
tive and zero otherwise.  all other vari-
ables are the same as in equation (7).

PPP fOr hIghEr lEvEls Of 
AggrEgATIOn
depending on the method chosen, ag-
gregation at higher levels may be con-
ducted for gdp as a whole or for specif-
ic sub-aggregates, such as  consumption, 
food or services, one at a time or simul-
taneously. it is necessary to have a com-
plete matrix of basic heading level ppp 
denominated in the regional currency 
and an expenditure matrix of equal di-
mension in local currency units.

there are many competing methods. 
however, only two of them are used 
broadly in iCp:  the Eks (also used in 
basic heading ppp calculations) and the 
gk. 

 

(7)

(8)

(7)

(8)
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As ICP compares a number of countries at a time, it needs indices that are transitive and 
base country invariant.  The binary indices can be transformed into multilateral, transitive 
and base country invariant indices by the EKS method. 

An EKS index of a country j, relative to country k (within a comparison of n countries), is 
the geometric mean of two direct binary indices between j and k and all the indirect indices 
that can be computed from the rest of the n-2 countries.  Since it is a multilateral index, it 
means that the existence of a third country will affect the index between pairs of countries, 
but the EKS attempts to keep that influence to a minimum  - EKS method minimizes the 
sum of square deviations (in logarithmic terms,the original binary indices from their 
multilateral EKS counterparts).  Equation (5) uses Fisher binary indices while equation (6) 
uses geometric means.  
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Where:
F*jk = Fisher price index for country j relative to country k
F*jl = Fisher price index for country j relative to country l 
F*kl = Fisher price index for country k relative to country l
EKS  = EKS index when working with starred or representative items only

When bilateral indices are formed with all items, whether star marked 
(representative) or not, the Fisher indices can be replaced by geometric means of all price 
ratios.

(6) 
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Where
GM  = Geometric mean of all available price ratios, star marked or not.
EKS = (Without the star) is EKS from geometric means rather than Fisher indices.

(d) The Country Product Dummy (CPD) method
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As ICP compares a number of countries at a time, it needs indices that are transitive and 
base country invariant.  The binary indices can be transformed into multilateral, transitive 
and base country invariant indices by the EKS method. 

An EKS index of a country j, relative to country k (within a comparison of n countries), is 
the geometric mean of two direct binary indices between j and k and all the indirect indices 
that can be computed from the rest of the n-2 countries.  Since it is a multilateral index, it 
means that the existence of a third country will affect the index between pairs of countries, 
but the EKS attempts to keep that influence to a minimum  - EKS method minimizes the 
sum of square deviations (in logarithmic terms,the original binary indices from their 
multilateral EKS counterparts).  Equation (5) uses Fisher binary indices while equation (6) 
uses geometric means.  
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Where
GM  = Geometric mean of all available price ratios, star marked or not.
EKS = (Without the star) is EKS from geometric means rather than Fisher indices.

(d) The Country Product Dummy (CPD) method
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(a) The Eks index
 as seen before, the Eks index is a mul-
tilateral index based on a set of binary 
comparisons between all pairs of coun-
tries in the group.  the binaries are made 
transitive and base country-invariant by 
obtaining a geometric mean of all direct 
and indirect bilateral indices.  Each kind 
of bilateral indices can be used in the 
Eks procedure but the fisher index is 
of the classical type in which, as shown 
below, its two components, Laspeyres 
and paasche indices, use expenditure 
weights associated with each Bh. 

(b) laspeyres, Paasche and fisher price indi-
ces
in those calculations, the inputs are 
Bh level parities instead of item level 
prices, and expenditures for Bh level in-
stead of the indication of representativ-
ity (stars/asterisks).  Between country j 
and base country k, the Laspeyres uses 
base country k expenditure weights, 
and the paasche uses the denominator 
country j expenditure weights:

(9) Laspeyres price index (arithmetic mean) 

(10) Paasche price index (harmonic mean) 
  

the fisher ideal index is the geometric 
mean of Laspeyres and paasche indices 
for any pair of countries j and k:

(11) 

where for all basic headings i = 1,2,..., 
m,
pppik = ppp of basic heading i in base 

country k 
pppij = ppp of basic heading i in numera-

tor country j 
eik = expenditure weight of basic head-

ing i in base country k 
eij = expenditure weight of basic head-

ing i in numerator country j
m = total number of basic headings
Ljk = Laspeyres or base country weight-

ed price index for j with respect to k
Sjk = paasche or numerator country 

weighted price index for j with re-
spect to k

Fjk = fisher ideal price index for country 
j with respect to country k.

the Eks computes ppps for one aggre-
gate only at a time. it is most character-
istic of the countries being compared 
(i.e., least affected by third countries) 
but it lacks additive consistency, i.e., the 
ppp-converted values of components 
may not add up to totals.

(c) The geary-khamis index
the geary-khamis or gk index is a 
multilateral index. Like Eks, it is also 
transitive and base country-invariant. 
however, while the Eks computes ppp 
for gdp and its various sub-aggregates 
separately, gk computes them simulta-
neously. gk computes a single set of 
average international prices and values 
the implicit quantities of all countries 
at the single set of international prices 
denominated in a base currency.  for 
any aggregate – gdp, consumption, 
services or other – ppp is the ratio of 
domestic currency expenditure to the 
corresponding expenditure in interna-
tional prices. gk is additively consis-
tent, meaning components add up to 
totals. however, gk estimates of real 
values for poorer and smaller countries 
(more precisely, for the countries’ pric-
es, which have lower similarity with 
the single set of international prices) 
tend to be higher than those in Eks – 
so called, gerschenkron effect.

the international price of a basic 
heading is quantity weighted average 
of the ppps after they have been made 
commensurate with each other by con-
verting them into the base currency by 
respective overall ppps.  the overall ppp 
of a country is the ratio of its total gdp 
expenditure in national currency to the 
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(10) Paasche price index (harmonic mean)
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The Fisher Ideal is the geometric mean of Laspeyres and Paasche indices for any 
pair of countries j and k:

(11) jkjkjk SLF *

Where for all basic headings i = 1,2,..., m,
pppik = PPP of basic heading i in base country k; 
pppij = PPP of basic heading i in numerator country j 
eik    = expenditure weight of basic heading i in base country k 
eij    = expenditure weight of basic heading i in numerator country j
m    = total number of basic headings.
Ljk   = Laspeyres or base country weighted price index for j with respect to k
Sjk   = Paasche or numerator country weighted price index for j with respect to k
Fjk   = Fisher ideal price index for country j with respect to country k

The EKS computes PPPs for one aggregate only at a time. It is most characteristic 
of the countries being compared (i.e., least affected by third countries) but it lacks 
additive consistency, i.e., the PPP-converted values of components may not add up to 
totals.

(c) The Geary-Khamis

The Geary-Khamis (G-K) is a multilateral index.  Like EKS, it is also transitive 
and base- country invariant.  However, while the EKS computes PPP for GDP and its 
various sub-aggregates separately, Geary-Khamis computes them simultaneously. 
The G-K computes a single set of average international prices and values the implicit 
quantities of all countries at the single set of international prices denominated in a 
base currency.  For any aggregate, -- GDP, consumption, services, or whatever, -- the 
PPP is the ratio of domestic currency expenditure to the corresponding expenditure in 
international prices. The G-K is additively consistent, meaning components add up to 
totals.  However, G-K estimates of real values for poorer and smaller countries (more 
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where,
Rij is the dummy for representativity of items and takes the value of 1 when the 
item i in country j is representative and zero otherwise.  All other variables are the 
same as in equation (7).

PPP FOR HIGHER LEVELS OF AGGREGATION

Depending on the method chosen, aggregation at this level may be conducted for GDP as 
a whole or for specific sub-aggregates, such as  consumption, or  food, or  services, one at 
a time or all of them simultaneously. It is necessary to have a complete matrix of basic 
heading level PPP denominated in the regional currency and an expenditure matrix of 
equal dimension in local currency units.

There are many competing methods. However, only two of them are used broadly in ICP:  
the EKS (also used in basic heading PPP calculations) and the Geary-Khamis.  

(a) The EKS

As seen before, the EKS is a multilateral index based on a set of binary comparisons 
between all pairs of countries in the group.  The binaries are made transitive and base-
country invariant by obtaining a geometric mean of all direct and indirect bilateral 
indices.  Each kind of bilateral indices can be used in the EKS procedure but the Fisher 
index is of the classical type in which, as shown below, its two components, Laspeyres 
and Paasche indices, use expenditure weights associated with each basic heading.   

(b) Laspeyres, Paasche and Fisher price indices

In these calculations the inputs are basic heading level parities instead of item level prices, 
and expenditures for basic heading level instead of the indication of representativity (stars / 
asterisks).  Between country j and base country k, the Laspeyres uses base country (k) 
expenditure weights, and the Paasche uses the denominator country (j) expenditure 
weights:
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Where for all basic headings i = 1,2,..., m,
pppik = PPP of basic heading i in base country k; 
pppij = PPP of basic heading i in numerator country j 
eik    = expenditure weight of basic heading i in base country k 
eij    = expenditure weight of basic heading i in numerator country j
m    = total number of basic headings.
Ljk   = Laspeyres or base country weighted price index for j with respect to k
Sjk   = Paasche or numerator country weighted price index for j with respect to k
Fjk   = Fisher ideal price index for country j with respect to country k

The EKS computes PPPs for one aggregate only at a time. It is most characteristic 
of the countries being compared (i.e., least affected by third countries) but it lacks 
additive consistency, i.e., the PPP-converted values of components may not add up to 
totals.

(c) The Geary-Khamis

The Geary-Khamis (G-K) is a multilateral index.  Like EKS, it is also transitive 
and base- country invariant.  However, while the EKS computes PPP for GDP and its 
various sub-aggregates separately, Geary-Khamis computes them simultaneously. 
The G-K computes a single set of average international prices and values the implicit 
quantities of all countries at the single set of international prices denominated in a 
base currency.  For any aggregate, -- GDP, consumption, services, or whatever, -- the 
PPP is the ratio of domestic currency expenditure to the corresponding expenditure in 
international prices. The G-K is additively consistent, meaning components add up to 
totals.  However, G-K estimates of real values for poorer and smaller countries (more 
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corresponding expenditure at internation-
al prices. 

in that system, international prices P 
are required to estimate ppp and ppp to es-
timate P.  thus it is a system of simultane-
ous equations.  though the system as writ-
ten consists of (n+m) equations in (n+m) 
unknowns (m basic headings, n countries), 
one is redundant (because the ppp of the 
base country is set equal to 1.0), and the 
system of equations is homogenous (for 
any country, quantities valued at interna-
tional prices equal total national currency 
expenditure deflated by its ppp).  in that 
method, average “international prices” of 
m basic headings, denominated in a base 
currency, and ppps for (n-1) countries are 
computed simultaneously.  that requires 
solving the system of simultaneous equa-
tions (14) and (15):

start with the identities:  E = PPP*Q, or 
Q = E/PPP, where E, PPP and Q are ma-
trices of expenditures, ppps and notional 
quantities respectively (see equation 13), 
all of the same dimension, m by n, m be-
ing the number of basic headings and n 
the number of countries. Q is calculated 
by dividing expenditure by ppp, element 
by element (equation 13).  it is called “no-
tional” because the quantities are derived 
indirectly and are not observable.

define

where:
Pi = is average international price of item i

pppij = ppp for basic heading i in country j
qij = notional quantity of a basic heading i 

in country j
PPPj = overall purchasing power parity of 

country j
m = number of basic headings
n = number of countries

once a matrix of quantities valued at in-
ternational prices is established, the ppp of 
any set of Bhs is computed by using equa-
tion (14), the ratio between its national 
currency expenditure and the expenditure 
in international prices.

COmPUTATIOn Of PPP fOr “rIng” COmPArI-
sOn
the purpose of “ring” comparison is to 
link all regional results, expressed in re-
gional numeraire currencies, into a glob-
ally consistent set and express it in terms 
of a single global numeraire currency, the 
us dollar.  the mechanism consists of the 
following: 

select a small number of representative  ►

countries from each region to form a 
ring with which to bind the regions 
together and which can be considered 
as a special additional region (mini-
world).
select a set of products, especial- ►

ly chosen to represent the ring 
countries.
Collect prices of the ring list in special  ►

surveys.
Compute inter-regional Bh-ppps in a  ►

special way described below, consid-
ering the regional ring countries as if 
they formed mini-regions 
aggregate the inter-regional Bh-ppps  ►

by the use of regional total expendi-
ture (in regional numeraires) to any 
chosen level, consumption or gdp.
apply the results (inter-regional aggre- ►

gated ppps) to convert regional results 
into a global result.

the process is subject to one condition 
called “fixity”.  it means that the global re-
sults must maintain the relative positions 
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exactly, for the countries prices.  which have lower similarity with the single set of 
international prices) tend to be higher than those in the EKS – so called, 
Gerschenkron effect. 

The international price of a basic heading is quantity weighted average of the PPPs after 
they have been made commensurate with each other by converting them to the base 
currency by respective overall PPPs.  The overall PPP of a country is the ratio of its total 
GDP expenditure in national currency to the corresponding expenditure at international 
prices. 

In this system, one needs international prices  to estimate PPP and one needs PPP to 
estimate .  Thus it is a system of simultaneous equations.  Though the system as written 
consists of (n+m) equations in (n+m) unknowns (m basic headings, n countries), one is 
redundant (because the PPP of the base country is set equal to 1.0), and the system of 
equations is homogenous (for any country, quantities valued at international prices equals 
total national currency expenditure deflated by its PPP).  In this method, average 
“international prices” of m basic headings, denominated in a base currency, and PPPs for 
(n-1) countries are computed simultaneously.  This requires solving the system of 
simultaneous equations (14) and (15):

Start with the identities:  E = PPP*Q, or Q = E/PPP, where E, PPP and Q are matrices of 
expenditures, PPPs and notional quantities respectively (see equation 13), all of the same 
dimension, m by n, m being the number of basic headings and n the number of countries.  
Q is calculated by dividing expenditure by PPP, element by element (equation 13).  It is
called “notional” because the quantities are derived indirectly and are not observable.

Define
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(14a) 0.1nPPP .  The nth country is the base; its PPP is set at 1.0.
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Where
i = is average international price of item i;

pppij= ppp for basic heading i in country j;
qij = notional quantity of a basic heading i in country j;
PPPj   = overall purchasing power parity of country j;
m = number of basic headings;
n = number of countries.

Once a matrix of quantities valued at international prices is established, the PPP of any 
set of basic headings is computed by using equation (14), the ratio between its national 
currency expenditure and the expenditure in international prices.

COMPUTATION OF PPP FOR “RING” COMPARISON

The purpose of “Ring” comparison is to link all regional results, expressed in regional 
numeraire currencies, into a globally consistent set and express it in terms of a single 
global numeraire currency, the US dollar.  The mechanism is to: 

Select a small number of representative countries from each region to form a 
“Ring” with which to bind the regions together and which can be considered as a 
special additional region (mini-world).
 Select a set of products, especially chosen to represent these ring countries.
Collect prices of the ring list in special surveys.
Compute inter-regional BH-PPPs in a special way described below, considering 
the regional “ring” countries as if they formed mini-regions 
Aggregate these inter-regional BH-PPPs by the use of regional total expenditure 
(in regional numeraires) to whatever level we choose, say consumption or GDP.
Apply the results (inter-regional aggregated PPPs) to convert regional results into 
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of countries that were established in their 
respective regional comparisons. that in-
volves computing a scalar to be applied 
to all countries in the region to convert 
regional results into global.

steps in the computation of ring ppps:
Convert prices of each ring country  ►

into regional numeraire currencies 
using regional ppps at the Bh level.
for each region and for each item,  ►

take a geometric mean of the prices 
of the ring countries to obtain the sets 
of single average regional ring prices.
Choose a base region (e.g., oECd with  ►

the us dollar as the base currency) 
and, using Cpd (equation 8) compute 
Bh level ppp for each region. the ppps 
will be units of regional numeraire 
currencies per us dollar.
take the total real values of each  ►

region in regional numeraire curren-
cies to be the regional weights for the 
respective Bhs.
using Eks (equation 6) and with the  ►

regional real value weights, aggregate 
Bh level inter-regional ppps to any 
chosen aggregate level, say gdp, to 
obtain global ppps between regions 
in terms of global currency.
for each country,  multiply the regional  ►

ppp, which is expressed as units of 
local currencies per regional currency  
by the global ppp expressed as units of 
regional currency per global currency, 
to obtain a ppp for local currency in 
terms of global currency.
use that ppp to convert local currency  ►

values to global currency in order to 
obtain a globally consistent set of real 
values.

that procedure, applied separately to 
each aggregate, maintains fixity horizon-
tally across countries in the region, but 
not vertically across aggregates within 
a country.  only one scalar per region 
should be applied to all aggregates.
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hEAlTh, EdUCATIOn And gOvErnmEnT sErvICEs –         
lAbOr PrOdUCTIvITy AdJUsTmEnT
the compensation of government employees, used in 
the iCp to “price” government services, shows enor-
mous variation between countries at different levels 
of development. some of the variation is presumably 
due to differences in productivity. for example, in 
western asia, the price level for the compensation 
of employees in the government health sector of ku-
wait was about 45 times higher than that of Egypt. if 
no productivity adjustments were made, economies 
such as Egypt, the syrian arab republic or Yemen, 
would be seen as having per capita levels of real con-
sumption of government services comparable to that 
of kuwait, and even the level of real gdp would be 
affected for those countries.

to adjust government compensation for produc-
tivity, a Cobb-douglas function was estimated using 
the equation shown below in its typical specification 
of constant returns to scale: 

where output (Y) is a function of labor (L) and 
the capital stock (K), with labor and capital 
shares of (α) and (1-α), respectively.

the government production function is expressed 
as follows:

productivity is measured as output per worker, 

where gross domestic product (YG) is a function 
of labor input in government sectors (LG) and 
the capital stock in government sectors (KG), 
and (c) is a scale parameter that depends on the 
units of measurement.

Because the government-specific capital-labor ra-
tio (KG/LG) cannot be directly measured, the capi-
tal intensity of government in each economy was 
assumed to be proportional to the whole economy.  
thus, (K/L) needs to be estimated only for the whole 
economy.

the capital stock was estimated using the per-
petual inventory method with geometric decline as 
follows:

where (It) is investment in year (t) and .05 is the de-
preciation rate.

with the estimate of the capital stock and data on 
labor force, labor productivity can be estimated itera-
tively from the identity,

Values of (α) in the range of 0.5 to 0.7 were used. 
western asia countries were divided into four groups: 
low income countries with α=0.5, middle income 
countries with α= 0.6, high income countries with 
α=0.65, and very high income countries with α=0.7. 
Capital-output ratios were assigned as 2.35 for low 
income countries, 2.5 for middle income countries, 
3.0 for high income countries and 3.5 for very high 
income countries. 

the effect of productivity adjustment is to  ■
decrease the difference in compensation level 
between countries. for example, after adjust-
ment, the price level for the compensation of 
employees in the government health sector of 
kuwait is about 15 times higher than that of 
Egypt, while it was 45 times higher without ad-
justment. 
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ANNEX III: Productivity Adjustment*

PRODUCTIVITY ADJUSTMENT IN THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR

The compensation of government employees, which were used in the ICP to “price” 
government services, shows enormous variation between economies at different levels of 
development. Some of this variation is presumably to the result of differences in 
productivity. For example, in Asia-Pacific, average compensation (based on exchange rates) 
in the government health sector of Hong Kong (China) was about 120 times higher than in 
Lao PDR. If no productivity adjustments were made, economies such as Vietnam, 
Cambodia, or Lao PDR would be seen as having per capita levels of real consumption of 
government services comparable to or even much higher than that of Hong Kong (China), 
and even the level of real GDP would be affected for those economies.

To adjust government compensation for productivity, a Cobb-Douglas function was 
estimated in equation (1) in its typical specification one of constant returns to scale: 

1KCLY , (1)

where output (Y) is a function of labor (L) and the capital stock (K), with labor and capital 
shares of  and )1( , respectively.

The government production function is expressed in equation (2): 
1
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Productivity is measured as output per worker in equation (3):
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where gross domestic product )( GY is a function of labor input in government sectors 
)( GL and the capital stock in government sectors )( GK , 

and where c is a scale parameter that depends on the units of measurement. 

Because the government-specific capital-labor ratio (K
G
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G
) cannot be directly measured, the 

capital intensity of government in each economy was assumed to be proportional to the 
whole economy. Thus, K/L needs to be estimated only for the whole economy. 

The capital stock was estimated in equation (4), using the perpetual inventory method with 
geometric decline: 
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where tI  is investment in year t and .05 is the depreciation rate. 

With the estimate of the capital stock and data on labor force, labor productivity can be 
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productivity. For example, in Asia-Pacific, average compensation (based on exchange rates) 
in the government health sector of Hong Kong (China) was about 120 times higher than in 
Lao PDR. If no productivity adjustments were made, economies such as Vietnam, 
Cambodia, or Lao PDR would be seen as having per capita levels of real consumption of 
government services comparable to or even much higher than that of Hong Kong (China), 
and even the level of real GDP would be affected for those economies.

To adjust government compensation for productivity, a Cobb-Douglas function was 
estimated in equation (1) in its typical specification one of constant returns to scale: 

1KCLY , (1)

where output (Y) is a function of labor (L) and the capital stock (K), with labor and capital 
shares of  and )1( , respectively.

The government production function is expressed in equation (2): 
1
GGG KcLY (2)

Productivity is measured as output per worker in equation (3):
1

G

G

G

G

L
K

c
L
Y

, (3)

where gross domestic product )( GY is a function of labor input in government sectors 
)( GL and the capital stock in government sectors )( GK , 

and where c is a scale parameter that depends on the units of measurement. 

Because the government-specific capital-labor ratio (K
G
/L

G
) cannot be directly measured, the 

capital intensity of government in each economy was assumed to be proportional to the 
whole economy. Thus, K/L needs to be estimated only for the whole economy. 

The capital stock was estimated in equation (4), using the perpetual inventory method with 
geometric decline: 

2005

1981
20052005 05.1t

t
tI

K
, (4)

where tI  is investment in year t and .05 is the depreciation rate. 

With the estimate of the capital stock and data on labor force, labor productivity can be 
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estimated in equation (4) iteratively from the identity:
11

Y
K

L
Yc

L
Kc

L
Y

(4)

Values of  in the range of 0.5 to 0.7 and capital-output ratios of 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 for low-, 
middle-, and high-income economies, respectively, were used. The effects of productivity 
adjustment vary within each region and across the regions. For example, the adjustment 
factor for Mongolia was found to be 0.24, meaning that, compared with Hong Kong 
(China), per capita consumption of government services in Mongolia was adjusted to about a 
quarter of what it would have been in the absence of any adjustment; the reduction was even 
larger for Vietnam and Lao PDR.

adopted from the ICP Global Report

PRODUCTIVITY
ADJUSTMENT

Annex III
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WEsTErn AsIA COnsTrUCTIOn COmPArIsOn WITh ThE 
bAskET Of COnsTrUCTIOn COmPOnEnTs APPrOACh
the basket of construction components (BoCC) 
approach was used for construction cost com-
parisons. the BoCC was introduced in the cur-
rent round as part of the general effort to address 
long-standing methodological problems, with the 
objective of improving the quality of the iCp data.  
following the iCp practice, the BoCC approach di-
vides the construction industry into three broad 
sectors: residential, non-residential and civil engi-
neering. Each sector is divided into several stan-
dard systems. for example, the residential sector is 
divided into eight construction systems: site work, 
substructure, superstructure, exterior shell, interi-
or partitions, interior/exterior finishes, mechanical 
and plumbing, and electrical work.  Each system 
is further broken down into well-defined building 
blocks or construction components. Examples of 
construction components under the superstruc-
ture system include: structural column round, struc-
tural column square, concrete, reinforcing steel, 
plywood, skilled and unskilled labor. the approach 
entails pricing a well-defined set of standard con-
struction components for each system, which form 
the basis for comparison. 

the BoCC approach was developed through 
an extensive study of construction means, meth-
ods and materials in a global context.  a conceptual 
evaluation was completed in 2002, and pointed to 

the need to consider new methods for the sector. 
Consequently, in 2004, a series of visits were made 
to a number of countries to observe construction 
practices and assess data availability and collection 
capacity. western asia countries were particularly 
important in that effort. direct visits were made to 
Egypt, Jordan and kuwait, where the construction 
industry sector was found to be varied and dynamic, 
and a number of specific construction components 
were identified and details obtained.  

for each construction component, a structured 
data collection form was produced following the 
iCp standard structured product description (spd) 
format. an spd represents a checklist for price de-
termining characteristics, which price collectors 
must use to identify the component for which they 
are collecting prices.  the spds for each construc-
tion component provide basic details needed by 
construction estimators for the pricing of the com-
ponent, including, as appropriate, dimensional infor-
mation, material specifications, testing requirements, 
inclusions and exclusions and other data commonly 
found in a construction specification. 

a set of standard spds was  proposed and re-
viewed by construction experts in different regions, 
including western asia. the consultation and review 
process led to amendments and enhancements of 
some of the spds, subsequently leading to a final set 
of 34 spds for pricing. the price collection is per-
formed by estimating labor and equipment hours 
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and material quantities, applying appro-
priate unit rates and summing up to a 
total price for the component. 

data were collected in 2006, and 
subsequently validation efforts were 
undertaken. the validation process 
consisted of evaluation of the data col-
lected for internal and external con-
sistency. internal consistency refers to 
the ability of someone knowledgeable 
about construction to understand the 
process by which the prices were de-
termined. that evaluation included as-
sessment of the consistency of unit 
rates used for the same material in dif-
ferent spds, consistency of labor unit 
rates, and so on, and thus relied on a 
detailed study of the results provided 
by a single country. it was done by na-
tional construction experts and passed 
on to western asia for further analysis. 
further validation was conducted by 
international experts.

External consistency refers to the 
comparison of critical ratios (such as 
productivity and material cost ratios) 
across similar regions, and thus relied 
on comparison across countries within 
a given region. the process was con-
ducted at the regional and global levels 
and was particularly useful in the valida-
tion efforts.

for the western asia data, the vali-
dation was completed in rounds. the 
initial validation process aimed at vali-
dating the overall data collection and 
quality control practices, and helped in 
highlighting areas for additional work. 
the process revealed that in some cases, 
unit prices for materials were showing 
unexpected variations between various 

spds, and allowed countries within the 
region to make additional quality con-
trol efforts. the second round of valida-
tion involved more complete evaluation 
procedures relying on a wider range of 
quality tests. Because the responding 
countries provide information about 
the derivation of the price of the com-
ponent,  it was possible to calculate im-
puted productivity rates from the data 
and prepare relative cost ratios for criti-
cal materials, labor and equipment rent-
als. for example, if the labor to material 
ratio for a given country for a specific 
component is out of line compared to 
the corresponding ratio for the region as 
a whole, the component was flagged for 
further validation.  after three rounds of 
data cleaning and validation, the results 
were deemed reasonably robust.

once the data were collected and 
validated, ppps were calculated using 
those data, including both construction 
industry-specific values and incorpo-
ration of construction into the overall 
economy values. the process requires 
rolling up from the 34 components to 
the respective systems to obtain ppps 
for systems. ppps for systems are then 
rolled up using system weights to 
compute ppps for the three construc-
tion projects (i.e., residential buildings, 
non-residential buildings and civil engi-
neering works). those were in turn ag-
gregated to calculate ppps for the con-
struction sector. 
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for most Bhs in the comparison, it is possible to de-
rive the ppp based on the prices of items for the Bh. 
that is the direct price approach. when countries 
have regular rental surveys, the price approach can 
be used for rented housing and rental equivalence 
for owner-occupied housing. ppps are calculated 
from already existing statistics drawn from compre-
hensive rent surveys. with that approach, the dwell-
ings have to be specified broadly because the basic 
information in the rent surveys will vary between 
countries with regard to the types of dwellings cov-
ered. it is to be noted that the direct price approach 
should only be used when rents actually paid can 
be considered representative of the entire stock of 
dwellings (i.e., of both rented and owner-occupied 
dwellings).

when rental data is not available, direct quan-
tity comparisons are made instead. in the quantity 
method, volume relatives are calculated by compar-
ing the volume of dwellings in each country.  ppps 
are derived indirectly by dividing volume relatives 
(ratios of the volumes of dwelling services in each 
country) into value relatives (ratios of expenditure 
on dwelling services in each country).

in western asia, a combination of both ap-
proaches was used to derive housing ppps.  rental 
data was supplemented with physical quantity in-
dicators to come up with an average ppp for every 
country.

rental data were collected from the compre-
hensive rental surveys that countries conduct as 
part of their Cpi programs. un-EsCwa and iCp 
global office developed a rental data questionnaire 
to obtain information on the average rent paid for 

specific types of dwellings. Countries agreed that 
national dwelling stocks can be divided into three 
major types of dwellings:

Villa;1. 
two-bedroom apartment;2. 
typical/traditional arab house.3. 
all dwelling types were specified to have three 

amenities: electricity, running water and private toi-
let. information was also collected on the weight 
of the three types of dwellings in the total national 
dwelling stock.

two types of ppps were computed from the in-
formation provided in the rental data questionnaire, 
a Cpd-ppp and a weighted Cpd-ppp.

the quantity approach uses both quantitative 
and qualitative data to construct a volume index. 

to collect the quantitative indicators required for 
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the quantitative data are, in order of prefer- ■
ence: the useable surface of dwellings; the 
number of rooms; the number of dwellings. 
one or other of those quantities is taken as 
the quantity index.
the qualitative data are the percentages of  ■
dwellings with facilities such as electricity, 
inside water supply and inside toilets. the 
percentages of dwellings with those various 
facilities are averaged to produce a quality 
index.
the quantity index is multiplied by the  ■
quality index to obtain the volume index 
used to measure the relative volumes of 
dwelling services provided in each country. 

HOUSING
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the quantity approach, the iCp global 
office developed a questionnaire to 
obtain detailed data underlying the esti-
mates in the national accounts for both 
rented dwellings and owner-occupied 
dwellings (i.e., imputed rent). the num-
bers of dwellings of each different type 
(detached houses, apartments and so 
forth), classified by size, region or local-
ity (urban or rural), as well as the facili-
ties available (electricity, running water 
and private toilet) were details of par-
ticular interest.

 

responses by western asia countries 
to the housing questionnaire have facili-
tated a comparison of volume measures 
of housing adjusted for quality within 
the region. however, the data submis-
sions have included many gaps that lim-
ited the richness of the comparison.  a 
major shortfall in the western asia data 
was that the only volume measure avail-
able for all countries was the number of 
residences. only a few countries provid-
ed numbers of rooms or areas in square 
meters.

the derived volume measures are 
then adjusted for quality. the main in-
dicators of housing quality that have 
been collected were share of dwellings 
with electricity, water and inside toilet.  
two quality measures have been con-
sidered:

Quality i measure is a geometric mean 1. 
of the percentage of residences with 
water, electricity and inside toilet; 
Quality ii measure weights the com-2. 
bination of all three amenities, and 
gives space 1/3 the weight of ame-
nities, based upon several studies of 
the relationship of rents to size and 
amenities of dwellings using hedonic 
regression models.  

a ppp could be imputed using the 
real values of dwelling services in each 
country, adjusted for quality, and the 
total values of rents recorded in each 
country’s national accounts. in western 
asia, two indirect ppps were derived for 
each country; one computed with Qual-
ity i adjustment, the other with Quality 
ii adjustment.

thus, for each country, four ppps 
were available:

direct Cpd-ppp;1. 
direct weighted Cpd-ppp;2. 
indirect Quality i measure-ppp;3. 
indirect Quality ii measure-ppp.4. 

for each country in the region, a geo-
metric mean of the four ppps was com-
puted and considered the housing ppp 
for the country in question.
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Responses by the countries in Western Asia (WA) to the housing questionnaire have 
facilitated a comparison of volume measures of housing adjusted for quality within the 
region.  However, the data submissions have included many gaps that limited the richness of 
the comparison. A major shortfall in the Western Asia data was that the only volume 
measure available for all countries was the number of residences.  Only a few countries 
provided number of rooms or area in square meters.   

Table 2: Quantity and Quality Indicators Questionnaire 
Table 2: Quantity and Quality Indicators Questionnaire  
FORM A  ICP Dwelling Services Questionnaires: Total Housing   
  Volume of Housing                

1 Reference Year for Benchmark 

2 Country 

1.  Total 
of all 
Dwellings

2.  Type of Construction of Dwellings 3. Location of Dwellings 

a. Modern Construction b.Traditional a. Size of Urban Area b. Rural 

(1) Houses (2)  Flats (1) Large (2) Other  

3 Number of Dwelling Units 

4 Number of Rooms 

5 Total Area in sqm of the Unit 

Percent of dwelling units with 

6 1 - 2  Rooms 

7 3 - 4 rooms 

8 5+ Rooms 

Percent of dwelling units with 

9 Electricity 

10 Inside water 

11 Private toilet 

Percent of dwelling units 

12 Rented 

13 Owner Occupied 

14
Assumed growth rate from 
benchmark period to 2005 

 
The volume measures derived are then adjusted for quality. The main indicators of housing 
quality that have been collected were share of dwellings with electricity, water and inside 

The derived volume measures are then adjusted for quality. The main indicators of  housing qual-
ity that have been collected were share of  dwellings with electricity, inside water and private toilet.

Table 1: Rental data questionnaire

Country Country II Country III Country IV

Type of Dwelling Average 
Yearly Rent 

% Weight Average 
Yearly Rent 

% Weight Average 
Yearly Rent 

% Weight Average 
Yearly Rent 

% Weight

Villa

Two-bedroom 
Apartment

Typical/ Traditional 
Arab House
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reference ppps are used for basic headings for 
which no prices were collected. they are based on 
ppps calculated for other Bhs. ideally, the reference 
ppps used for a Bh would be those calculated for 
another Bh with similar goods and services.  for 
example, the reference ppp for motor cycles is the 
measured ppp for motor cars.

when it was impossible to use a reference ppp 
from similar goods or services, a “neutral” ppp was 
used instead. for example, the reference ppp used 
for insurance was the measured ppp for final con-
sumption expenditure by households.

in western asia, a total of 37 reference ppps were 
used. the table below shows the total list..
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Code description reference PPPs

100000 grOss dOmEsTIC PrOdUCT

110000 fInAl COnsUmPTIOn ExPEndITUrE by hOUsEhOlds

110100 fOOd And nOn-AlCOhOlIC bEvErAgEs

110110 food 

110111 Bread and cereals 

110111.1 Rice

110111.2 Other cereals, flour and other cereal products 

110111.3 Bread

110111.4 Other bakery products

110111.5 Pasta products

110112 meat 

110112.1 Beef and veal

110112.3 Lamb, mutton and goat

110112.4 Poultry

110112.5 Other meats and meat preparations

110113 fish 

110113.1 Fresh, chilled or frozen fish and seafood

110113.2 Preserved or processed fish and seafood

110114 milk, cheese and eggs 

110114.1 Fresh milk

110114.2 Preserved milk and other milk products

110114.3 Cheese

REFERENCE PPPs
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110114.4 Eggs and egg-based products

110115 Oils and fats 

110115.1 Butter and Margarine

110115.3 Other edible oils and fats

110116 fruit 

110116.1 Fresh or chilled fruit

110116.2 Frozen, preserved or processed fruit and fruit-based 
products

110117 vegetables 

110117.1 Fresh or chilled vegetables other than potatoes

110117.2 Fresh or chilled potatoes

110117.3 Frozen, preserved or processed vegetables and vegetable-
based products

110118 sugar, jam, honey, chocolate and confectionery 

110118.1 Sugar

110118.2 Jams, marmalades and honey

110118.3 Confectionery, chocolate and ice cream

110119 Food products n.e.c. 

110119.1 Food products n.e.c.

110120 non-alcoholic beverages 

110121 Coffee, tea and cocoa 

110121.1 Coffee, tea and cocoa

110122 Mineral waters, soft drinks, fruit and vegetable juices 

110122.1 Mineral waters, soft drinks, fruit and vegetable juices 

110200 AlCOhOlIC bEvErAgEs, TObACCO And nArCOTICs

110210 Alcoholic beverages 

110211 Spirits 

110211.1 Spirits

110212 Wine 

110212.1 Wine

110213 Beer 

110213.1 Beer

110220 Tobacco

110221 Tobacco 

110221.1 Tobacco 

110300 ClOThIng And fOOTWEAr

110310 Clothing

110311 Clothing materials, other articles of clothing and clothing 
accessories 

110311.1 Clothing materials, other articles of clothing and clothing 
accessories 

110312 Garments 

110312.1 Garments 

110314 Cleaning, repair and hire of clothing 

110314.1 Cleaning, repair and hire of clothing

110320 footwear

110321 Shoes and other footwear 

Code description reference PPPs
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110321.1 Shoes and other footwear 

110322 Repair and hire of footwear 

110322.1 Repair and hire of footwear

110400 hOUsIng, WATEr, ElECTrICITy, gAs And OThEr fUEls

110410 Actual and imputed rentals for housing 

110411 Actual and imputed rentals for housing 

110411.1 Actual and imputed rentals for housing 

110430 maintenance and repair of the dwelling

110431 Maintenance and repair of the dwelling

110431.1 Maintenance and repair of the dwelling

110440 Water supply and miscellaneous services relating to the 
dwelling

110441 Water supply 

110441.1 Water supply PPPs for household consumption (excluding 
reference PPPs basic headings)

110442 Miscellaneous services relating to the dwelling

110442.1 Miscellaneous services relating to the dwelling PPPs for household consumption (excluding 
reference PPPs basic headings)

110450 Electricity, gas and other fuels 

110451 Electricity 

110451.1 Electricity

110452 Gas 

110452.1 Gas 

110453 Other fuels

110453.1 Other fuels

110500 fUrnIshIngs, hOUsEhOld EQUIPmEnT And rOUTInE 
mAInTEnAnCE Of ThE hOUsE

110510 furniture and furnishings, carpets and other floor coverings

110511 Furniture and furnishings

110511.1 Furniture and furnishings

110512 Carpets and other floor coverings

110512.1 Carpets and other floor coverings

110513 Repair of furniture, furnishings and floor coverings 

110513.1 Repair of furniture, furnishings and floor coverings Geometric mean of PPPs for cleaning, repair and 
hire of clothing; repair and hire of footwear; and 
maintenance and repair of the dwelling

110520 household textiles 

110521 Household textiles 

110521.1 Household textiles

110530 household appliances

110531 Major household appliances whether electric or not

110531.1 Major household appliances whether electric or not

110532 Small electric household appliances 

110532.1 Small electric household appliances

110533 Repair of household appliances 

Code description reference PPPs
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110533.1 Repair of household appliances Geometric mean of PPPs for cleaning, repair and 
hire of clothing; repair and hire of footwear; and 
maintenance and repair of the dwelling

110540 glassware, tableware and household utensils

110541 Glassware, tableware and household utensils 

110541.1 Glassware, tableware and household utensils 

110550 Tools and equipment for house and garden

110551 Major tools and equipment

110551.1 Major tools and equipment

110552 Small tools and miscellaneous accessories 

110552.1 Small tools and miscellaneous accessories 

110560 goods and services for routine household maintenance

110561 Non-durable household goods 

110561.1 Non-durable household goods 

110562 Domestic services and household services 

110562.1 Domestic services

110562.2 Household services PPPs for domestic services

110600 hEAlTh

110610 medical products, appliances and equipment

110611 Pharmaceutical products 

110611.1 Pharmaceutical products

110612 Other medical products 

110612.1 Other medical products

110613 Therapeutical appliances and equipment

110613.1 Therapeutical appliances and equipment

110620 Out-patient services

110621 Medical Services 

110621.1 Medical Services 

110622 Dental services

110622.1 Services of dentists

110623 Paramedical services 

110623.1 Paramedical services 

110630 hospital services

110631 Hospital services 

110631.1 Hospital services 

110700 TrAnsPOrT

110710 Purchase of vehicles

110711 Motor cars

110711.1 Motor cars

110712 Motor cycles

110712.1 Motor cycles PPPs for motor cars

110713 Bicycles

110713.1 Bicycles

110714 Animal drawn vehicles

110714.1 Animal drawn vehicles PPPS for bicycles

110720 Operation of personal transport equipment

110722 Fuels and lubricants for personal transport equipment 

Code description reference PPPs
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110722.1 Fuels and lubricants for personal transport equipment

110723 Maintenance and repair of personal transport equipment 

110723.1 Maintenance and repair of personal transport equipment

110724 Other services in respect of personal transport equipment 

110724.1 Other services in respect of personal transport equipment

110730 Transport services

110731 Passenger transport by railway 

110731.1 Passenger transport by railway PPPs for passenger transport by road

110732 Passenger transport by road 

110732.1 Passenger transport by road 

110733 Passenger transport by air 

110733.1 Passenger transport by air

110734 Passenger transport by sea and inland waterway 

110734.1 Passenger transport by sea and inland waterway Geometric mean of PPPs for passenger transport 
by road and passenger transport by air

110735 Combined passenger transport 

110735.1 Combined passenger transport PPPs for passenger transport by road 

110736 Other purchased transport services 

110736.1 Other purchased transport services

110800 COmmUnICATIOn

110810 Postal services

110811 Postal services 

110811.1 Postal services

110820 Telephone and telefax equipment

110821 Telephone and telefax equipment

110821.1 Telephone and telefax equipment

110830 Telephone and telefax services

110831 Telephone and telefax services 

110831.1 Telephone and telefax services

110900 rECrEATIOn And CUlTUrE

110910 Audio-visual, photographic and information processing 
equipment

110911 Audio-visual, photographic and information processing 
equipment

110911.1 Audio-visual, photographic and information processing 
equipment

110914 Recording media 

110914.1 Recording media 

110915 Repair of audio-visual, photographic and information 
processing equipment 

110915.1 Repair of audio-visual, photographic and information 
processing equipment 

110920 Other major durables for recreation and culture

110921 Major durables for outdoor and indoor recreation

110921.1 Major durables for outdoor and indoor recreation

110923 Maintenance and repair of other major durables for recre-
ation and culture 

110923.1 Maintenance and repair of other major durables for 
recreation and culture 

PPPs for repair of audio-visual, photographic and 
information processing equipment 

Code description reference PPPs
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110930 Other recreational items and equipment, gardens and pets

110931 Other recreational items and equipment

110931.1 Other recreational items and equipment

110933 Gardens and pets

110933.1 Gardens and pets

110935 Veterinary and other services for pets 

110935.1 Veterinary and other services for pets Geometric mean of PPPs for gardens and pets; 
medical services; and paramedical services

110940 recreational and cultural services

110941 Recreational and sporting services 

110941.1 Recreational and sporting services

110942 Cultural services 

110942.1 Cultural services 

110943 Games of chance 

110943.1 Games of chance PPPS for recreational and sporting services

110950 newspapers, books and stationery

110951 Newspapers, books and stationery

110951.1 Newspapers, books and stationery

110960 Package holidays

110961 Package holidays 

110961.1 Package holidays

111000 EdUCATIOn

111010 Education

111011 Education

111011.1 Education

111100 rEsTAUrAnTs And hOTEls

111110 Catering services

111111 Catering services

111111.1 Catering services

111120 Accommodation services

111121 Accommodation services 

111121.1 Accommodation services 

111200 mIsCEllAnEOUs gOOds And sErvICEs

111210 Personal care

111211 Hairdressing salons and personal grooming establishments 

111211.1 Hairdressing salons and personal grooming establish-
ments 

111212 Appliances, articles and products for personal care

111212.1 Appliances, articles and products for personal care

111230 Personal effects n.e.c.

111231 Jewellery, clocks and watches

111231.1 Jewellery, clocks and watches

111232 Other personal effects 

111232.1 Other personal effects 

111240 social protection

111241 Social protection 

111241.1 Social protection PPPs for household consumption

Code description reference PPPs
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111250 Insurance

111251 Insurance

111251.1 Insurance PPPs for household consumption (excluding 
reference PPPs basic headings)

111260 financial services n.e.c.

111261 FISIM 

111261.1 FISIM PPPs for household consumption (excluding 
reference PPPs basic headings)

111262 Other financial services n.e.c 

111262.1 Other financial services n.e.c. PPPs for household consumption (excluding 
reference PPPs basic headings)

111270 Other services n.e.c.

111271 Other services n.e.c. 

111271.1 Other services n.e.c. PPPs for household consumption (excluding 
reference PPPs basic headings)

111300 bAlAnCE Of ExPEndITUrEs Of rEsIdEnTs AbrOAd And 
ExPEndITUrEs Of nOn – rEsIdEnTs On ThE ECOnOmIC 
TErrITOry

111310 bAlAnCE Of ExPEndITUrEs Of rEsIdEnTs AbrOAd And 
ExPEndITUrEs Of nOn – rEsIdEnTs On ThE ECOnOmIC 
TErrITOry

111311 balance of expenditures of residents abroad and expendi-
tures of non-residents on the economic territory

111311.1 Balance of expenditures of residents abroad and expendi-
tures of non-residents on the economic territory

Exchange rates

130000 IndIvIdUAl COnsUmPTIOn ExPEndITUrE by gOvErn-
mEnT

130200 hEAlTh

130220 Production of health services

130221 Compensation of employees 

130221.1* Compensation of employees

130222 Intermediate consumption

130222.1 Intermediate consumption PPPs for household consumption (excluding 
reference PPPs basic headings)

130223 Gross operating surplus

130223.1 Gross operating surplus PPPs for gross fixed capital formation (excluding 
reference PPPs basic headings)

130224 Net taxes on production

130224.1 Net taxes on production PPPs for production of health services (excluding 
reference PPPs basic headings)

130225 Receipts from sales

130225.1 Receipts from sales PPPs for production of health services (excluding 
reference PPPs basic headings)

130400 EdUCATIOn

130420 Production of education services

130421 Compensation of employees 

130421.1 Compensation of employees

130422 Intermediate consumption

130422.1 Intermediate consumption PPPs for household consumption (excluding 
reference PPPs basic headings)

130423 Gross operating surplus

Code description reference PPPs
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130423.1 Gross operating surplus PPPs for gross fixed capital formation (excluding 
reference PPPs basic headings)

130424 Net taxes on production

130424.1 Net taxes on production PPPs for production of education services 
(excluding reference PPPs basic headings)

130425 Receipts from sales

130425.1 Receipts from sales PPPs for production of education services 
(excluding reference PPPs basic headings)

140000 COllECTIvE COnsUmPTIOn ExPEndITUrE by gOvErn-
mEnT

140100 COllECTIvE sErvICEs

140110 Collective services

140111 Compensation of employees

140111.1 Compensation of employees

140112 Intermediate consumption

140112.1 Intermediate consumption PPPs for household consumption (excluding 
reference PPPs basic headings)

140113 Gross operating surplus

140113.1 Gross operating surplus PPPs for gross fixed capital formation (excluding 
reference PPPs basic headings)

140114 Net taxes on production

140114.1 Net taxes on production PPPs for collective services (excluding reference 
PPPs basic headings)

140115 Receipts from sales

140115.1 Receipts from sales PPPs for collective services (excluding reference 
PPPs basic headings)

150000 ExPEndITUrE On grOss fIxEd CAPITAl fOrmATIOn

150100 mAChInEry And EQUIPmEnT

150110 metal products and equipment

150111 Fabricated metal products, except machinery and equip-
ment

150111.1 Fabricated metal products, except machinery and 
equipment

PPPs for metal products and equipment (exclud-
ing reference PPPs basic headings)

150112 General purpose machinery

150112.1 General purpose machinery

150113 Special purpose machinery

150113.1 Special purpose machinery

150114 Electrical and optical equipment

150114.1 Electrical and optical equipment

150115 Other manufactured goods n.e.c.

150115.1 Other manufactured goods n.e.c. PPPs for metal products and equipment (exclud-
ing reference PPPs basic headings)

150120 Transport equipment

150121 Road transport equipment

150121.1 Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers

150121.2 Other road transport PPPs for motor vehicles, trailers and semi-
trailers

150122 Other transport equipment

150122.1 Other transport equipment PPPs for motor vehicles, trailers and semi-
trailers

Code description reference PPPs
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150200 COnsTrUCTIOn

150210 residential buildings

150211 Residential buildings

150211.1 Residential buildings

150220 non-residential buildings

150221 Non-residential buildings

150221.1 Non-residential buildings

150230 Civil engineering works

150231 Civil engineering works

150231.1 Civil engineering works

150300 OThEr PrOdUCTs

150310 Other products

150311 Other products

150311.1 Other products

160000 ChAngEs In InvEnTOrIEs And ACQUIsITIOns lEss 
dIsPOsAls Of vAlUAblEs 

160100 ChAngEs In InvEnTOrIEs And ACQUIsITIOns lEss 
dIsPOsAls Of vAlUAblEs 

160110 Changes in inventories and acquisitions less disposals of 
valuables

160111 Changes in inventories and acquisitions less disposals of 
valuables

160111.1 Changes in inventories and acquisitions less disposals 
of valuables

Geometric mean of PPPs for durable goods 
basic headings (110511.1, 110531.1, 110532.1, 
110551.1, 110552.1, 110613.1, 110711.1, 
110713.1, 110821.1, 110911.1, 110914.1, 
110921.1, 110931.1, 111231.1, 150112.1, 
150113.1, 150114.1, 150121.1)

170000 bAlAnCE Of ExPOrTs And ImPOrTs

170100 bAlAnCE Of ExPOrTs And ImPOrTs

170110 balance of exports and imports

170111 Balance of exports and imports

170111.1 Balance of exports and imports Exchange rates

Code description reference PPPs



available on the iCp website
www.worldbank.org/data/icp

PrOdUCT sPECIfICATIOn
product lists, specifications and the pre-survey (iCp 

handbook, chapter 5) 

sUrvEy frAmE
harmonization of international Comparison pro-

gram, and Consumer price index: a pilot project 
(s. ahmad) 

spatial Comparison of Consumer prices, ppps and 
the international Comparison program: an annex 
to the Cpi manual (p. rao) 

iCp 2003-2006 operational manual: what national 
Coordinators need to know. 

iCp–sampling: objectives, pre-survey, sampling of 
outlets and prices (m. silver)

iCp manual for data Collectors 
international Comparison project: surveys and sur-

vey frameworks - a proposal (J. ryten) 
what improvements Can be made: Quality and use-

fulness of prices Collected for Commodities and 
priced services for ppp Estimation (a. heston) 

Quality adjustment for ppp: principles and an empiri-
cal study (m. silver and s. heravi) 

COmPArIsOn Of sErvICEs
purchasing power parities for non-market services (E. 

dean)
the production Boundary and the nature of output 

with special emphasis on health and Education 
(p. hill)

price and Volume measures for non-market services 
(p. hill)

Comparison resistant services in iCp (g. szilagyi)
Cross–population Comparability and ppps: issues re-

lating to health prices (a. tandon et al)
Comparison of non–market services at Cross roads: 

experience, considerations, proposals (s. ser-
gueev)

EQUIPmEnT gOOds
the international Comparison program - Equip-
ment goods survey (s. Burdette) 
pricing guidelines for Equipment goods (oECd) 

COnsTrUCTIOn
guidelines for construction sector comparison: Ex-

ecutive summary (k. walsh and a. sawhney) 
implementation framework for the Basket of Con-

struction Components approach (k. walsh and a. 
sawhney)

process for implementation of the Basket of Con-
struction Components approach (k. walsh and a. 
sawhney) 

identification of Construction systems and Compo-
nents for the BoCC approach (k. walsh and a. 
sawhney) 

Construction Cost data workbook (n. sinclair, p. ar-
tin and s. mulford)

Construction industry purchasing power parities - 
obtaining Comparable prices (m. dubner and r. 
mckenzie)

Comparison of Construction prices for residential 
Buildings (oECd)

the Eurostat Construction price surveys: history, 
Current methodology and new ways for the fu-
ture (s. stapel)
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bAsIC hEAdIng PPPs
assessing Efficiency of Elementary indices 

with monte Carlo simulation (Y. dikha-
nov) 

similarity and dissimilarity indexes: an axi-
omatic approach (E. diewert) 

hedonic regressions: a review of some un-
resolved issues (E. diewert)

Calculation of equi-characteristic ppps at the 
basic heading level (s. sergueev)

the Country product dummy method: a sto-
chastic approach to the Computation of 
purchasing power parities in the iCp (p. 
rao)

weighted Country product dummy Variable 
regressions and index number formulae 
(E. diewert)

price structures, the quality factor and chain-
ing (a. heston et al) 

the use of weights (indication of representa-
tivity) within the Cpd and Eks methods at 
the basic heading level (s. sergueev) 

treatment of basic headings with negative 
nominal values within the aggregation 
procedures (s. sergueev) 

Calculation of the results of the Eurostat gdp 
comparison with the use of fixity (s. ser-
gueev) 

selection of numeraire for the ppp presenta-
tion: some consideration about the scaling 
procedure (s. sergueev) 

measures of similarity of the country’s price 
structures and their practical application 
(s. sergueev) 

PPP AggrEgATIOn
sensitivity of ppp-based income Estimates 

to Choice of aggregation procedures (Y. 
dikhanov)

aggregation methods on the basis of struc-
tural international prices (s. sergeev)

rEgIOnAl lInkIng
on the stochastic approach to Linking the 

regions in the iCp (E. diewert)
similarity indexes and Criteria for spatial 

Linking (E. diewert)
Linking Country groups in international real 

product and purchasing power Compari-
son (a. heston and B. aten)

POvErTy PPPs
international Comparison program, opera-

tional manual 
purchasing power parity Exchange rates for 

the poor (a. deaton) 
poverty ppps from Latin america and asia (a. 

deaton and o. dupriez) 
Building a household Consumption database 

for the Calculation of poverty ppps (o. du-
priez) 

predicting Expenditure shares for Comput-
ing ppp Exchange rates (C. donnell and 
p. rao) 

trends in global income distribution, 1970-
2000, and scenarios for 2015 (Y. dikha-
nov) 

purchasing power parity for international 
Comparison of poverty: sources and meth-
ods (s. ahmad)

Economical growth, structural changes of in-
equality and socioeconomic polarization 
in russia (a. shevyakov and a. kiruta)

poverty price Levels: an application to Bra-
zilian metropolitan areas (B. aten and t. 
menezes)

purchasing power parity exchange rates from 
household survey data: india and indone-
sia (a. deaton)

Estimation of poverty Basket parities (a. hes-
ton)

ExPEndITUrEs WEIghTs
the international Comparison program and 

the system of national accounts, (r. 
Chander)

gdp and the main expenditure aggregates (d. 
Blades)

Expenditure weights for ppp aggregations (B.  
hexeberg, C. patel and t. ranaweera)

oECd-Eurostat Classification of Expenditure 
on gdp

PPP AggrEgATIOns ACrOss And AbOvE bAsIC 
hEAdIngs
sensitivity of ppp-based income Estimates 

to Choice of aggregation procedures (Y. 
dikhanov)

aggregation methods on the basis of struc-
tural international prices (s. sergeev)



Actual individual consumption it is measured by the to-
tal value of household final consumption expen-
diture, nonprofit institutions (such as ngos and 
charities) serving households’ final consumption 
expenditure, and government expenditure on in-
dividual consumption of goods and services (such 
as education or health).

Additivity the values of the national accounts aggre-
gates of countries participating in a comparison 
are equal to the sum of the values of their compo-
nents when both aggregates and components are 
valued at current national prices. additivity must 
be preserved when the values of the aggregates 
and their components are valued at international 
prices. an aggregation method is additive if, for 
each country being compared, it provides real 
values for basic headings that sum up to the real 
values of the aggregates of which they are com-
ponents. an additive aggregation method provides 
volumes that satisfy the average test for volumes, 
but are subject to the gerschenkron effect (see 
below).

Aggregate a set of transactions relating to a specified 
flow of goods and services in a given period, such 
as the total purchases made by resident house-
holds on consumer goods and services, the total 
expenditure by government on collective services 
or the total value of gross fixed capital formation. 
the term “aggregate” is also used to mean the val-
ue of the specified set of transactions.

Aggregation the procedure of computing ppps above 
the basic heading level. the process of weighting, 
summing and averaging basic heading ppps to ob-
tain ppps for each level of aggregation up to and 
including gdp.

balance of exports and imports the free on board (foB) 
value of exports of goods and services, less the 
foB value of imports of goods and services. when 
no distinction between goods and services is re-
quired, it may be defined as the foB value of ex-
ports of goods and services, less the cost, insur-
ance and freight (Cif) value of imports of goods 
and services. 

basic heading the lowest level of aggregation of items 
in the gdp breakdown for which parities are cal-
culated. in theory, a basic heading (Bh) is defined 
as a group of similar well-defined goods or servic-
es. in practice, it is defined by the lowest level of 
final expenditure for which explicit expenditure 
weights can be estimated. thus, an actual Bh can 
cover a broader range of products than is theo-
retically desirable. Bhs are the building blocks of 
a comparison. it is at the level of the Bh that ex-
penditures are defined, products selected, prices 
collected, prices edited and ppps first calculated 
and averaged.

basket a term often used for the common list of well-
defined goods and services from which countries 
participating in a comparison make a selection 
of products to price for the purpose of compil-
ing ppps.  also referred to as “product list” or “item 
list.”

bias a systematic error in a ppp or volume index. Bias 
can arise for a number of reasons, including failure 
to respect either representativity, comparability 
or consistency; the price collection and measure-
ment procedures followed; or the calculation and 
aggregation formula employed.

bilateral comparison see “binary comparison.”
binary comparison a price or volume comparison be-
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tween two countries that draws upon 
data only for those two countries. 
also referred to as a “bilateral com-
parison.” 

binary PPP a ppp between two countries 
calculated using only the prices and 
weights for those two countries.

bridge country  a country that provides 
the link or bridge between two sepa-
rate comparisons involving different 
groups of countries.  the bridge coun-
try participates in both comparisons 
and, by doing so, enables the coun-
tries in one comparison to be com-
pared with the countries in the other 
comparison and vice versa.

Changes in inventories and valuables (in-
cluding work in progress) consist of 
changes in: (a) stocks of outputs that 
are still held by the units that produced 
them before being further processed, 
sold, delivered to other units or used 
in other ways; (b) stocks of products 
acquired from other units that are in-
tended to be used for intermediate 
consumption or for resale without 
further processing; they are measured 
by the value of the entries into inven-
tories, less the value of withdrawals 
and the value of any recurrent losses 
of goods held in inventories; and (c) 
ppps are not estimated directly; in-
stead, they are imputed using ppps 
for consumer goods equipment. pro-
duced assets that are not used primar-
ily for production or consumption, 
that are expected to appreciate (or at 
least not decline in real value), that do 
not deteriorate over time in normal 
conditions, and that are acquired and 
held primarily as stores of values.

Characteristics the physical and econom-
ic attributes of a product that serve to 
identify it and enable it to be located 
under some heading of a product clas-
sification; the technical parameters 
and price-determining properties of a 
product listed in a product specifica-
tion.

Clothing and footwear include expendi-
tures on clothing materials; garments 

for men, women and children; other 
articles of clothing and clothing ac-
cessories; cleaning, repair and hire of 
clothing; all footwear for men, women 
and children; and repair and hire of 
footwear.

COFOG (classification of the functions of gov-
ernment) allows a range of transactions 
by general government—including 
outlays on final consumption expen-
diture, intermediate consumption, 
gross fixed capital formation and capi-
tal and current transfers—to be classi-
fied by function or purpose. a major 
use of Cofog is to identify which 
final consumption expenditures of 
general government benefit house-
holds individually and which benefit 
households collectively.

COICOP (classification of individual consump-
tion according to purpose) classifies the 
individual consumption expendi-
tures of three institutional sectors—
households, npishs, and general gov-
ernment—by the ends they wish to 
achieve through those expenditures. 
individual consumption expenditures 
are those made for the benefit of indi-
vidual households.  all final consump-
tion expenditures by households and 
npishs are defined as individual, but 
only the final consumption expendi-
tures by general government on in-
dividual services are treated as indi-
vidual.

Collective consumption expenditure by gov-
ernment Expenditures incurred by 
general and local governments for 
collective consumption services such 
as defense, justice, general administra-
tion and the protection of the envi-
ronment.

Communication includes expenditures on 
postal services and on telephone and 
telefax equipment and services.

Comparability requires participating coun-
tries to price products that are iden-
tical or, if not identical, equivalent. 
pricing comparable products ensures 
that differences in product prices be-
tween countries reflect actual price 
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differences and are not influenced by 
differences in quality. two or more 
products are comparable if either

their physical and economic char- ■
acteristics are identical, or
they are sufficiently similar that  ■
consumers are generally indifferent 
to the difference between them. 

Compensation of employees all payments 
in cash and kind made by employers 
to employees in return for work done 
by them during the accounting pe-
riod. those payments comprise gross 
wages and salaries in cash and kind, 
employers actual social contributions 
and imputed social contributions.

Component a subset of goods and/or ser-
vices that make up some defined ag-
gregate.

Consistency the requirement that the 
prices collected by countries are con-
sistent with the prices underlying 
their estimates of final expenditure 
on gdp.  in most cases, they should 
be national annual purchasers’ prices.  
as the basis of a comparison is the 
identity—expenditure = price mul-
tiplied by volume—and volumes are 
obtained by dividing expenditures by 
prices; using prices that do not cor-
respond to those used to derive the 
expenditures will result in the vol-
umes being either underestimated or 
overestimated.

Construction includes the construction 
of new structures and the renova-
tion of existing structures. structures 
include residential buildings, non-res-
idential buildings and civil engineer-
ing works. 

Consumer durables durable goods acquired 
by households for final consumption 
(that is, those not used by households 
as stores of value or by unincorporat-
ed enterprises owned by households 
for purposes of production); they may 
be used for purposes of consumption 
repeatedly or continuously over a pe-
riod of a year or more. 

Consumption of fixed capital durable goods 
acquired by households for final con-

sumption (i.e., those not used by 
households as stores of value or by 
unincorporated enterprises owned 
by households for purposes of pro-
duction); they may be used for pur-
poses of consumption repeatedly or 
continuously over a period of a year 
or more.

CPd method (country product dummy meth-
od) the multilateral method used by 
iCp to obtain transitive ppps at the 
Bh level through regression analysis. 
it treats the calculation of ppps as a 
matter of statistical inference, an esti-
mation problem rather than an index 
number problem. the underlying hy-
pothesis is that, apart from random 
disturbance, the ppps for individual 
products within a Bh are all constant 
between any given pair of countries. 
in other words, it is assumed that the 
pattern of relative prices of the dif-
ferent products within a given Bh is 
the same in all countries. it is also as-
sumed that each country has its own 
overall price level for the Bh and that 
overall price level fixes the levels of 
absolute prices of the products in the 
Bh for the country.  By treating the 
prices observed in the countries for 
the Bh as random samples, the ppps 
between each pair of countries and 
the common pattern of relative pric-
es can be estimated using classical 
least-square methods. the method al-
lows sampling errors to be estimated 
for the ppps.

Deflation the division of the current value 
of some aggregate by a price index—
described as a “deflator”—to value its 
quantities at the prices of the price 
reference period. 

ECP (European Comparison Program) the 
iCp regional program for Europe car-
ried out under the auspices of the 
united nations Economic Commis-
sion for Europe. it is organized by 
Eurostat, the oECd, the interstate sta-
tistical Committee of the Common-
wealth of independent states, and the 
state Committee of the russian fed-
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eration on statistics. 
Education includes expenditures by 

households on pre-primary, primary, 
secondary, postsecondary and tertiary 
education; also includes expenditures 
by government on education benefits 
and reimbursements and on produc-
tion of education services..

Eks (Èltetö, köves and szulc) method used 
to aggregate basic heading ppps to 
obtain ppps for each level of aggrega-
tion up to and including gdp. strictly 
speaking, the Eks method is a proce-
dure whereby any set of intransitive 
binary index numbers are made tran-
sitive. the procedure is independent 
of the method used to calculate the 
Bh intransitive binary indices. Basi-
cally, the method used to obtain the 
intransitive binary ppps for a Bh or 
aggregate involves calculating first a 
matrix of Laspeyres-type ppps, then 
a matrix of paasche-type ppps, and 
finally, by taking the geometric mean 
of the two, a matrix of fisher-type 
ppps. the fisher-type ppps are made 
transitive and multilateral by applying 
the Eks procedure, which involves 
replacing the fisher-type ppp be-
tween each pair of countries by the 
geometric mean of itself squared and 
all the corresponding indirect fisher-
type ppps between the pair obtained 
using the other countries as bridges.  
the resulting Eks-ppps provide real 
final expenditures that are not addi-
tive, nor are subject to the gerschenk-
ron effect. Eks results are considered 
to be better suited to comparisons 
across countries of the price and vol-
ume levels of individual aggregates.

Error the difference between the ob-
served value of a ppp or volume in-
dex and its “true” value.  Errors may be 
random or systematic. random errors 
are generally referred to as “errors.” 
systematic errors are called “biases.” 

Expenditure categories the level of aggre-
gation between main aggregates and 
expenditure groups.

Expenditure weights the shares of expen-

diture components in current-price 
gdp.

final consumption consists of goods and 
services used up by individual house-
holds or the community to satisfy 
their individual or collective needs or 
wants. 

final expenditure consists of final con-
sumption expenditure and gross fixed 
capital formation. 

fisher-type PPP the ppp for a Bh or an ag-
gregate between two countries that is 
defined as the geometric mean of the 
Laspeyres-type ppp and the paasche-
type ppp for the Bh or the aggregate 
(see also “Laspeyres-type ppp” and 
“paasche-type ppp” because their for-
mulation depends on whether they 
are being used to calculate Bh-ppps 
or to aggregate Bh- ppps).

fixity when results are calculated origi-
nally for a group of countries and 
later for a wider group of countries, 
the ppps between the original group 
of countries shall nevertheless be 
preserved.  fixity is the convention 
whereby price and volume relativi-
ties between a group of countries 
that were established in a comparison 
covering just that group of countries 
remain unchanged, or fixed, when the 
countries of the group are included 
in comparisons with a wider group of 
countries. for example, price and vol-
ume relativities of the iCp regions and 
Eurostat-oECd remain unchanged in 
the global comparison. 

food and non-alcoholic beverages purchased 
for consumption at home; excludes 
food products and beverages sold 
for immediate consumption away 
from home by hotels, restaurants, ca-
fés, bars, kiosks, street vendors, auto-
matic vending machines and so forth; 
cooked dishes prepared by restau-
rants for consumption off their prem-
ises; cooked dishes prepared by ca-
tering contractors, whether collected 
by the customer or delivered to the 
customer’s home; and products sold 
specifically as pet foods.
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furnishings, household equipment and house-
hold maintenance includes expendi-
tures on furniture and furnishings; 
carpets and other floor coverings; 
household textiles; appliances; glass-
ware, tableware and household uten-
sils; tools and equipment for house 
and garden;  and goods and services 
for routine household maintenance.

gdP gross domestic product, expendi-
ture-based, is total final expenditures 
at purchasers prices, including the 
foB value of exports of goods and 
services, less the foB value of im-
ports of goods and services.

general government the institutional sec-
tor that consists of central, regional, 
state and local government units, to-
gether with social security funds im-
posed and controlled by those units. 
it includes non-profit institutions en-
gaged in non-market production that 
are controlled and mainly financed 
by government units or social secu-
rity funds.  also referred to as “govern-
ment.” 

gerschenkron effect applicable only to ag-
gregation methods that use either a 
reference price structure (i.e., each 
country’s quantities are valued by a 
uniform set of prices) or a reference 
volume structure (i.e., each country’s 
prices are used to value a uniform set 
of quantities) to compare countries. 
for methods employing a reference 
price structure, a country’s share of 
total gdp (i.e., the total for the group 
of countries being compared) will 
rise as the reference price structure 
becomes less characteristic of its own 
price structure. for methods employ-
ing a reference volume structure, a 
country’s share of total gdp will fall 
as the reference volume structure be-
comes less characteristic of its own 
volume structure. the gerschenkron 
effect arises because of the negative 
correlation between prices and vol-
umes.

gk (geary-khamis) method an average-price 
method to compute ppps and real final 

expenditures above the basic heading. 
it entails valuing a matrix of quanti-
ties, using a vector of international 
prices. the vector is obtained by av-
eraging national prices across partici-
pating countries after they have been 
converted into a common currency 
with ppps and weighted by quanti-
ties. the ppps are obtained by averag-
ing within participating countries the 
ratios of national and international 
prices weighted by expenditure. the 
international prices and the ppps are 
defined by a system of interrelated 
linear equations that require solving 
simultaneously. the gk method pro-
duces ppps that are transitive and real 
final expenditures that are additive.  it 
has a number of disadvantages. one 
is that a change in the composition 
of the group can change significantly 
the international prices, as well as 
the relationships between countries.  
another is that the real final expendi-
tures are subject to the gerschenkron 
effect, which can be large. gk results 
are considered to be better suited to 
the analysis of price and volume struc-
tures across countries.

goods physical objects for which a de-
mand exists, over which ownership 
rights can be established and whose 
ownership can be transferred from 
one institutional unit to another by 
engaging in transactions on the mar-
ket.  they are in demand because they 
may be used to satisfy the needs or 
wants of households or the commu-
nity or to produce other goods or ser-
vices.

Government final consumption expenditure 
Expenditure, including imputed ex-
penditure, incurred by general gov-
ernment on both individual consump-
tion goods and services and collective 
consumption services. 

Gross fixed capital formation measured by 
the total value of a producer’s acqui-
sitions, less disposals, of fixed assets 
during the accounting period, plus 
certain additions to the value of non-
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produced assets (such as subsoil as-
sets or major improvements in the 
quantity, quality, or productivity of 
land) realized by the productive activ-
ity of institutional units.

health includes expenditures by house-
holds on medical products, appliances 
and equipment, outpatient services, 
and hospital services;  also includes 
expenditures by government on 
health benefits and reimbursements 
and on production of health services. 

household a small group of persons who 
share the same living accommoda-
tion; who pool some, or all, of their in-
come and wealth; and who consume 
certain types of goods and services 
collectively, mainly food and housing. 
a household can consist of only one 
person.

Household final consumption expenditure Ex-
penditure, including imputed expen-
diture, incurred by resident house-
holds on individual consumption 
goods and services, including those 
sold at prices that are not economi-
cally significant. 

housing, water, electricity, gas and other fu-
els include expenditures on actual and 
imputed rentals for housing;  main-
tenance and repair of the dwellings; 
water supply and services related to 
the dwellings; and electricity, gas and 
other fuels.

ICP (International Comparison Program) start-
ed as a research project in the 1960s 
with the ultimate goal of establishing 
a regular program of worldwide ppp 
comparisons of gdp. Comparisons 
were organized for 1970, 1973, 1975, 
1980, 1985 and 1993. they covered 
10, 16, 34, 60, 64 and 83 countries, 
respectively. responsibility for those 
comparisons was shared by the unit-
ed nations statistics division and the 
university of pennsylvania. the world 
Bank is the current global coordina-
tor of the iCp.

Indirect comparison a price or volume com-
parison between two countries made 
through a third country. for example, 

in the case of countries a, B and C, the 
ppp between a and C is obtained by 
dividing the ppp between a and B by 
the ppp between C and B as follows: 
pppa/C = pppa/B / pppC/B. 

Individual consumption expenditure by gov-
ernment the actual and imputed final 
consumption expenditure incurred 
by general government on individual 
goods and services.

Individual consumption expenditure by house-
holds the actual and imputed final 
consumption expenditure incurred 
by households on individual goods 
and services; also includes expendi-
ture on individual goods and services 
sold at prices that are not economi-
cally significant. By definition, all final 
consumption expenditures of house-
holds are for the benefit of individual 
households and are individual. also 
referred to as “final consumption ex-
penditure of households” and “house-
hold final consumption expenditure.”

Individual consumption expenditure by 
nPIshs the actual and imputed final 
consumption expenditure incurred 
by npishs on individual goods and 
services. in practice, most final con-
sumption expenditures of npishs are 
individual in nature, and so, for sim-
plicity, all final consumption expen-
ditures of npishs are treated by con-
vention as individual.  also referred to 
as “final consumption expenditure of 
npishs” and “social transfers in kind.”

Intermediate consumption the value of the 
goods and services, other than fixed 
assets, that are used or consumed as 
inputs by a process of production.

International dollars ppps at the global 
level for each economy are computed 
with the us dollar = 1.00, making it 
the numeraire currency. those ppp 
conversion factors transform gdp 
and aggregates in national currency 
into a common world currency re-
ferred to as “real expenditures in the 
international dollar.” to remove the 
effect of the united states exchange 
rate, indices of real expenditure per 
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capita at the world average = 100 re-
flect the ratio of national real expen-
ditures per capita to the world aver-
age real expenditures per capita. 

machinery and equipment includes fabricat-
ed metal products, general purpose 
machinery, special purpose machin-
ery, electrical and optical equipment, 
transport equipment and other manu-
factured goods. 

miscellaneous goods and services include 
expenditures on personal care, per-
sonal effects, social protection, insur-
ance and financial and other services. 

multilateral comparison a price or volume 
comparison of more than two coun-
tries simultaneously that produces 
consistent relations among all pairs 
of countries.

net exports are the difference in value be-
tween the total exports and imports 
of an economy during a specific pe-
riod of time.

net purchases from abroad purchases by 
resident households outside the eco-
nomic territory of the country, less 
purchases by non-resident house-
holds in the economic territory of 
the country.

NPISHs (non-profit institutions serving house-
holds) non-profit institutions that are 
not predominantly financed and con-
trolled by government, whose main 
resources are voluntary contribu-
tions by households, and that provide 
goods or services to households free 
or at prices that are not economically 
significant.

numeraire currency the term used for the 
currency unit selected as common 
currency, in which ppps and final ex-
penditures on gdp (nominal and vol-
umes) are expressed. the numeraire 
is usually an actual currency (such as 
the us dollar), but it can be an artifi-
cial currency unit developed for the 
purposes of ppp comparisons. the 
hong kong dollar is the numeraire 
currency for the asia-pacific region 
comparisons. 

Other products include products of agri-

culture, forestry, fisheries and aquacul-
ture, as well as software products. 

Per capita volumes standardized measures 
of volume. they indicate the relative 
levels of the product groups or aggre-
gates being compared, after adjusting 
for differences in the size of popu-
lations between countries.  at the 
level of gdp, they are often used to 
compare the economic well-being of 
populations. they may be presented 
either in relation to a particular cur-
rency or as an index number. 

PlI (price level index) for a basic heading 
is defined as the ratio of the basic 
heading ppp to the exchange rate. it 
is expressed as an index on a base of 
100.  a pLi of more than 100 means 
that when the national average pric-
es are converted at exchange rates, 
the resulting prices within the basic 
heading tend to be higher, on aver-
age, than prices in the base country 
(or countries) of the region (and vice 
versa). at the gdp level, pLis provide 
a measure of the differences in the 
general price levels of countries. they 
are also referred to as “comparative 
price levels (CpLs).”

Product specification a description or list 
of the characteristics that can be 
used to identify a product selected 
for pricing. its purpose is to ensure 
that countries price comparable 
items. a product specification can be 
either brand- and model-specific (i.e., 
a specification in which a particular 
brand and model or a cluster of com-
parable brands – and possibly mod-
els – is stipulated) or generic (i.e., a 
specification where only the relevant 
price-determining and technical char-
acteristics are given and no brand or 
cluster of brands is designated).

Productivity adjustment an adjustment 
made to the prices paid by non-mar-
ket producers for labor, capital and 
intermediate inputs so that they cor-
respond to a common level of mul-
tifactor productivity; in practice, an 
adjustment made to the prices (com-
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pensation of employees) paid by non-
market producers for labor so that 
they represent the same level of labor 
productivity. 

Products goods and services that are 
the result of production. they are 
exchanged and used for various pur-
poses as inputs in the production 
of other goods and services, as final 
consumption, or for investment. also 
referred to as “goods and services”, 
“commodities” or “items”.

Purchaser’s price amount paid by the pur-
chaser, excluding any deductible Vat 
or similar deductible tax, to take de-
livery of a unit of a good or service 
at the time and place required by the 
purchaser; the purchaser’s price of a 
good includes any transport charges 
paid separately by the purchaser to 
take delivery at the required time and 
place. 

PPP (purchasing power parity) between 
two countries, a and B, is a price 
relative that measures the number of 
units of country a’s currency that are 
needed in country a to purchase the 
same quantity of an individual good 
or service as one unit of country B’s 
currency will purchase in country B.

Real final expenditures national final ex-
penditures on gdp that have been 
converted to a common currency 
and valued at a uniform price level 
with ppps. Expenditures so convert-
ed reflect only volume differences 
between countries. also referred to 
as “real values.”

recreation and culture includes expendi-
tures on audiovisual, photographic, 
and information-processing equip-
ment; other major durables for recre-
ation and culture; other recreational 
items and equipment; garden and 
pets; recreational and cultural servic-
es; newspapers, books and stationery; 
and package holidays.

reference PPPs are ppps that are used for 
basic headings for which no prices 
are collected; they are based on pric-
es collected for other basic headings. 

representative product is one that ac-
counts for a significant share of the 
expenditures within a basic heading 
in the country in question. 

representativity a concept that relates to 
individual products within the same 
basic heading and to the product list 
for a basic heading.

representativity of a product within a ba-
sic heading is defined in terms of a 
specific country.  a product is either 
representative or unrepresentative 
of the price level in country a for a 
given basic heading, irrespective of 
the relative importance of the basic 
heading with respect to other basic 
headings. it is representative if, in 
country a, the price level of the prod-
uct is close to the average for all prod-
ucts within the basic heading. usually, 
though not necessarily, the purchases 
of the product will account for a sig-
nificant proportion of the total pur-
chases of all products covered by the 
basic heading. if not, the product will 
be sold in at least sufficient quantities 
for its price level to be typical for the 
basic heading.

restaurants and hotels include food prod-
ucts and beverages sold for immedi-
ate consumption away from home by 
hotels, restaurants, cafés, bars, kiosks, 
street vendors, automatic vending 
machines and so forth; cooked dish-
es prepared by restaurants for con-
sumption off their premises; cooked 
dishes prepared by catering contrac-
tors, whether collected by the cus-
tomer or delivered to the customer’s 
home. also includes expenditures on 
accommodation services provided 
by hotels and similar establishments.

seasonal products products for which 
both prices and quantities sold vary 
significantly throughout the year. 
typically, the patterns of variation are 
repeated from one year to the next. 
seasonal products vary from country 
to country.

services outputs produced to order 
and that cannot be traded separately 
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from their production. ownership 
rights cannot be established over ser-
vices, and by the time their produc-
tion is completed, they must have 
been provided to the consumers.  an 
exception to that rule is a group of in-
dustries, generally classified as service 
industries, some of whose outputs 
have characteristics of goods. those 
industries are those concerned with 
the provision, storage, communication 
and dissemination of information, ad-
vice and entertainment in the broad-
est sense of those terms. the products 
of those industries, where ownership 
rights can be established, may be clas-
sified either as goods or services, de-
pending on the medium by which the 
outputs are supplied.

snA (system of national Accounts, 1993) a 
coherent, consistent, and integrated 
set of macroeconomic accounts, bal-
ance sheets and tables based on a set 
of internationally agreed-upon con-
cepts, definitions, classifications and 
accounting rules.

Taxes on production taxes on the goods and 
services produced as outputs by resi-
dent enterprises that become payable 
as a result of the production of those 
goods or services (i.e., taxes payable 
per unit of good or service produced, 
such as excise duties and non-deduct-
ible Vat), plus taxes that resident en-
terprises may pay as a consequence of 
engaging in production (taxes such as 
payroll taxes and taxes on motor ve-
hicles). the former are called “taxes on 
products,” and the latter  “other taxes 
on production”.

Transitivity the property whereby the di-
rect ppp between any two countries 
(or regions) yields the same result 
as an indirect comparison via a third 
country (or region).  it is sometimes 
referred to as “circularity.” 

Transport includes expenditures on pur-
chase of vehicles, operation of person-
al transport equipment, and transport 
services.

vAT (value added tax) a tax on products col-

lected in stages by enterprises. it is a 
wide-ranging tax usually designed to 
cover most or all goods and services. 
producers are obliged to pay to gov-
ernment only the difference between 
the Vat on their sales and the Vat on 
their purchases for intermediate con-
sumption or capital formation. Vat is 
not usually levied on exports (see also 
“deductible Vat” and “non-deductible 
Vat”).

volume measures are obtained by using 
ppps to convert final expenditures 
on product groups, major aggregates, 
and gdp of different countries into 
a common currency, by valuing them 
at a uniform price level. they are the 
spatial equivalent of a time series of 
gdp for a single country expressed at 
constant prices. they provide a mea-
sure of the relative magnitudes of the 
product groups or aggregates being 
compared. at the gdp level, they are 
used to compare the economic size 
of countries. they may be presented 
either in relation to a particular cur-
rency or as an index number.
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